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Archive for November, 2007
In a dining room in Boston…
Posted in Uncategorized on November 25, 2007 by rjohn
The catalog for a Grogan Company rug auction on December 10, 2007, presents the rug below as Lot
65.
(Note: Images from the Grogan on-line catalog.)

The catalog description is:
65 Rare Persian Garden Carpet, dated 1221 (1806); 19 feet 5 inches x 7 feet
This exceedingly rare classical carpet was recently rediscovered in the Dining Room of the Back Bay
townhouse of the late Byzantine Art scholar, Carroll Wales; the poetic inscriptions and early date make
this carpet almost unique among early Garden Carpets. “As-is.”
$30,000-50,000
It is not that rugs like this are not seen with fair frequency on the international market. They are.

But it is somehow nice to consider that such a piece lay, until recently, in someone’s Back Bay Boston
dining room. This was a dining room that deserved the capital letters of the description.
Regards,
R. John Howe i

One Response to “In a dining room in Boston…”
I sent the post above to a number of folks in the rug world.
One of them, Dennis Dodds, the Philadelphia, collector, and student of textiles who is the current
president of The International Conference on Oriental Carpet sent me the comment below, identifying
some similar rugs, and which I quote with his permission. (I may eventually modify this post to add
images of some of the similar pieces to which Dennis refers.)
“The Wales-Grogan garden carpet can be compared to two in the Turk ve Islam Muzesi Eserleri in
Istanbul and as you know both are published in the newly released TIEM Carpet Catalogue published for
the 11th ICOC in Istanbul: “WEAVING HERITAGE OF ANATOLIA”, p. 128, pl. 106 and p. 129, pl.107.
Another is in the McMullen Collection in NYC: ISLAMIC CARPETS, pp. 122-123 (fold-out plate 29). All
three examples show a traditional blossoming tree/shrub motif in each of four medallions which appear at
the intersections of water courses. A fourth ‘flowering shrub’ example from Berlin, is in HALI 128, MayJune 2003,p. 88. That image accompanies a useful article by Emma Clark on the subject of Islamic
gardens. The contents of the three medallions in the Wales-Grogan carpet differ with a central blossom
radiating highly stylized serrated leaves and buds. This design has an interesting comparison to the
McLaren Collection garden carpet, England; see Erdmann, 1976, fig. 123, which they date c. 1700. For
another garden carpet, see ex-Kevorkian Foundation, New York, Bode/Kuhnel, 1970, p.144. fig. 105.”
My thanks to Dennis for this knowledgeable comment.
R. John Howe 1
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Archive for December, 2007
More on the Grogan Auction Rug
Posted in Uncategorized on December 3, 2007 by rjohn
Dennis Dodds has pointed us to some known rugs with designs similar to the Grogan auction rug in
my post above.
He first mentions two rugs that appear in the catalogs from this spring’s ICOC XI in Istanbul. These
two pieces are in the TIEM collection. Here are two images of each of them, first an overall image and
then a closer one. (Wendel Swan was good enough to make these scans for me.)

Dennis also pointed to a piece in the McMullen collection. That image (still only of a detail) covers two
pages and is presented as two joined scans immediately below. Again, first an overall image and then
a detail.

The fourth similar piece, I’ve been able to find quickly was indicated by Dennis as in Hali, 128. Again
there is an overall image and then a closer one.

We may have more to say about some of the similarities and differences in this group of rugs.
R. John Howe 2
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Archive for December, 2007
The Anatolian Yastiks of Dennis Dodds
Posted in Uncategorized on December 13, 2007 by rjohn

On December 8, 2007, Dennis Dodds, conducted a “rug morning” program at The Textile Museum on
the subject of “Regional Differences in Anatolian Yastiks.”

Dennis is a long-time student and collector of oriental rugs and textiles and is currently, the head of
The International Conference on Oriental Carpets. He is one of those directly responsible for the
splendid conference this organization held last spring in Istanbul.
Dennis collects seriously in a number of areas, but yastiks have been one of his favorites from the
beginning. He began to collect them in Anatolia in the early 70s, and has worked to highlight them
ever since. He organized exhibitions of yastiks at the ICOC conferences in Philadelphia and
Istanbul. And the only real book on yastiks was published by Brian Morehouse, in conjunction with
the Philadelphia exhibition in 1996. A large part of one volume of the catalog published on ICOC XI, in
Istanbul, provides images and text on that yastik exhibition.
So Dennis in particularly well-placed to treat the yastik format.

He said, early, that all of his yastiks have never been presented together before and that he, himself,
had not seen them all so arrayed. I took as many photos as I could, without intruding on Dennis’
presentation, but can’t claim that some that he presented have not been omitted.
In this session, Dennis followed the broad categorization that Morehouse uses in his book, attributing
yastiks to “western,” “central,” and “eastern” Turkey. Sometimes more specific attributions are
possible, but attribution is often something about which different plausible and defensible suggestions
can be made.
As he introduced Dennis, Dan Walker, the TM Director, asked him to be sure to say what a “yastik” is
(sometimes we rug people begin talking as if everyone lives in our world and speaks our language).
So Dennis began by saying that Anatolian “yastiks” are small textiles, that served as cushion
covers. Many Turkish interiors are furnished with divans and these are padded with cushions for
sitting on and against comfortably. “Yastiks” are usually seen to be the front-side of the cushions
used to ease one’s back while sitting on a divan.
Dennis seemed to suggest that “yastiks” were basically a format woven only in Anatolia. He pointed
to the fact that most Central Asian bags were woven with the warps parallel with their shorter
sides. But cushions were used by many ethnic groups and one format, the “balisht” woven by the
Balouch, seems very similar in size. Balishts also have there warps parallel with their long sides as
yastiks do and open at their narrower ends.
Here is the image of a yastik.

Yastiks vary in size, but are usually about 2 feet wide, and not much more than 3 feet long. The one
above is 2′ X 2′8″. Yastiks can be either pile or flatwoven, but Dennis seems partial to pile versions.
Dennis next said, in his introductory remarks, that yastik designs seem generally to be divisible into
two broad groups. Those with designs that feature “medallion” devices and those that seem to draw
on “textile” patterns.

The first piece he showed was a small rug (not a yastik) that Dennis suggested was the sort of thing
from which the “medallion” yastik designs were derived. Here is that rug.

This rug features a central medallion often referred to as of a “Holbein” type. This description results
from the fact that a 16th century German painter, Hans Holbein (the younger), used Turkish rugs with
such medallions in his paintings so frequently that such medallions are now called by his name.
Dennis started with yastiks he estimates were woven in western Turkey. The first five, he said, were
likely woven in the Menderes valley in southwest Turkey.
Dennis estimated that the piece below was woven in the first half of the 19th century.

It was very well drawn and has a good range of pleasing colors. It is unusual because it still has its back,
which is also very colorful.

Another yastik with a seemingly Holbein format ancestry is the one immediately bleow.

This piece appears as the third image in the Morehouse catalog where he describes it has having
features often seen in weavings from the Kutahya and Menderes River valleys, but also
sometimes seen in Bergama area yastiks.

The next two rugs have similar medallion designs. The first one below, Dennis estimated to have
been woven in the Menderes Valley, near Dazgir, in the 18th century.

This piece appears as the third image in the Morehouse catalog where he describes it has having
features often seen in weavings from the Kutahya and Menderes River valleys, but also
sometimes seen in Bergama area yastiks.
The next two rugs have similar medallion designs. The first one below, Dennis estimated to have
been woven in the Menderes Valley, near Dazgir, in the 18th century.

The main border in the piece above is one to remember. Dennis found versions of it in other yastiks
and had additional comment. The abrash of the lighter blue field is a usage that is attractive to me.
The next yastik below was also estimated to have been woven in the Menderes Valley region around
Dazgir. This rayed medallion also appears in the 18th century Dazgir piece shown above.

Notice the treatment of the endings, top and bottom. Red, flatwoven kilim ends are embellished with
small, pile, polychrome decorations. The strong yellow “jumps” at you a bit.

The next piece, below, features a “Memling” gul (a medallion device named for another western
painter who often used rugs with similar devices on them in his paintings)

Dennis estimated that it was woven in the 18th century. I find the strong graphics of this small piece
particularly attractive.
The yastik below was placed with the Holbein medallion group.

Another instance of good use of a somewhat wider color palette, and of sophisticated composition and
drawing. Dennis said it is 18th century. Notice the unusual, delicate treatment of the lappets.

The yastik immediately below was described as from the Kutahya area.

This piece appears as the second one in the Morehouse “Yastiks” volume. The “saw-tooth” borders in
contrasting light and dark colors are characteristic of pieces from this area. Note that the coloration is
a little different from that of many “Bergama” weavings.
Dennis said that the piece below was woven in the Kozak area, a mountainous region north of
Bergama.

The device on the white-ground main border of this piece often appears on Anatolian “heybes”
(saddle-bags).
Two yastiks, exhibiting different medallions, completed Dennis’ treatment of pieces from western
Turkey.
The first of these has a darkish ground in outer areas of the field but this is enlivened by three whiteground Memling guls down its center.

Morehouse suggests that this piece has border, palette and end finish features suggesting that it was
woven in northwest Anatolia.
The last western Anatolian yastik Dennis had brought, was this attractive, squarish piece with a nice,
white-ground border.

A relatively wide palette and simple spacious use of good color and strong graphics mark this
piece. The use of a distinctive blue in the medallion, the borders and lappets serves to integrate this
piece, shaping perception so that it is experienced initially as a “whole.”
Dennis now moved to the group of his yastiks that he attributed to central Anatolia.

The first yastik in this group is estimated to have been woven in the Obruk area.

Two large octagan medallions on a red field are highlighted by projecting white latchhooks. The Obruk
attribution is based in part on the similarity between the main border design and some used on Obruk
kilims.
A second central Anatolian example below is attributed to Aksaray.

The central medallion of the yastik above is very similar to that on Number 119 in the “Yastik”
catalog. Morehouse places his piece in his eastern Anatolian group. Dodds diverges from Morehouse
about his own piece. Because of its construction, palette and the many distinctive “cross” devices,
Dennis relates it to Plate 33 in the “Atlantic Collections” catalog, which he sees as from Aksaray in
central Anatolia (Mehmet Cetinkaya concurs on the basis of fragment of a nearly identical carpet that
he owns).
Another nice little piece with a Holbein-derived medallion is this one.

I like its spacious simplicity. Trying to clarify how best to describe it I wrote to Dennis after this
session. Here is his response about this piece and its estimated age. I quote:
“This yastik displays a medallion that is seen in a carpet fragment from the Beyshehir trove, now in
the Mevlana Museum in Konya. “In The History of the Early Turkish Carpet, Kurt Erdmann illustrates
that carpet in fig. 70 with the caption: ” ‘Holbein’ type I carpet fragment from Beyshehir. Mevlana
Muzesi, Konya.”
“In Carpet Fragments, Carl Johann Lamm discusses “Anatolian Holbein Carpets of the 15th Century,”
pp. 50-62. He illustrates two fragments with medallions of this design in Color Fragments 26 and 27,
on pp. 85 and 86 which he dates to the late 15th century.
“By the 16th century, this medallion had moved from an overall repeat pattern to a solitary and
central position in the well-known group of rugs referred to by Erdmann, op.cit., fig. 37, as ‘Ushak
prayer rug of the end of the 16th century with opposed prayer niches…”
“In Oriental Rugs from Atlantic Collections, our yastik is illustrated on p.21, plate 21, where the date is
shown as “c. 1800,” with the caption referring to its probable design origins in the “small-pattern
‘Holbein’ medallion” type.
“For publication, this is a reasonable date for the piece.”
And in a second indication about attribution of this piece, Dennis wrote:
“I think this yastik should be placed in Central Anatolia and the Konya/Karapinar area, owing
principally to the lack of outlining in the major design elements, i.e., the ‘kilim style’ that Dr. Mae
Beattie identified as a style predominantly used in that area.”
(End of Dodds’ quotes)
The next yastik Dennis presented was the one below.

This handsome piece has the same design as another that Morehouse selected for the cover of his
“Yastiks” catalog. That piece also appears as Number 55 in that volume. Dennis’ piece above is
Number 56.
There has been some interesting comment about this design. As it happens, I own what is likely a
later version of it and when I published it on the internet, Michael Bischof, long involved in the natural
dye movement in Turkey wrote me to say that this design is claimed as their own by a village near
Karaman in the Karapinar area. This village is predominantly Yomut Turkmen who moved to this area
over 200 years ago from Khorusan in Iran. Morehouse mentions aspects of this connection in his
catalog comments on these two pieces and once acknowledged to me in conversation that there might
be something to Bischof’s claims.
This design is also an occasion for a discussion of whether designs tend generally to become more
conventionalized as they come forward in time.
Dennis argued, on the basis of some pieces estimated to be older but with quite simple, even
abstracted designs, that simplicity of design may be an indicator of an earlier period, when other
factors are also considered. But it can be unreliable. Especially when discussing yastiks, their small
size limits the amount of design elements that a weaver can use, so even later yastiks might display
simple designs.
Morehouse argues explicitly that this particular design becomes more simplified in younger pieces. The
number of leaves in the lappets moves from four to two; the cruciform devices inside the “insect”
devices in the borders lose their definition; and the use of filler designs in the field increases. (In a
subsequent post I will examine five examples, including the two mentioned here to see what they
suggest.)
Dennis estimates this Karapinar yastik to the 18th century.
The next three central Anatolian yastiks Dennis had brought featured two medallions with cross
motifs. The piece below is the first of these.

The abrashed light green-ground medallions are effectively placed on a wider red field the latter
emphasized with latch hooks in a distinctive blue. Dennis also sees this as an 18th century piece.
A second instance in this small design grouping is the one below. Dennis estimates it as having been

woven in the 19h century.

And the third is this one. This example is seen as late 19th century.

To the right was the yastik below with a three, stacked device design. This piece may be attributable
to the Cappadocia area.

Its border was described as having “kufesque” elements.
At the top far right of his central Anatolian examples, Dennis provided the white-ground piece below.

Among its noteworthy features are its long hexagonal medallion, an, almost certainly, cochineal red,
and dark wefts.
Dennis described the pieces in his lower row of central Anatolian yastiks as instances of “all-over”
designs.
The first piece in this grouping is the one below. Here is the second(below right).

Dennis described these two “all-over” repeat designs as of the “textile” variety. He suggested that
they have roots in Seljuk usages. He attributed them to the Gelveri area or, perhaps, to Aksaray.

The vertical stripes in the next piece clearly indicate that this is a “textile-derived” design, the second
of the two design groups Dennis stipulated earlier. The colors are bright and clear and seem quite
different from many yastiks we have seen. This piece is attributed to the Kirsehir area.

To the right of the piece above was another with wide borders and striping in its small field. Dennis
said this combination is a central Anatolian indicator. This piece also has more subued colors.

This yastik appears as Number 82 in the Morehouse catalog where the description notes that it has
attribution features that point in several possible directions. The use of lappets is characteristic of
Mucur, it has colors that suggest Kirsehir, but its softer palette points possibly to the Sivas area.
The piece below is attributed to the area south of Konya.

It has a soft wool, with a long pile and wide selveges. Its designs are taken entirely from border patterns.
The net central Anatolian piece above was another white-ground design.

It features small repeating medallions embelished with pinwheels.
The last central Anatolian yastik Dennis presented was the one below.

The design a series of repeating squares each with some vague internal instrumentation
approximating an “X.”
Dennis now moved to eastern Anatolian pieces in his yastik collection.
(Note: In the interest of complete accuracy, the photo immediately below is, in fact, from a little
further on. The lower row here are not from Dennis’ collection, but rather are yastiks that members of
the audience brought. I just needed a nice transition picture and this is it. Just so folks don’t write
me about this “mistake” later. :-) )

The first of Dennis’ eastern Anatolian pieces is the one below.

Dennis described the piece above as a “rug” design: a medallion surrounded by “leaf” forms that seem
near “armatures.
The second is this one. It is estimated to be from the same approximate region as the one above:
Mudjur or Sivas.

Dennis indicated that the palette of these two pieces is much like that of some in the central Anatolian
group.
The next piece in the eastern Anatolian group was this one.

This piece appears as Number 111 in Morehouse’s catalog. He says its composition with “boxed
medallions flanking a central hexagon” is unusual. In his discussion of it, Dennis also called attention
to the “square boxes with hooked edges.” Morehouse is complimentary about this piece and thinks
there is a suggestion of a date below the top medallion. No precise attribution is attempted.

The next piece features an elaborate “flower-form” medallion on a plain field.

The red ground seems likely from cochineal and the floral medallion seems almost
European. Dennis said there was an example of this group in a recent Grogan auction that had an
inscribed date of 1877. He also said that this piece may have been woven in the Gordes region where
the Medjidiyeh style was very popular in the third quarter of the 19th century. Someone in the
audience suggested that it may have been woven by an Armenian weaver.
Morehouse offers seemingly similar pieces in his Numbers 97 and 98. He says they project a ”Mejidiye
aesthetic” and relates them to Numbers 95 and 96, attributed to Kirsehir. For this reason he places his
examples in central rather than eastern Anatolia.

Dennis’ next eastern Anatolian piece was this one.

This yastik appears as Number 116 in Morehouse’s catalog. Dennis described it as from Malatya with a
likely cochineal red. He said that the steeper angles in the diamond designs were created using offset
knotting, something that suggests that its weavers may have been Kurdish. He also pointed out its
herringbone selvedges.

The piece below appears in Morehouse’s central Anatolian grouping, Number 102 on the bases of
palette and the paired flower and rosette in the main border.

But Morehouse admits that on the bases of its multiple stacked and hooked medallions and its multiple
selvedges, it could defensibly be placed further east in the Sivas region. This is, apparently what
Dennis has done, for he includes it in his eastern Anatolian grouping.

The last piece on the far right of Dennis’ top row of eastern Anatolian yastiks was this one.

Dennis attributed this piece to Kirsehir or east of there. It has a distinctive pale yellow ground main
border like the piece directly below it on the board.

This lower piece appears as Number 105 in the Morehouse catalog(below left). Morehouse says that its
palette and several of its border patterns are characteristic of the Sivas area.
The next piece in Dennis’ eastern Anatolian grouping was the one below(right). He attributed it to
Mucur. It appears in Morehouse’s catalog as Number 107.

Morehouse comments on the “bird’s head motif” in the main border and the “eight-petaled rosettes in
the field grid.”

Dennis’ eastern Anatolian pieces included this yastik with rich and seemingly unusual colors.

This piece was published as Number 138 in Morehouse’s catalog, where he says that the combination
of red-orange shades with blue or blue-green “is characteristic of weavings produced in Malatya.” He
adds that the “S” border is also seen ”throughout” this area and “to the north.”
Bob Emry, who took a good set of notes in support of my efforts here, describes the piece below as
“funky,” which it assuredly is.

Dennis suggested that it is Kurdish. He also offered an interesting possible interpretation of the three
squares within the compartments. Dennis feels that these may be abstracted residues of the Ottoman
“cintamani” design that has three “balls” arranged in a similar triangular fashion.
Here is a black and white image of the cintamani design on the fabric from a garment of a known
Ottoman sultan, of the 15th century.

My feeling in the TM sesssion was that, while Dennis’ suggestion is imaginative, to be fully convincing
it would need to account for the seeming absence of the “wavy stripe forms” that occur beneath each
set of balls in the Ottoman version. Perhaps the base of the compartment could be seen to play that
role. It is also true that weavers sometimes took only parts of designs into their pieces.
In fact, Dennis argues that there is evidence that the cintamani design was so adapted.
In a subsequent conversation he suggested why the lack of wavy lines may not disqualify his
cintamani interpretation of the piece above. He talked further about his suggestion that ”the small
squares, arranged triptically, are stylized versions of the round cintamani balls, made square because
of the coarse knotting.”

He said: ”[ed. The image above] of a “semiantique Paotao Chinese saddlecover” is from a recent
Bukowskis auction in Sweden and shows how the 3 balls can exist independently from the stripes. This
arrangement, sans stripes, is also observable in 16-17century Ottoman textiles and ceramics.”
This horsecover design seems to me a pretty convincing instance of Dennis’ claim.

The last of Dennis’ eastern Anatolian yastiks was this one.

It is Number 131 in the Morehouse catalog. Although all of the devices in this piece are from the
standard Anatolian repertoire, Morehouse calls attention to how unusual their comoposition is. The
design retains device usages that would be necessary in kilim weaving but which are not in a pile
piece. There is an indication that one such design usage is found in Malatya kilims.
Well, that’s the end of Dennis’ TM Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning presentation on his Anatolian
yastiks. Dennis took questions and then folks moved to the front of the room and after-session
conversations started.

In the image below, Wendel Swan talks to Dennis about a particular piece.

My thanks to Dennis for permitting me to share this with you on this virtual basis and for saving me
from some reporting errors.
My primary purpose in this internet post is to make it possible for more people than the number who
can fit into Mr. Myers’ former living room to enjoy these valuable, interesting TM programs.
I am not particularly attempting to foster conversation, but if you have a comment, or
question, and/or some images that seem congruent with this presentation that you want to share,
send it/them to me at rjhowe@erols.com together with your permission to quote you in part or
wholly. I may use the materials submitted in subsequent posts I make regarding this yastik session.
You are also encouraged to forward this URL to others whom you think might enjoy this TM “rug
morning” program.
Regards,
R. John Howe (further comment below)

Further comment on Dennis’ “cintimani” suggestion.
You will recall that Dennis suggested that the “three squares” design of the Kurdish yastik below

was possibly an instance of the “cinitmani” design albeit without the stripes/lips that are often seen to
be part of it.

In support of his conjecture Dennis provided an example of a saddle cover that has the “three
triangulated balls” of the cintimani design without the stripes/lips.

I have received two comments bearing on this suggestion.
The first is from Bertram Frauenknecht, saying:
“…the Cintamani is considered a fertility symbol, to be found under Ottoman rule. The version without
the lips is much older. It is called ‘cat paw’ - design nowadays.
“I found the oldest version on the dress of a female Etruscan dancer, 600 BC, in an Etruscan tomb
north of Rome, Italy.

“It is said that the Etruscans came to Italy from Anatolia.”
[Ed: Bertram continues: And the image below] “shows a Karapinar fragment from the 15th century,
which…[ed. has] the ‘cat paw’ on the white field.”

My thanks to Bertram for these two interesting further examples.

And Brian Morehouse writes, saying first that [ed. It's] “always good to hear that Yastiks are being
discussed and viewed.”
But he is skeptical of whether the fact that the cintimani design sometimes occurs without the stripeslips, can be taken to indicate that that is what the weaver of this particular yastik intended.
Here are his words: “…With regard to the issue supporting Dennis’ cintimani concept: All things are
possible, but the chance of a humble villager even seeing a similar motif is highly unlikely given the
rustic nature of the piece.
[Ed.]“…as rug collectors we are allowed the privilege of having an imagination, but as scholars we
must be more skeptical, [ed. while still] not devoid of possibilities…Whatever the design may
represent all that concerns me is….is it compelling as a woven work of art? I think it is so unclear
whether this design is representative of the cintimani design that it should simply stand on its own
merits and if it transfers that design in a meaningful way all the better. I will leave that up to the
viewer.”
My thanks to both Bertram and Brian for these interesting additions.
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Archive for January, 2008
Frankly Fragmentary
Posted in Uncategorized on January 18, 2008 by rjohn
On Saturday, November 12, 2006, members of the Philadelphia Rug Society, and a couple of guests,
met at Craig Wallen’s Gallery 51 to consider the subject of rug and textile fragments.

Although advertised to the entire Society, this session was envisioned as a smaller one. The first 15
people to sign up would be included. Ultimately, seven Society members and two guests attended.
Although the session was billed under the question “When is a Fragment Collectible?,” the organizers
prepared a broader list of questions to guide and stimulate discussion. These were:

o

What is a fragment? Why fragments? Fragmented vs complete?

o

Primary considerations: Age/history? Rarity/provenance? Design/graphics?

o

Secondary considerations: Size? Availability? Cost? Can it be displayed readily?

o

How will it add to your collection and to your understanding of rugs?

o

How will it be displayed? As is? On a backing? Framed?

o

Curatorial and conservation considerations?

o

Where to find a good fragment? When is a fragment not “honest?”

We did not systematically address all of the issues reflected in these questions. Nor did we restrict
ourselves entirely to them. But the preparation was functional for our discussion.
What follows is likely best described as a series of snapshots of this conversation, supplemented when
possible with images of related fragments mostly brought by the participants.
Craig began the session with the question “What is a ‘fragment’?”

Well, it is a “part of a larger piece or of a whole textile.”
But Dennis Dodds quickly noted that the notion of what a fragment is islikely broader in Europe than
in the U.S. Seemingly very complete pieces are published in Hali as “fragments,” with meticulous
notations of what is missing. In the U.S., it seems, if it’s mostly there, it isn’t a fragment. This U.S.
tendency, by the way, was reflected in our discussion. Some were unwilling to call a given item
offered a “fragment.”
Sometimes, this unwillingness was explicitly tied to the notion that a given piece was “basically all
there,” despite its missing, say, a border or corner. But another aspect of “completeness” was
explored as well. That is, that sometimes particular traditional formats are meant to be
“composed.” That is, they are made up of two or more pieces, each of which was woven as a
“complete” item despite the intention to combine it with others to form a larger array.

A first order example of this latter sort of “fragment” was an 18th century Anatolian striped kilim that
Craig brought out.

People in this session were willing to call this piece “half of a two-piece” kilim, but not a “fragment.”
John Howe had a piece the “fragmentary” nature of which is similar but more subtle.

He said that neither he, nor the dealer he bought it from, knew what it was when he bought it. This
piece is visibly complete as it came off the loom. What could it be? A number of experienced rug and
textile people could not say. But Wendel Swan recognized it as one front chest tab from a Persian
(likely Kurdish) horse cover.

Later in this session Howe showed a Turkman piece that was part of a head decoration for a horse or
camel.

He said that, while it is clearly only one element of a much larger assemblage, part of its appeal for
him was that it projects an unmistakable “wholeness” by itself.
So we need to decide whether we include in our notion of “fragment” something like these pieces
above: complete as they were woven or embroidered, but meant to be sewn together with some other
separate parts to form a larger assemblage. Conceptually, this horse cover tab and this head
decoration component are the same as the sections of any textile (kilims, jajims, etc.) woven in parts,
but sewn together to make a particular “complete” item of a given format.

A next part of this discussion centered on why it is that sometimes a very good fragment will be
found, say in a flea market or country auction in the Philadelphia area, but can’t command
the price of something (let’s say that the two pieces are very similar, even the same one) say,
found by someone like Michael Franses? A second version of this question was “How does a
piece go from being an item of near “trash” to something seen as rare and valuable and
that can draw a big price on the international market?” (This question isn’t fragment-specific,
but is likely more acute in the case of a fragment.)
The seeming conclusion took two forms.
First, Dennis Dodds pointed out, dealers function in part to research given items, to discover what
they have sold for recently.

This has an “auction” side and a “private sale” side. Dealers also collect the qualities that seem
related to price. He acknowledged that such research and comparison is more difficult for
fragments. But the thrust of this argument was that dealer research can show what the likely current
market value of a piece is.

A second aspect of this difference in value has to do with the fact that there are different “levels” in
the market. Price will also be affected by the level(s) of the market available to a given individual or
dealer. Howe said that his brother, who is an antique tool dealer, once found a rare early American
tool, bought it for about $100 and sold it for about $2500. In about three turns in the market it
subsequently sold for $10K. But Howe’s brother said that he felt no resentment about not getting the
$10K. He had made good money at the level of the market at which he could operate. The
subsequent sales happened at levels of the market to which he simply did not have access. This
offers another explanation of why a given piece might sell for very different prices. There are many
levels of the market and not all of us have ready access to a particular market level.
There was another aspect of this discussion, not all of which occurred at one point in it. It was
that there was some puzzling about how to determine what a fragment is worth. Here, there seemed
some call for auction houses to become more active in their research on fragments. But it was also
acknowledged that there has been a great increase in the flow of information about textiles,
in general. This increase has been partly due to an expansion in the volume of textile publications
since about 1970, but is also, more recently, the result of the internet. The information available to
the interested rug and textile collector today is dramatically greater than it was 40 years ago.
We next talked about “Why buy a fragment?”
“Well,a fragment can be beautiful,” someone said. There can be something about its colors, patterns,
textures that make it stand out despite its fragmentary nature. It can, on occasion, be more
interesting than a more complete, even an entire, piece. The Textile Museum’s “Pieces of a Puzzle”
exhibit provided an example. Here is a link to an on-line version of that exhibition.
http://www.textilemuseum.org/pieces/index.html
And here is a link to two pieces in this exhibition that illustrate the above point.
http://www.textilemuseum.org/pieces/objects2.html
Notice the border on the right side of the larger fragment and the bottom image which is a fragment
of another section of this border presented by itself in the exhibition.
The larger fragment is itself likely only part of a huge palace-sized carpet with wide areas of an open
red field. This field is unattractive, in part, because it is not in good condition, but the important
aspect to notice here is that it works in the larger fragment to overwhelm the narrow border.

But the second instance of this same border (the bottom image in the link above and inserted directly
below) is, for me, the best piece in this exhibition. It is, precisely, its separation from the larger
piece and its presentation in the exhibition as a discrete item that lets us see its real visual merits.

Now I do not want to argue that the point above is general, even frequent, but this isolated border
fragment demonstrates to me that it can occur.
“One can learn a lot from a fragment.” It’s not frequently the case any longer, but there were once
collections largely composed of what were called “study pieces.” Their fragmentary nature often made
some of their aspects (e.g., their structure) more accessible.
In the TM “Pieces of a Puzzle” exhibition on classical Persian carpets from the 16th and 17th centuries,
where fragments were drawn from carpets that were very large, Dan Walker pointed out that the
fragmentary character of the available pieces actually made side-by-side comparison of them more
possible than would have been the case between the original large carpets.
And, sometimes, one can determine important aspects of a very large piece on the basis of a fragment
alone. Look again at the link to the three fragments of very large carpet fragment in this exhibition:
http://www.textilemuseum.org/pieces/objects2.html

As the text indicates, the left side of the two larger fragments here are selveged without
a border. This fact and the further one that the field medallions are interrupted by this selveged left
edge precisely at a halfway point combine to suggest that these fragments were parts of a much
larger assemblage. These two features demonstrate that important aspects of a much larger piece
can sometimes be suggested by examining a quite small fragment alone.
Some feel that they can put a fragment up on a wall and reconstruct the entire piece. Christopher
Alexander’s efforts come to mind. True, he claims that his reconstructions are importantly aided by
his “theory,” but the example of a 13th century fragment from which he claims to have derived a
complex endless design that he rendered in a series of paintings is dramatic. (See his A
Foreshadowing of 21st Century Art, pp. 130-137, 351.)
Collectors sometimes find a fragment attractive because they “can afford it.” Fragments can be (but
are not always) priced a lot lower than complete pieces of a given sort. This aspect has lots of facets
but we treated only one.
First, fragments are often pretty frequent when one begins to look for rugs, especially if one is looking
in places like flea markets or country auctions. And while fragments may not be the best place for a
novice to begin, it is likely that rugs in poor condition, some of which will be fragmented, are likely to
be part of what a new collector comes onto frequently.
Extensive praise of fragments sometimes has unintended consequences. There was awhile back in
Hamburg an exhibition of striking fragments. The catalog praised them so effusively that it is said
some dealers were led to cut up some complete pieces to produce some.
At this point Howe passed around a full-pile fragment of an approximate quarter of a Middle Amu
Darya chuval with a mina khani design, very soft wool, and a lavish use of silk.

We do not know the condition of the rest of this piece when it was cut, but it seems possible that this
is an example of a large piece cut up to produce several attractive fragments.
One reason why there might be more temptation to “produce” fragments in the rug world is that the
market is more forgiving of rug and textile fragments than it is about fragments in other areas.
David Weiss, associated with the Philadelphia auction firm, Freeman’s, was a member of our salon
group and was asked about this.

He agreed that a fragmentary condition is sometimes disqualifying in other areas of art and
antiques. The famous illustration is that an antique chair, with one leg missing, is not worth much,
but this rule applies more generally. For example, someone suggested “A fragmentary Picasso would
not have much value, would it?” David seemed to agree.
“Fragments are often easier to display. They are often smaller and fit into the available space more
readily.”
The snapshots of this conversation above do not do it justice. It was focused, intelligently
exploratory, and vigorous enough that it went on for over an hour before we began seriously to look
at the pieces participants had brought. But, finally, we did.
Craig began with this Coptic fragment.

He said that this is the third piece like this he has owned. They all feature various numbers of
similarly drawn birds and camels and he has wondered whether they are from the same piece. He
said it is no longer possible to assemble them side-by-side. Coptic pieces are variously dated from the
4th to the 7th centuries.

John Howe had brought a Coptic piece. He said that he bought it entirely on impulse from the window
of an antiquities shop in Georgetown.

He said that this piece is a “little rug” composition made up of parts of Coptic garments. The field is
densely patterned with a variety of designs, some of them, perhaps, of people. The “borders” are
likely strips from the edges of garments that have good spatial qualities and recognizable bird designs.

Pieces composed of fragments are encountered in other areas as well. Harold Keshishian has an
impressive “prayer rug” design that on closer examination turns out to be entirely composed of
fragments of Greek Island embroideries.

We moved next to Anatolia with Craig’s Karapinar fragment that some of you will know.

He said that this piece impresses him with its definite color. He estimates it as first half of the 17th
century.
The presentation of this fragment also shows how good mounting can enhance one’s ability to “see”
what is there.
Craig’s third fragment is from a 17th century “Caucasian dragon” carpet.

It has great color and although “palmettes” and “dragons” can be discerned, this seems to be a
fragment that is better appreciated if one can visualize, while looking at it, the larger composition
from which it is taken. The drawing is attractively spacious.
Craig’s next piece was this West Anatolian “re-entrant” prayer rug fragment, 17th/18th century.

He said that the drawing suggests that this is a “village” rather than a “workshop” piece. Here is a
closer look image of its border system.

In informal discussion after our meeting proper was over, Craig brought out two additional fragments.
The first of these was an East Anatolian Kurdish fragment, 18th century, with an unusual “zipper”
border.

A closer look at this unusual border.

A second “brought-out-after” piece was the border of a Konya rug below.

Good, rich colors and a spacious major border design. Again a closer look.

Craig estimates this piece as early 19th century.

Dennis Dodds had brought an Anatolian piece.

This fragment has great pile condition and graphics.

Its design is likely sourced in the Caucasian “shield’ carpets, but it is Anatolian. It is estimated to have
been woven in the 18th century.
A closer look at the shield device.

Samy Rabinovic had three Anatolian pieces, all from Karapinar. He said that he thinks all three of
these pieces could be 18th century because the designs in them seem older than similar 19th century
published examples.

He began with the one below. There are colorful lappets on the upper side.

Using the approximate half here, one can imagine the full design. Width: 47 inches, Length: 40
inches. Strong saturated colors, mostly indigo, madder, madder-derived purple and yellow.
A closer detail below.

A second Anatolian piece may be the oldest and most interesting of the three, but does not show itself
as well in the image below as it does “in the wool.” It has wonderful, clear, old colors.

The design features a white hooked octagon on a white background inside a larger rectilinear
“kaikalak” design with only two rams horns placed opposite. The connecting device is very well drawn
and visible. Width: 44 inches, Length: 38 inches.
A third Karapinar, perhaps Karaman, fragment has very strong, saturated colors.

The connecting device used in 19th century pieces is the main part of the top medallion, so this piece
might well be 18th century, but most probably is early 19th. Width: 36 inches, Length: 27 inches.
John Howe had a large Anatolian village rug fragment. It has nice old, colors, including a vivid lighter
blue and a large central medallion that provides a lot of graphic impact.

The most frequent attribution of this piece has been Konya, but Dennis placed it further west on the
basis of the colors and one border system. This piece is very heavy and coarse with only 25 kpsi.
Some examiners have estimated it as 18th century. It is approximately 4.5 X 7 feet.
Howe said that he feels that this is an example of a piece better mounted on a backing without a
frame, since a frame would make it difficult to move and store readily.

Here is a closer look at the border system on this piece. And of one niche in its central medallion.

The next set of Anatolian fragments we examined was from three kilims brought by a member of this
salon who prefers to be anonymous in this report.
Here is the first of his three pieces.

He said that he was impressed when he got it by how similar elements in this design are to those in
the piece in the book below.

As is evident, this piece features the “elibilinde” device, described as “hands on hips.”

Our anonymous participant’s second kilim fragment was the one below.

I didn’t catch the attribution, but it has a wonderfully archaic feeling about it. Here’s a closer look.

It is estimated to have been woven in the 18th century.

His third example featured cross-panels, dramatic drawing and an unusual use of color.

The top panels have deeply saturated red and blue grounds, while the lower panels have much milder
shades. He said that he’s not seen the ground shade of the bottom panel before.
Here’s a closer detail of the upper panels.

There was some question about whether this piece should be seen as a fragment. It has both
halves. It may qualify because it is missing one border outside the white ground at its bottom.
I don’t have attributions, as I write, beyond “Anatolian” for any of our anonymous participant’s three
pieces.

Bob Kent (on the right in the photo below) had brought a rug with a “Transylvanian” design.

Although faded, this rug exhibited the characteristic spacious wide borders often seen in
“Transylvanian” pieces. Bob said that while examining this piece he discovered for the first time that
“lazy lines” can occur on pile rugs and what they looked like there. Here is a section of the back of this
piece showing them.

Bob had also brought two Balouch pieces. Here is the first of these.

The field of this piece is a large-scale mina-khani-influenced design. Bob said that he admired the two
reds in its borders. A piece, possibly, with good age.

Bob’s second Balouch piece is this one. (Note: the “white” spot on the lower part of this image is a
malfunction of my camera and is not on Bob’s rug.)

This piece seemed finer both in design and texture. It has a spacious, large-scale border. The lower
left quarter of the field showed something of the color that this piece must have projected.

Some in the group said that while Bob’s three pieces were worn, they did not consider them
fragments, since the entire outline of all three pieces was still there, including, in the cases of the two
Balouch pieces, the end kilims. Bob was able to point to considerable side selvedge damage on one
Balouch and to intrusion on the end kilim of the other as aspects that might still qualify at least two of
his pieces. This discussion reinforced the notion that the question of what should be described as a
“fragment” is not straightforward.
We were now on edge of Central Asia and Dennis Dodds had brought two Turkmen fragments, both
from Chodor rugs.
The first Chodor pieces seems from an end. The second Chodor piece is a portion of a field section but
includes one border(below right).

Here’s a closer detail of the second one.

Dennis said that although some are less interested, nowadays, in Chodor pieces, both the quality of
the materials in, and the weaving of these two fragments indicate that they are worthy of notice.
Howe had Central Asian fragment as well. Again, a largish piece, maybe a little more than 4 X 6 feet.

It features two versions of Memling guls and somewhat over-sized, almost Caucasian-like, white
ground borders. It is seen to be non-Turkmen Central Asian, perhaps Uzbek (Dennis thought maybe
Kyrghyz).
The smaller Memling guls (in the minor ornament position) are an interesting instance of a device
based on negative space.
The piece also demonstrates an important aspect of color choice in mounting. The conservator chose
a color close to that of the ground color of this piece and its use tends to minimize the distracting
effect of the fairly large holes in it. This may be a general rule: that if you are conserving a piece with
holes, a backing close to the ground color will make it look better. (Howe’s large Anatolian village rug
fragment, treated earlier, the piece immediately following here, and one later on, provide further
opportunities to consider aspects of this backing color choice issue.)
Howe had also brought a Central Asian ikat fragment.

This piece is likely from the edge of a garment. Both of its parts are ikat: the diagonally-striped edge,
as well as the dark-ground area. The dark part is so thin that if mounted on a black ground, the
ground washes out the color of the piece entirely. So a red ground was substituted. This small,
delicate piece is of the sort that needs a framed mounting (which this piece has).
Howe had another Turkmen piece, likely a section taken from the center-back of a gold-ground
chyrpy.

He said that the thing to notice about this fragment is that while it is clearly part of a larger, heavily
embroidered garment, the selection of the part of the design to be featured is of the sort capable of a
graphic wholeness and independence.

Dennis had a framed silk kesi (slit-weave tapestry) fragment from the borderlands between China and
East Turkestan.

He said that this is a piece from a garment, probably for a high ranking ruler. It is estimated to
the Song dynasty. 12th-13th centuries.
This is another example of very skillful and successful mounting. Notice that the ground color of the
backing on which the piece is mounted is very close to that of it predominant colors. Dennis noted that
this piece has been mounted under glass so that it can “breathe.”

The last piece was an Italian velvet that Dennis had brought.

He said this is probably part of a cope or religious vestment, but may have begun life as a simple, but
elegant, furnishing fabric, estimated to the late 15th or early 16th centuries. One can see in it the
clear connection with Ottoman velvets. Not only did the Ottomans buy Italian velvets, Harold
Keshishian reports that the Ottomans licensed Italian factories in their palaces to produce such things.
The session came to an end with folks wondering how 1 pm had come so quickly.
This was the first such effort by members of the Philadelphia club and the consensus was that it had
been a pretty successful experiment. Club members participating said that they would be considering
what the focus of their next salon should be.
I was particularly pleased to have been alerted about it and invited to it. My thanks to the
Philadelphia Rug Society for permitting me to share this enjoyable session with you.
Regards,
R. John Howe

From the comments:
Dear folks Brian Morehouse has written me on the side with a comment on fragments. He has permitted me to
quote him.
Morehouse quote:
———————————————
“…Fragments broaden our knowledge especially when filling in the various voids in carpet history.
However, I would certainly not want to overestimate their visual importance, even though they often
transmit a great deal of the visual vocabulary.
“The problem is twofold:
One: Carpets are often judged by their impact which is often lost in fragments.
Two: Carpets have a personality that is often developed in the filler ornaments. It allows the weaver
self expression to come out; however, when much of the rug is lost much of this area to display her
own unique design perception is lost and therefore the personality.
“Even with rugs of repeating motifs, like Turkmen, often the nuance of an animal or unique rendering
of a naturalistic flower, compared to a stiff geometric one, is vital to its personality. Something of the
weaver is lost. While I find fragments useful and often beautiful, I am wary that much of both the
impact and personality have been lost.”
——————————————————
End of Morehouse quote.
My thanks to Brian both for his comment and his permission to share it with you.
R. John Howe 4
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Regional Differences in Bag Faces,
David Zahirpour
Posted in Uncategorized on March 4, 2008 by rjohn
On March 1, 2008, David Zahirpour gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning at The Textile
Museum, here in Washington, DC.

“Rug morning” programs have partly pedagogical objectives, introducing less experienced folks to the
textile world. Such programs do not focus exclusively on material what would “move the hearts” of
experienced collectors, but instead sometimes include items that are examples of what a less
experienced collector is likely to encounter in the market.

David’s program was of this sort. On the front-of-the-room display board he had pinned 20 smallersized bag faces of various sorts and his handout provided information on some of the basic
distinctions, for example, which of the basic weaves used in bags tended to be characteristic in
particular geographic areas.
In his initial remarks he also contrasted the primarily utilitarian purposes for which bags were (and
are) made in rug-producing societies, with the way in which they are viewed by folks who collect them
avidly nowadays: that is, as beautiful objects. For example, Pinkwart and Steiner, in their book on
western Anatolian grain bags, report that the weavers of these intricate and beautiful items are
amazed that they are collected for their artistic aspects and are even placed in museums. After all,
they’re just “grain bags.”
David tended in this presentation to treat attribution in broader rather than more specific terms, and
his age estimates were conservative. And because he is a skilled reweaver, he drew attention,
knowledgeably, to materials, to structural aspects, and to side selvedge and end-finish distinctions.
He started with several pieces from southwest Iran.
The first of these is the somewhat unusual one below.

The white-ground border nicely frames the densely patterned field of this piece. A further undulating
frame inside the minor border also works to help control any potential chaos. The distinctive blue
might suggest Afshar to some, but there are enough chickens to support a guess of Khamseh. David
did not claim either.Here is a closer look at a detail of the field.

During setup a child said she saw an “animal face” above and below the center cruciform device.
And here is a close-up of one corner.

Note the slight variation in warp colors. David spoke to this feature in the next piece.

David’s second SW Persian example was this Qashqai khorjin face.

He called attention to the uniform white warps at the top of this piece, saying that we would usually
expect to see (as we did in the first piece) some modest variation in the color of the warps on a SW
Persian bag. The uniformity of white warps suggests that this piece has been restored on its top edge
and David said that this is the case.
A third Southwest Persian example, is this khorjin face with somewhat out-sized scale botehs.

David liked the size of these botehs and the way the smaller-scaled, white-ground border frames the
field without competing with them.
The fourth SW Persian piece that David had brought was one that might seem from its design to be
Quashquai. But he indicated that its materials and other indicators suggested that it should be
designated simply “southwest Persian.” David saw tendencies to the curvilinear in the drawing of this
piece.

And although he treated it later in his presentation David had one more southwest Persian piece.

Like the immediately preceding piece, David saw curvilinear influeces in this pile khorjin face. He
attributed it to the Afshar. Curvilinear influence in southwest Persian pieces is plausible because
Kerman is not far to the east. And among southwest Persian weavers, the Afshars are placed closest,
geographically, to Kerman.
Next David treated some pieces woven in sumak wrapping. The first three he estimated were woven in
the southern Caucasus (others might attribute some of the following three pieces to the nearby
Persian Shahsavan).
The first of the sumak pieces was this one.

David began this session by asking members of the audience to choose their favorite piece from this
20. This one is mine. Like David, I like the graphic punch provided by the “Memling-type” central
medallion. But I also like the sizable “endless knot” main border devices that provide complexity plus
additional graphic strength. Although, the border devices do not exhibit number of the levels that
some versions of it do, still the “knots” appear to be mostly behind the squarish centers, displaying,
arguably, three levels of depth because the centers are, in turn, crossed by arms that float a level
above them to join in the center. If I was required to critique this piece, I would request that the
“filler” devices in its field be left out.

A second south Caucasus sumak is this one.

This khorjin half drew a number of votes as the most attractive on the board and you can see why this
might be. Here is a closer look at a detail of its field.

David said that the weave in this piece might be the finest amongst this 20. A closer look at one
corner.

Another sumak piece from the southern Caucasus was this one.

This piece features a good range of attractive colors. Despite the fact that similar “bird” devices are
used on both the field and the borders, graphic competition seems to have been avoided. Notice how
the use of white devices enlivens the field.

The next of the sumaks that David attributed to the southern Caucasus was this one.

This piece is very similar to Plate 63 in John Wertime’s book “Sumak.” Wertime places Plate 63 in his
“Northwest Persia” grouping and attributes it to the Moghan-Savalan.
David now moved to a piece made using a distinctive type of sumak, the “weft-less” variety.

“Weftless sumak” is so called because in areas in which this weave is used there are no structural
wefts. The piece is held together in “weftless sumak” areas by the wrapping of the patterning threads
around the warps. A frequent wrapping is over four warps then back under two.
David attributed this piece to Anatolia. Here is a closer look at a part of its field.

I asked David from the audience whether he saw “weft-less sumak” as an indicator of Kurdish
weaving. He said that both designs and weaving modes tend to travel. Here is a closer look at one
corner of this piece.

Considering this piece after this session, it seems to me that the combination of a “weftless sumak”
construction and the “blue-reds,” that seem to be from cochineal, suggests that this piece was woven
by Kurdish weavers in eastern Anatolia.

David had brought one more item of sumak. It is the piece below which he identified as likely woven
by Caucasian Armenians. He said that the color palette, and especially the prominent cruciform device
in its field, suggested that to him.

David pointed out the seeming synthetic dyes in this piece, but did not say directly that that would
likely be disqualifying for many collectors. Perhaps this is one of the pieces included for more
pedagogical purposes. He dated it to about 1940.
Next was an Anatolian piece, also with some suspicious colors, but the “gray” areas of which are done
in metallic thread.

David noted that this piece is an example of the fairly successful transfer of the designs from a larger
format onto a bag face. In this case, the large diamond form in the center of this piece is likely close
to that on a large Anatolian slit-weave tapestry kilim. Other design elements are also arranged
attractively here. There seems to have been an orange stripe at the bottom of this bag face done in a
synthetic dye which has transferred onto the white warps. Again, perhaps a piece and indication with a
primarily pedogogic intent, although, many less experienced people would likely find this piece
appealing. Also dated to about 1940.

David now moved to a Jaff Kurd pile bag face with a familiar design.

He said that this piece has good wool and that he likes its use of color in an approximately diagonal
mode. The treatment of the top edging panel also draws attention.
David’s next piece was the flatwoven one below.

David said that it is woven on a goathair foundation (notice dark warps) and that the side selvedges
are also done in goathair. He attributed it to the Bakhtiari about 1910-20 and identified the weave as
“reverse sumak.” He was asked from the audience whether this piece might not be Khorasan Kurd or
even Uzbek.

He said that ,although the piece seemed Bakhtiari to him, other defensible attributions were possible.
David’s next couple of pieces were Turkmen. The first was the pile piece below.

This is a Yomut tent pole cover (an “ok bash”). As most readers here will know it is a somewhat less
frequently encountered format.
This one is presented flat as it came off the loom. It does not show wear and may not have been used.
To be assembled, the right side of the piece would have been sewn to the left side (pile out) to form a
vertical tube. The the pointed ends would be taken in and sewn together at their sides. The result
would be a pointed tube.
The Turkmen were nomads and lived in trellis tents, the roofs of which were supported by curved
wooden struts. When the tents were disassembled for travel these struts were divided into bundles to
be placed on the pack animals.
Such tent pole covers were fitted over the ends of these bundles as decorations. Some additionally
suggest that they are placed over the front ends of the bundles in part to protect the pack animals
from being poked in the eye by the wooden strut ends.
In any event, these are weavings that had clear functions in Turkmen communities. One reason that
some collectors are attracted to such pieces is that they permit them to “participate” vicariously and
at a distance in the cultures in which they were woven.
The second Turkmen piece that David had brought was interesting in part because its attribution is
controversial.

This is a “torba,” a shallow bag, open at the top as presented here. The design elements were used by
more than one of the “western” Turkmen tribes. It has deeply saturated colors and wonderful wool.
David said that despite the fact that the knot is asymmetic open right, more than one Turkmen expert
had attributed this piece to the Salor.
The controversy centers on the fact that the pieces thought most confidently to have been woven by
the Salor have asymmetric knots open to the left. Some are doubtful about pieces with open right
knots. But others, like Murray Eiland, Jr. have long questioned the “S-group = Salor” equation, have

not believed the sometimes claim that the Salors “stopped weaving” about 1850, and so are quite
willing to entertain the notion that younger pieces with open right knots could well be Salor. The
authorities who have examined David’s piece seem of that persuasion.
Regardless, it is a striking Turkmen weaving.
David had brought three Balouch pieces. The first of this was this diminutive chanteh.

A bag small enough to be a handheld, David thought it was likely a Koran cover, perhaps for a
student. It is nicely composed in a small space and particular care is evidenced by the use of pink silk
in its design’s center.

A second Balouch piece was a khorjin face.

David called attention to the wonderful silky wool in this piece and to the evidence it provides of
Balouch borrowing of Turkmen designs, especially in the case of its center “Salor” turreted gul. The
piece also features a dinstinctive ground blue for which the Balouch are noted.
The last piece in this rug morning program was the large attractive Balouch khorjin face below.

David called particular attention to the central squarish medallion, saying that such designs with four
compartments (the Turkmen engsi too) can often be interpreted to signify the four seasons of the
year, starting (always he said) with Spring.
David asked for and answered questions and then adjourned the session. Folks came to the front to
get hands on some of these pieces. After-session conversations started up. Here, below, David talks
with Austin Doyle, a local Caucasian collector, who is president of the DC “Hajjis” rug club.

My thanks to David for permitting me to share his session with you.
Some readers will know that I have sometimes reported on related previous TM Rug and Textile
Appreciation Mornings on Turkotek.
If you have not seen it, one such was a report on a fairly recent program by John Wertime on sumak
bags. Here is the link to that:
http://turkotek.com/mini_salon_00018/salon.html
And there is also a report on an earlier “rug morning” session on Southwest Persian material that
David conducted.
http://turkotek.com/misc_00048/zahirpour.htm
Regards,
R. John Howe

I have received some comments and additional images on the side. They are included below in the
order in which they were received.
Dear folks Pat Weiler has written to make alternative attribution suggestions for two of the pieces in David’s
presentation.
He says in part:
“The fourth bag, listed as Afshar,

I would call NW Persian Kurdish - on the basis of the colors, the design of the field, borders and
smaller elements…I have posted a Kurdish piece with similar design on Turkotek.

(ed. notice that this is on an unusual “box cover” format. Here is a closer image of one of its
“medallion” devices.)

Pat acknowledges that the “Afshars do use a superficially similar medallion motif in some of their
carpets, but this use (ed. the one in David’s piece) is quite Kurdish.”
“And the flatweave (ed. indicated as) “Bakhtiari” is definitely Tartari Uzbek, and not in reverse sumak,
but more likely weft-faced plain weave and double interlocked tapestry weave.

“I have a similar piece and you can find another here as Plate 39 in a NERS internet exhibition:
http://www.ne-rugsociety.org/gallery/bags/bags-navframe.htm?http://www.nerugsociety.org/gallery/bags/plate39.htm
“Ron Hort also currently has a similar Uzbek piece up on his site.”

End of Pat Weiler quote.

My thanks to Pat for these additional observations.
Regards,
R. John Howe
Here is a second comment on a different piece from Yon Bard.
John, naturally I was interested in the possibly Salor shemle-gul torba.

As I see it, there are two types of pieces attributed to the Salor.
First, there are the “classical” pieces, presumably those predating the Salor defeat in the 1850s. These
pieces are instantly recognizable by means of the following characteristics:
1. Open to the left knots (I am aware of the claim that perhaps 10% of the pieces are open right; so
be it, but I have never personally seen one of those; no matter, the other characteristics are sufficient
in themselves)
2. Deeply (but not necessarily completely) depressed alternate warps
3. Exquisite workmanship
4. Knot density more than 200 per square inch (except in main carpets)
5. Fairly strict adherence to prescribed design elements for each type of piece.
The second type of pieces are presumably later, perhaps woven by Salor women in their Diaspora. I
don’t know what criteria the “experts” use to identify such pieces, but presumably the attribution is
based on the presence of some, but not all, of these criteria, and the lack of obvious alternative
attributions.

Coming to the piece at hand, what can we say about it relative to the classical Salor attributes?
1. Open to the right does not absolutely refute Salor attribution.
2-4. Warp depression, workmanship, and knot density: we don’t know. Perhaps you can find out?
5. Adherence to classical design: definitely not classical Salor. Just about all Salor torbas have a
narrow band of rams’ horns just below the top; this one doesn’t seem to. All the Salor shemle-gul
torbas that I have seen in the literature (Tsareva 13, 14; Jourdan 12, 13; Mackie & Thompson 11)
have a vertical shemle design, i.e., similarly colored shemle guls form vertical columns, rather than
the diagonal scheme of this piece, which is characteristic of Saryk (Jourdan 30) and other tribes.
Interestingly, a similar torba was just sold by Northeast Auctions on 2/24. It was labeled Salor in the
catalog, and did have open left knots. Its warps were slightly and irregularly depressed, the
workmanship was sloppy, and its knot count was only about 110. It lacked the band of rams’ horns,
and the shemles were arranged in diagonal bands. The colors were quite striking with almost black
blues, and there was much corroded silk. Clearly not a classical Salor, but no satisfactory alternative
attribution comes to mind. The piece sold for $5600 (premium not included) on an estimate of $15002500. I am attaching a picture.
(ed. Here, below, is the image Yon provides.

And a closer detail of one end of it.)

You may use these comments as you see fit.
Regards, and thanks for making these fascinating shows available,
Yon
(ed.: end of Yon Bard comment)
Since this piece is available locally perhaps we can prevail on David to answer the questions that
examination of it permits.
Regards,
R. John Howe
And Saul Barodofsky sends a comment about the Anatolian bag below with the kilim design:

Saul: “the Anatolian kilim bag face with the suspicious colors and metallic thread is Kurdish (called
Malaytia in the trade) and is rare in Turkey these days.”
End of Saul’s comment.
Regards,
R. John Howe 5
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On March 8, 2008, Harold Keshishian and Michael Seidman gave a “Rug and Textile Appreciation
Morning” at The Textile Museum here in Washington, DC. Their subject was “18th and 19th Century
Anatolian Carpets.”

This session drew a crowd. Standing room only in the Myers’ Room.
Daniel Walker, the TM’s Director, introduced them saying that Harold is a long-time dealer and
collector in the Washington, DC area. That Michael is a molecular biologist who is also an experienced
collector. Both Harold and Michael are long-time friends of the Museum and members of the TM Board
of Directors. Harold is one of the founders of the “RATM” programs. Both are frequent presenters in
them.

Such a program requires a lot of joint preparation.

Michael (right) took the lead in presentation, but Harold (left) was equally active. The materials
presented are from Harold’s extensive collection.
Michael began by saying that “late” is a word that collectors sometimes apply to pieces owned by
others do not want applied to their own. What they (we) would prefer, of course, is the word “early.”
Michael said that one thing to be noted about the pieces presented in this “rug morning” is that they
legitimately merit the word “early.”
Michael also referenced the organization of Dennis Dodds’ recent RATM program on yastiks, noting
that it followed a frequent pattern in treating Turkish rugs and textiles, a geographic one. West,
central, and east. Michael said that he and Harold had decided to depart from this more usual
organizational arrangement and would treat the rugs they presented primarily in terms of similarity of
design regardless of attribution.
They began with rugs with “niche” designs, popularly called “prayer rugs.”

Michael said that this particular niche design is of the “head and shoulders” variety.
This rug, repeated unobstructed immediately below, is a 17th-18th century Kula rug with
“Transylvanian” overtones in its “Ottoman” style border.

Rug 1
There are several things to be noticed about this rug. First, as is the case with many niche designs,
the rug is woven upside down in relation to its pattern. That is this rug was started at the top of the
image of it presented here.
The decision to begin the carpet at the mihrab end is thought to reflect the option available to the
weaver of stopping the design as dictated by the warp length in the open field part of the design. If
she starts at the other end she will encounter the mihrab towards the end of the rug and may not be
able to fit it in completely.
Despite the level of skill displayed in executing the fairly complex curvilinear design in the spandrels,
the weaver of this piece seems not to have been able to weave the ewer under the niche upside down
so that it would appear right side up when the rug is oriented with the niche pointing up. The result is
that the ewer is upside down in this piece.

Rug 1 has an “Ottoman” border containing a rosette and very stylized leaves. Variations on this
theme, sometimes more sinuously drawn, are characteristic of “Transylvanian” carpets.
This rug once belonged to Mr. Myers and was part of the TM’s collection. Myers sometimes withdrew
rugs and gave them away or sold them. Rug 1 still has the tag with the TM inventory number on its
back.

The second rug was also attributed to the Kula family and is estimated to have been woven in the
18th century.

Rug 2
Rug 2 has three implied arches marked off by two blue, decorated “column” forms. Notice that the
“columns” are abstracted so that their pediment bases are mostly gone below the points. This
abstraction will continue in some pieces we will see later.
Another thing to notice about Rug 2 is that, like Rug 1, it has a “cross-panel” compartment above the
niche.

Cross-panels are fairly rare in oriental rugs, but they appear on some Turkman pieces (like the engsi)
and they occur quite frequently in Anatolian rugs.
The border of Rug 2 has the Ottoman flavor of that on Rug 1, but with more color.

Rug 3 was a Ladik, also estimated to the 18th century.

Rug 3
This rug has great color. The blue is especially striking and it has a purple. Compared to the first two
rugs, it shows a progressive movement of design toward geometric abstraction. The border becomes
more stylized on the Ladik, as are the serrated leaves in the spandrel.
It has the characteristic “tulips” pointing down, another instance of weaver inability to draw a device
reflected 180 degrees.

Harold noted that there are faint floral designs in the lower corners of the red field of this piece.

He said that it seems likely that at sometime in the past these floral device area were were rewoven
with the field color. They are likely visible now because of the way in which the color of the repair
wool has changed with age.

As we went along sometimes pieces, additional to those on the front board, were held up and
discussed. The first of these “held up” pieces was the Ladik below. (I will label these held up pieces
with letters.)

Held up rug A
It shows further conventionalization of design, especially in its main border

The next rug was also held up. It is an 18th century Ghiordes.

Held up rug B
Harold said that this piece has elements that are similar to the Kulas. It is paper-thin and has lots of
cotton. Note the cross-panels at the top and bottom of the field.
Harold said that he bought this piece, in part, because of its nice green.

Asked from the audience, he described the field color as “apricot.” He added that the colors in this
piece have changed dramatically since it was woven, demonstrating that some natural dyes also fade
with age.
Rug 4 was a Melas, that like Rug 1 above, has a “head and shoulders” niche design.

Rug 4
The patterning is conventional for a Melas. Colors are a little faded, but the composition is good, the
drawing is precise, and it exhibits a good purple.

The next rug was held up and was a third example of a “head and shoulders” niche design.

Held up rug C
Although this piece has features that would place it in various parts of Anatolian (for example, the
“jewelry” devices in its field and the “Memling” guls in its border), Harold placed it in central Turkey.

The next rug was also held up.

Held up rug D
This piece has good colors and is full of interesting designs. They are so varied that no attribution
beyond Anatolian was offered for it.
In an exchange after this session, Michael Seidman observed: “Rug D has a very coarse weave, lots of
single wefting (unlike every other rug in the program). If the borders had been wider I might have
thought it to be North African-19th cent, in the Anatolian manner. As it is, we are unsure of its
provenance.”

A further held up rug was this Makri.

Held up rug E
Makri is a reference to a bay in southwest Anatolia. Harold described this piece as “Greek” and I think
made reference to “the Dodecanes,” that is, to the Greek Islands closest to southwest Anatolia.

Michael Seidman’s handout was drawn in part from Walter Denny’s catalog prepared in conjunction
with Denny’s TM exhibition “The Classical Tradition in Anatolian Carpets.”
In that exhibition Denny put up together in sequence four rugs that began on the left with a coupledcolumned niche format piece, moved right to a fairly abstract Ushak, still with columns, but with
“lozenge” shapes emerging. The sequence ended with two smaller pieces in which the niches and the
columns have disappeared and in their place are vertically oriented lozenge shapes much like those in
Held up rug E.
This may seem a bit of a stretch, but look back at Rug 2 above and notice that the “columns” with
their pointed bottom ends begin to resemble incipient vertical lozenges.
If this analysis is correct, some designs with vertical lozenges may echo, in radical transformation, the
earlier “columned niche” designs. This illustrates how weavers can manipulate the design vocabularies
they inherit.
Michael and Harold provided one additional examples of a rug with vertically oriented lozenges.

Held up rug F
The piece above is described as 19th century from the western Bergama area. In it three vertical red
ground lozenges float on a white ground that is attractively ornamented with crisp, spacious devices.
At this point Harold surprised me by recommending Jacobsen’s old chestnut on oriental rugs as a
useful source on Turkish pieces. I would have said that Bohmer and Brueggemann, Peasant Rugs of
Anatolia, 1983 would be best, if one could afford its current price of over $600, and that the J. ItenMaritz volume, Turkish Carpets, 1975 is a good fallback. But I went and looked and, sure enough,
Colonel Jacobsen has some modestly useful things to say about Turkish rugs.
One held up rug was actually treated later in this program, but I’ll slip it in here because it also has a
niche design.

Held up rug Re-entrant design
Re-entrant design rugs are among those that appear in 15th century European paintings. This one is
estimated to have been woven sometime during the 19th century in the Bergama area. The red used
in the field is corrosive and produces an embossed effect. Red wefts were noted.

One last piece was held up, ending the “niche” design series.

Held up rug G
The held up piece above was said to have been woven in Kirsehir in central Anatolia. Its European
flavor is said to have been the result of a trip to France by a Turkish sultan in the 1860s.
In an email after this session Michael Seidman gave me the specifics: “Rug G is a Mejid prayer carpet
from Kirsehir. Sultan Mejid (1839-1861) was much influenced by European style, was taken by things
French. He built and lived in the Dolmabache palace. There is an entire genre of weavings with the
European influence from various parts of Turkey. They are called Megid, or Mejideh.”
Harold said that the “handle” of this type rug is very distinctive and aids in its attribution. The red
seems likely from cochineal.

Michael said that the next group they would treat would be rugs with “medallion” devices of various
sorts.

The first medallion group rug was the large one below from western Anatolia.

Rug 5
This is a remarkable rug. One experienced collector suggested to me that it is the best of those
presented, and in a note to me after this session Michael Seidman agreed. This is what he said: “Rug
5 was indeed the best of show. Great green and yellow. At least 1700, if not earlier. An example in
the McMullan Met collection, later example in the Denny TM exhibition.

Well drawn extended leaf

elements in the green region flanking the main medallion. the same extended leaf found in the
adjacent carpet- the Cannakeli large pattern Holbein.”

Rug 5 has a spectacular major border with a graphically powerful, quartered and hooked “diamondshaped” device.
Harold also called attention to the outside minor border. He said this diagonal stripe and medallion
border is characteristic of Bergama. He agreed with Michael’s indication that this piece might have
been woven in the 17th century.

The second medallion rug was the large-pattern Holbein below.

Rug 6
This rug features two large medallions. Both of them are constructed with large, internally
instrumented arms reaching out from a smaller central hub-medallion to give a radiating effect. These
rugs are great crowd pleasers with their strong contrasting colors and great graphic punch. Again, the
red is corrosive and bevels below the blue.
The major border is of the sort that can be, and sometimes is, halved to form something distinctive.
We will talk more about this with a later example.
This one was attributed to Cannakale in Anatolia’s far northwest corner.

The next piece is the one I would have liked to take home, had Harold been weary of it.

Rug 7
This was a piece about which I regretted the understandable need to overlap these large rugs to get
them on the board together. I wanted badly to see it all.
The wonderful color and the crisp drawing of the large Memling guls make it a joy. A narrow yellowground border, with a delicate design, frames without any interference at all. There is a red kilim
ending with a stripe, a Turkmen usage carried to western Anatolia. It is estimated to the 18th century.
This rug had one additional interesting feature: a sharp change in weft color partway through.
Sometimes this is done deliberately by weavers to have the structure color close to pile color so that
there will be little color change as the pile wears and the structure begins to show through. In this
case, the weft color change did not seem intended for that purpose. It seemed that the weaver just
ran out of one color and had some of the other.
The rug on the far right at this level on the board was the one below, a small pattern Holbein design,
woven in western Anatolia. This is a large, compartmentalized version.
In his subsequent note to me Michael Seidman said: “Rug 8 has an endless knot motif that defines the
compartments, same as the center of rug 6. This carpet is from the Yuntdag area. Also 18th -early
19th cent. The pattern has been very stable for a long time, much like number 6.”

Rug 8
Something to notice in the main border above Michael’s head in the image above is that this is a fullfaced version from which the so-called “wine glass and leaf” border seen in lots of Turkish and
Caucasian rugs was derived. We will see this border in another piece and say something further there
about it. Here is a closer look at a detail of Rug 8(above right).

The next rug was held up.

Held up rug H
The rug above has the same basic field design as does Rug 8 above, but the instrumentation of the
octagon centers is different.
It is younger, has heavy pile and colorful lappets. And it is a better example of the full-faced major
border half of which becomes the “wine glass and leaf” border mentioned previously. Although it
seems likely that this border and its elements are geometric rather than representational (Wendel
Swan gave an ICOC presentation to demonstrate this point), the “wine glasses” in this version are
shaped more like “martini” glasses.
Harold indicated that the narrower border on the top of this piece, and especially its much smaller top
lappets, suggest that the weaver “ran out of warp.”

r
Rug 9 below is a “stripped down,” compartmented design woven in the Erzurum area of eastern
Turkey.

Rug 9
A nicely graphic white-ground border frames its field effectively. Michael Seidman wrote later: “Rug 9
has a field filled with corner devices – the stepped, multi-colored squares – often seen in the corners
of compartments.”

Rug 10 below is a classic “Transylvanian” rug in four pieces.

Rug 10
Harold described it as an “Ushak-type” with very open, spacious drawing and an attractive “cartouche”
main border.

Rug 11 below is a very narrow and fragmented piece with a classic Lotto design.

Rug 11
Despite its narrow width, Harold said, it is complete, having been woven “for a ‘minbar,’ the narrow
stairs and platform in a mosque on which an imam lectured.”
Michael Seidman added for me later: “The pattern is a rectilinear version of arabesque patterns seen
in Timurid tiles. Also seen in very abstracted form in the first yastik.” Harold estimates it to the 17th
century.
Rug 12 below is attributed to Melas in southwestern Anatolia.

Rug 12
The field of Rug 12 is marked by extended spiky leaf-forms. The effective main border is composed of
countered halves of a larger-scale cruciform device.
The next move in this program was not to a different design, but to a different format: the yastik.
Seven examples were held up.

The first yastik was attributed to Kirsehir.

Yastik 1
It is predominantly red and green with lacy drawing.
The second yastik below is one Harold brought recently to Dennis Dodds’ yastik program.

Yastik 2
It is a very attractive, spaciously drawn piece with a “flower and vine” meander border decorated (as
are the delicately drawn end panels) with pinpoints of red, likely from cochineal.
My notes do not contain a specific attribution, but Morehouse, in his book on yastiks, includes very
similar pieces (Plate 22-24) in his central Anatolian section, saying that they have Ladik and Mudjur
features, but lack the warp depression of most Ladik yastiks.
In his invited comments to me after the session, Michael Seidman said: ” Yastik 2 is probably from
Kirsehir, and with a border reminiscent of the “Ottoman ” border of the first series of carpets.”

Yastik 3
Another Kirsehir example with large open areas decorated with floral devices. The red seems likely to
be from cochineal.
The next yastik type shown was represented by two side-by-side examples.

Yastik 4 (two pieces)
Morehouse provides a very similar piece in his Plate 93 and attributes it to Kirsehir. He suggests a
likely Armenian influence because of the presence of Armenians in Kirsehir and Zara. He also notes
that this design also appears on both kilims and in pile carpets from Kirsehir.
Yastik 5 below exhibits what Morehouse calls a “baklava” design.

Yastik 5
Harold pointed to a “Greek cross” device placed centrally on a small white-ground device in the field of
this one.
Harold dug briefly at his collar and then asked his son to show his own “Greek cross” charm on a chain
round his neck.

Yastik 6 was a “baklava” design of the sort that actually looks a bit like a tray of pastries, the source
of this name.

Yastik 6
Morehouse says this design is frequent in eastern Anatolian. Harold suggested Gazianteppe. Both
suggest that it was likely woven by Kurds.
The last yastik was was this red ground example.

Yastik 7
My notes do not include an attribution and nothing in Morehouse resembles it closely. If the red is
cochineal one might suspect eastern Anatolia.
Michael Seidman had warned at the session’s beginning that eventually their organizational scheme of
presenting pieces in terms of design would break down as variations became too great. That
happened, momentarily, approximately with the next piece, one of the few flatweaves shown.

Kilim (only one)
This kilim has has good colors and great graphic punch. I know of other longer examples composed of
three or four such compartments with this dividing horizontal border.
Although no specific attribution is given in my notes, the literature seems to suggest that this kilim
was woven north of Konya in the Karapinar area.
We now moved back to pile pieces, but to some visibly related to flatweaves.

Rug 13
Michael said that the piece above and the one that follows below are examples that illustrate a point
Marla Mallett makes, that pieces woven in less restrictive techiques (pile weaving is one such) often
retain shapes in their designs that would be required if they had been woven in more restrictive
flatweave techniques, for example, slit tapestry.

The frequent use of diagonals in the designs in this piece would be entirely unnecessary in pile
weaving and are likely resonating effects of the source of such designs in flatweaves.

Harold had a second more geometricized example of this design.

Rug 14
Harold indicated that these pieces were woven in eastern Turkey. He said that pieces with this design
are quite rare.
Michael Seidman added after to me: “The apricot color of number 13 is excellent. It is much finer and
substantially older than [ed., Rug 14].”

Rug 15
This rug was another that was once likely part of the TM collection and Harold told the story of how it
came to him.

The strong graphics in Rug 15 are very impactful and the white-ground border with small Memling
guls frames and complements without competing. The colors are very good and the color use is very
skillful. There is a lot of a good purple.

The field seems to me to be an example of a tessellated design (although there is outlining). A
“tessellation” is a design element that can be fitted together to cover a given area without any gaps of
overlaps.
In my notes this piece is indicated as estimated, by the presenters, to the third quarter of the 19th
century. My own sense, from my memories of the Istanbul and Konya rug museums, is that this is a
very old design. In his after session comments to me, Michael Seidman said: “Rug 15 is, I think,
rather older than late 19th cent. The colors are too clear. There is one in Orient Stars dated to the
18th cent. I have seen that piece, Harold’s is not quite as old, but still quite respectable.”
Harold and Michael finished their program with a category that might be called “curiosities.”
The first of these was a pictorial rug.

Harold said that this is one of a series of pictorial rugs made once capturing the images of various
figures of royalty. This one is of Edward VII, King of England, in the days when he was Prince of
Wales.
This rug was woven in Sivas in 1902. Harold said that a member of his family bought a number of
these rugs and gave him this one as a present. This piece has a lot of writing on it and very faded
colors.
Before showing the last two rugs Michael Seidman said, smiling, that “we don’t usually talk about
money” here at The Textile Museum, but that on this occasion they were going to make an exception.
He then proceeded to unveil the two rugs below, which were pinned one above the other.

These are sizable wool pile rugs woven in the precise designs of Turkish bank notes of their time.
Michael said that, although they make us smile, the top one is very fine and has a Hereke
quality. The lower was, simply, tourist material.
Harold and Michael said that was the end of their program but that we’d look at the material folks had
brought in.
I’ll deal with the pieces I brought in first, since I know I have permission to do that.
The first piece is a fragment of a yellow ground Anatolian village rug from Konya.

Brought in 1
This piece is from a group of Konya rugs, all with a yellow ground. Most have three or four horizontal
rows of Memling guls. This one has good color, including a purple, an “old” border and good wool. It
could be either 18th or 19th century.
The large Anatolian village rug fragment below has a soft red ground, a vivid blue used in a huge
double-niched and instrumented, rectangular central medallion.

Brought in 2
The drawing is awkward, even sometimes crude, but the effect is powerful. Early indications were that
this rug was made in the Konya area, but Dennis Dodds suggests it’s from further west. It may be
early 19th century, but some experienced folks think it is earlier. It is very coarse with only 25 kpsi.
When I was working, it dominated one wall of my office and I got to look at it every day.

The piece below is a niche design attributed to Ladik despite lacking the usual downward-pointing
flowers.

Brought in 3
For me there is something archaic about the spare treatment of the drawing in its field. Its “stripes
and medallions” main border frames nicely with the aid of two different white-ground minor borders.
The pile in this rug points down, indicating that it was not woven upside down. This results in two
right-side up ewers in its spandrels. 19th century.
The simple rug below is off-topic in the sense that it is a 20th century piece.

Brought in 4
The reason for bringing it is that it was woven in the Siirt area of eastern Anatolia using one of the
oldest structures known. This piece is flatwoven using a soft goat hair. After weaving (as a flatwoven
piece) the wefts on one side of it are teased out using strong hooks to form a “faux pile” (there are no
knots). This structure preceded pile weaving and those interested in very early rugs are often
interested in these for that reason.
They always have undyed natural colors and the “pile” is very soft. The designs are more complex
than their simple stripes initially suggest. Here the striping is arranged to form a niche at one end, but
if you look closely, you will see that the faux pile has been pulled in different directions in particular
areas. These areas of directional “colic” form a subtle lattice effect under the niche in this piece. So
there are actually two “levels” of design in this simple rug.
Bob Emry had brought a large, intriguing Anatolian rug.

Brought in 5
Although quite worn, it shows itself surprisingly well in these photographs. It has several interesting
features. First, it has triangular devices that seem to function in niche-like ways.

Sometimes these triangular forms are placed at the edge of the field, but in other cases they are
placed at the top of, and are seemingly integrated with, squarish devices.

This rug also has a larger-scale meander border that resembles some Turkmen “boat” borders,
including visible “boat” devices.

This rug originally had very good color and quite a bit of it remains. The consensus was that this rug
was woven in eastern Anatolia. Harold said that his only hesitation is that rugs from eastern Turkey
are almost never this large.
Wendel Swan had brought in two pieces. The first was the large, handsome Bergama rug immediately
below which he believes dates from around 1800. The field is based upon architectural motifs rather
than a “garden design” as is often stated in some of the earlier rug literature.

Brought in rug 6
This is a classic piece with a deeply saturated red and a border that is of the type often halved in later
usages. Here is a closer look at the field of this nice old piece, showing a considerable range of color.

Wendel’s second example was the striking Karapinar fragment below:

Brought in rug 7
This piece has impactful graphics in its design and good colors, the most interesting of which is an old
purple. In fact, the wefts of this piece are dark purple a feature a number of experienced folks say
they have not previously encountered.

In an email after this program Wendel reported that “I’ve found some other information to possibly
indicate that the fragment may be older (maybe even quite older) than the 1800 – 1850 I estimated
during the program.”

Someone brought in a piece (that I can’t show you) that had pile with noticable patina. Harold took
out his handkerchief to fashion a symmetric knot – – and explained that when a rug is newer the pile
sticks up above the knot node on the rug’s front. But as the pile wears down the knot node is exposed
to wear. Patina is not the result of wear on the brushy ends of the pile, but rather that of abrasion on
the exposed knot nodes (on which the wool strands lay on their sides). Abrasion on the sides of the
knot node strands produces rug patina, “like when your pants get shiny on the seat,” Harold said.
The program ended and the conversations and examination of the pieces “hands on” began.

My thanks to Harold and to Michael for permitting me to share their session with you, as well as for
their considerable editorial assistance with this posting.
Harold has said to me, recently, that the extent and excellence of Michael Seidman’s preparation for
this session is not adequately recognized in what we have said above and this comment is an effort to
correct that.
Regards,
R. John Howe 6
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Archive for May, 2008
Tom Cook on “Nomadic and Workshop Weaving
From Fars Province in Iran”
Posted in Uncategorized on May 16, 2008 by rjohn
On May 3, 2008, Tom Cook(below left) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation morning at The Textile
Museum here in Washington, DC.

The TM Director, Dan Walker, introduced Cook (above right) saying that Tom is, by trade, a professor
at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, near Chicago, but that he is also a serious, long-time
collector and student of South Persian weavings.
Cook began by suggesting why it is sometimes difficult to make assertions about, and distinctions
between, southwest Persian weavings.

He said that there were seriously nomadic weavers in southwest Iran, like the migrating Bakhtiaris,
dramatically documented in the film “Grass,” but that the central government has periodically tried to
force settlement by blocking the traditional migration routes. So many of the weavers in Fars have
become settled or quasi-settled villagers.
More, he said, the tribal chiefs were often quite sophisticated, westernized people, influential in the
national government, and with children educated in Great Britain or Europe. These tribal leaders often
had tastes that moved well beyond those reflected in traditional tribal designs.
Further, he pointed out there have often been groups of elite weavers in southwest Iran who made
special orders for these “upper crust” chiefs. The tribal hierarchy often commissioned “fancy stuff” to
serve as political gifts or to furnish their own homes. So while there has been a tradition of tribal
weaving in southwest Iran, there has also been a longstanding, elite taste for more cosmopolitan,
urban, Persian design.

One result, Cook said, is that borrowing external designs is a central characteristic of Fars weaving.
Cook had not been able to bring pieces of his own from Chicago, as he had planned, and so,
necessarily, spoke to pieces that had been brought in by rug morning participants and that he had not
seen beforehand.
(A last minute call had been made and lots of southwest Persian material appeared; more, in fact,
than could be treated in this 90-minute session).
Cook said that he would begin with material that seemed more “tribal.”

Rug 1
(Cook was assisted by his son, David, on the left and by John Wertime, on the right, in the image
above. Cook often asked John to join him in his comments on the pieces.)
Cook said that Rug 1 is a species of “gabbeh.”
Gabbehs, he said, although often associated with Luri weaving, are a type of weave not a tribal group
reference. Older gabbehs are loosely woven things with long pile and, often, many rows of weft
between knot rows. The more traditional designs are strong and simple geometrics. Colors can be
undyed naturals, naturally dyed in few colors, or very bright in later examples due to synthetics.
Manufacturers like Zollanvari noticed the possible commercial attractiveness of this type of rug and
produced versions of it for the western markets in the last two decades.
Cook said that, while Rug 1 has some more tribal features, like its goathair warps, it has a denser
structure than a traditional gabbeh with only two rows of wefts, and its three medallion design, while
spare, already begins to import design aspects of more sophisticated weavings.

He turned it partly over to show the back, with John Wertime commenting that he thought it was a
gabbehghali–a rug in gabbeh style. Gabbeh-like due to the simple design and undyed wools, but ruglike due to its structure.

Rug 1 back
Cook added that that on many traditional gabbehs the design is not so visible on the back as in this
example, because of the frequent use of four to six (and more) rows of weft between rows of
patterning knots. Some gabbehs, especially Luri ones, even have pile rows on both sides.
Several examples of another classically tribal textile, the “jajim” had been brought in and Cook treated
them next.
Fars jajims are warp-faced textiles, invariably with striped designs. They are used primarily as covers,
say of piles of bedding and other belongings, although they have served sometimes as floor coverings.

Rug 2
Cook claimed that this structure is often called a “moj” in Farsi or “wave” due to the twill structure
that makes it heavier and more dense than a kilim that is used for some of the same purposes. Two
additional examples of ithis kind of “jajim” were also brought in.
The Fars jajims are woven in two pieces (likely because a narrow tribal loom was used) and then sewn
together. The weave in this one is a kind of “twill” visible in the image below.

Rug 2 detail

Next was a jajim with a somewhat different design.

Rug 3 details
The weave was described as a “diamond twill.”

Rug 3 detail b
A third jajim design was the one below.

Rug 4
Cook called attention to the wide band of aubergine in the image above.
Here is a closer look at a detail of this piece.

We now moved away from jajims to look at a small squarish flatwoven piece.

Rug 5
Cook described this simple, but graphically effective piece, as a “wrapping,” perhaps a “koran cover.”
Here is a closer corner that lets you see its colorful ends.

The next piece below was a horse blanket.

Rug 6 - Opie published a very similar piece in his first book and attributed it to the Qashqa’i.
The center seam on this piece would be placed on the horse’s back, under the saddle and the two
lower “tabs” come around the horse’s chest and fastened in the front. Cook said the structure was
“mixed.” A “warp-faced plain weave field with knotted relief. Here is an even closer look at an edge of
this piece.

The next piece was also a light-colored flatweave.

Rug 7
Cook thought it likely either Bakhtiari or Luri.
A closer look.

A third light-colored flatweave was the one below that might also well be Luri or Bakhtiari and not
from Fars or, if from the latter, then from the very north of it.

Rug 8
Its colors show better in the closer details below.

Next, were two small Qashqa’i bags, ascribed by Tanvoli to the Darreshuri tribe within the Qahshqa’i
confederation. The image below is of the first one.

Rug 9 - A closer detail of it.

Here is an overall image of the second of these two bags and a detail below.

Rug 10
Wertime noted that these two pieces have been done in “warp-faced alternating float weave.”

The next piece was the bag below.

Rug 11
Cook said that this was likely a type of grain bag. Here are two closer image of details of its front.

It has an interesting back, too.

The next piece was one half of a khorjin set.

Rug 12
Here is its pile face.

Cook called attention to the colorful diamonds in the center of this pile design. Here is a large detail of
its flatwoven back.

Next, was another khojin half with a brightish red. Cook described it as Khamseh.

Rug 13 - I’m not sure that it was in this context, but Cook mentioned that he is different in his
collecting practices from many others in that he will buy a piece woven in the 20th century if it has
interesting design or ethnographic features, but not if its dyes seem to be synthetic.

Here, below, is a detail of the pile face of Rug 13 that shows its yellow-ground main border design and
its top closure system section better. Rug 13 had a striped back similar to some we’ve seen above.

Here is another khorjin face.

Rug 14 - Cook called attention to “endless knot” device in the center of the field of this piece and to
the interesting “botehs with rams horns” in its main border.

The following piece was another pile khorjin with an interesting undulation in its field design. Cook
called it Khamseh. There is an effective use of ivory in this piece. The dark blue is striking, too, as a
background color against which other colors stand out well.

Rug 15 - Below is a closer detail of one corner.

The next piece was a much smaller Qashqa’i bag, with a striking blue in its striped pile front.

Rug 16 - Tom reversed it to show its simple striped back.

We went on with what seems to be a Khamseh piece with borders missing top and bottom.

Rug 17 - The field, with its abstracted yet realistic “chickens,” is interestingly colorful.
Here is a closer detail showing the colors.

Cook described the next piece as a “vanity bag.”

Rug 18
It has long braided tassles hanging down and the design seemed to me to smack of transfer from
more urban setting. Here is a closer quarter. Cook said that it is 20th century and Qashqa’i. Its back
had usages that seemed more tribal.

There were a couple more khorjins.

Rug 20
This attractive khorjin face has diamonds reminiscent of those often seen in Kurdish pieces.
Here is a closer quarter of it.

The white-ground border is graphically effective.

Someone had brought in a complete khojin set.

Rug 21 - I have cropped out the right pile face and rotated it 90 degrees so that you can better see
its design.

Now we moved to a 20th century rug.

Rug 22
Cook said that Azadi once argued that the central design element in these three white-ground
diamond-shaped medallions was a tribal totemic element, as collectors want to infer about certain
details of Turkmen designs from different tribal groups. But it turns out that the design element in
question is borrowed from the top and bottom parts of the classical anchor medallion found in early
city rugs and clearly visible in some of the very fine, laarge and workshop-like rugs from Fars in
the so-called Herati design, often with silk highlights
Here are two closer details of this rug. The detail below is rotated 45 degrees to let you see this
medallion in that orientation.

There were three more khorjins.

Rug 23 - This piece was estimated by John Wertime to have been woven by the Luris of Fars. Here is
a closer detail.

One more attractive khorjin with the closure and bridge at the bottom here.

Rug 24 - A closer corner detail.

The last khorjin of the morning was the one below

Rug 25 - What might be seen as “beach ball” designs populate both the field and the closure system
area. Here is a close detail of this piece.

Cook was almost ready to treat the large rugs that were on the front board, but someone had brought
in a southwest Persian wagireh for his comment.
Here is that piece.

Rug 26 - Cook said that this is a Qashqa’i wagireh and that it is quite rare to find this format in Fars as
opposed to, say, in Bidjars. There is little need for wagirehs if each generation trains the next in the
field. The wagireh format is interesting.
Harold Keshishian gave a TM “rug morning” on “wagirehs” not long ago, Taher Sabahi has written a
book about them, and Filiberto Boncompagni and I drew on both of these sources, and the literature,
to produce a Turkotek salon featuring them.
http://turkotek.com/salon_00115/salon.html
Now Cook moved to the large rugs on the board.

Rug 27
The piece on the far right was a very long border fragment from a southwest Persian pile rug. The
fragment hung down the full length of the board and was said to be almost that long on the back. So
it was estimated that the rug from which it came was likely about 12-14 feet long and about 6-7 feet
wide (a length two and three times the width is a frequent traditional Persian ratio).

Cooks estimated that this fragment is from a rug over 100 years old. He said that its designs and
structure are Khamseh-like, but that its size suggests that it was likely made to order for an “elite”
customer or, possibly, just made for sale.

The rug immediately to the left of this border fragment was the piece below.

Rug 28 - This rug is folded to permit it to fit on the board so we can see only a little more than a half
of it.
Cook attributed it to the Khamseh, pointing out its similarities to the others displayed on the board: in
particular chicken motifs, promegranates (though in only one and not two reds in this example), and
lattice designs in the spandrels. The medallion has scalloped sides, like others shown, but here there
is a single medallion with small pendants at the top and bottom, rather than the three medallions that
are more common. Cook also noted that the devices within the lattices are more realistically floral
(i.e., less stylized) in older pieces than in the other larger carpets shown.
Next left was the rug below.

Rug 29
Cook described this piece as a Khamseh long rug woven by “tribal people for non-tribal purposes.” He
said that it is a good example of design borrowing by Fars weavers, claiming that the ivory border has
an origin in finer Senneh rugs.

Cook suggested that the frequent abstracted pomegranates in the field might be traces of a Mughul
usage (Wertime suggested Khotan).

Cook also drew attention to the design elements in the spandrels as a possible further instance of
borrowing. Someone asked about the lions in the field this rug and why they might have been
included.

Cook replied in part that, of course, at one time there were lions in Iran. And Parviz Tanavoli wrote a
little book entirely devoted to rug with lion designs in their fields that he collected in Fars. The lion has
also been used in some national symbols of Iran.

The last rug of the morning was this large piece on the left side of the front board.

Rug 30
An impressive piece with good colors. It was attributed to the Luri. It is very similar to a rug that Opie
shows on page 117 of his earlier book.
Opie cites the white-ground main border among his Luri usages. Some of the sitting bird renditions
also resemble Luri drawing. Opie, additionally, cites similarly narrow medallion projections on a rug he
calls Luri, but acknowledges that latter usage is closer to those of the Arab-Khamseh.
Tom Cook answered questions, ended his presentation, received Dan Walker’s thanks, and folks
crowded to the front, this time, in part because it was clear that more material had been brought in
than the time for discuss could accommodate.

My thanks to Tom Cook for permitting me to share his session with you and for some important
editorial assistance as well.
Regards,
R. John Howe 7
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Archive for June, 2008
Daniel Walker: “Classical Fragments”
Posted in Uncategorized on June 4, 2008 by rjohn

On April 19, 2008, Daniel Walker, Director of The Textile Museum, here in Washington, DC, gave a
Rug and Textile Appreciation morning on “Classical Rug Fragments,” featuring some fragments from
his personal collection, as well as some others from those of Harold Keshishian and Wendel Swan.

What Walker described, when he began, as a visibly “hard-core rug morning” crowd filed in.

Harold Keshishian was among those who arrived early and said that the fragment of an Indian rug he
is holding up is a favorite of his.

Dan started by talking a little about how he became interested in rugs and in fragments in particular.

He said that he was drafted into military service during the Vietnam war and was posted to the
language school at Monterey, California. He was later stationed in Iran and first became interested in
oriental rugs while there. He mentioned an Armenian dealer as influential in this early acquaintance.
Subsequently, he took additional schooling in Islamic art history and became more seriously interested
in rugs, in part, because nothing much was being done with them in the scholarly world.
He cited Charlie Ellis as a mentor, and said that he traveled with Ellis on occasion. Ellis was interested
in rug fragments and Walker said that, likely, was how he first became infected himself.
Walker said that he has always been more focused on classical (pre-1800) Islamic material, and
fragments of rugs from that era were all that he could afford. He also argued, as he did in some detail
in his “Pieces of a Puzzle” exhibition on classical Persian weavings from Khurasan,
http://www.textilemuseum.com/pieces/
that a great deal can be learned from examining fragments and that collectors could, generally, learn
a great deal by examining the pieces they have, regardless of condition.
Walker said that he would move in his presentation from west to east, but that there would be a
noticeable emphasis on eastern material.

He asked Wendel Swan to talk first about two of Wendel’s Anatolian fragments.

Wendel has given me a copy of the notes he used in his portion of this program and I am using them
nearly literally below.
Wendel said that, as he studied his fragments, his questions have been:
1. Where were they from?
2. What did the textile from which they came look like originally?
3. How old are they?
He started with the pile rug fragment below.

Wendel:
“…This is a fragment of a pile rug from Karapinar in the Konya province of Turkey. Trying to envision
the full rug has been a real challenge. In the few months that I have owned, it I have found no “spot
on” comparable.”
This fragment may descend from a classical tradition that includes a 17th century Karapinar rug in the
TIEM in Istanbul. At least, the analogy is very close.
Here is the TIEM rug.

Using principals of symmetry, this sophisticated and well-drawn rug features reciprocal devices that
are integral in Islamic art.

Note the less dominant cruciform device in the detail above and the lavish use of purple, a
characteristic of Karapinar rugs thought to be from the 16th and 17th centuries. Also note the
carefully articulated squinches (ed. corner brackets) in the corners, as well as in each half, of the field
of hooked diamonds, the latter, also seen in my fragment.
At some point, the cruciform device became a mainstay of the Karapinar repertoire, commonly used in
rustic rugs. Occasionally the cruciforms were offset.

By the 19th century, many of these Karapinar rugs had lost the aspects of reciprocity, even though
the field in my fragment might once have looked something like this.

The 19th century yastik below hints that so-called negative space may have been important in earlier
Karapinar cruciform rugs.

The fantasy image, below, may suggest how the carpet originally appeared, but too much of the gold
cruciforms are missing to know.

And an additional fantasy image below indicates how a more complex field design might have looked.
But without comparables, this is pure speculation.

Here is a side-by-side comparison.

Wendel ended by saying: “For the time being, I can only believe that my fragment came from a rug
that is between these two, both chronologically and from the standpoint of design evolution.”
Wendel’s second fragment was the one below. Again, the words that follow are mostly taken from his
shared presentation notes. This striped kilim fragment is complete in width, but the top and bottom
ends are missing. From the wool and the colors, I knew it was probably Anatolian, likely central
because of its colors. Its palette is close to that from the Konya region.

However, stripes are found somewhere on most Anatolian kilims. Sometimes they are in between
elements, as we see in the piece below.

And on the saf below.

Sometimes we see only stripes.

Here is a detail of the striping in the piece above.

Sometimes the stripes are on the ends.

However, the dimensions, the stripe patterns, and the colors, never quite matched.
When Jurg Rageth (author of a book on carbon-dating kilims) was at Wendel’s house a year or two
ago, Wendel asked him about his kilim fragment. Rageth said that because of its traditional colors, he
believed it to be between 150 and 300 years old, but that almost any date could be guessed.
Wendel reported that Rageth also said that he had no idea what the complete piece, of which Wendel’s
kilim fragment was a part, might have been.
Wendel said that Rageth’s indications were “from the horse’s mouth,” so to speak, given Rageth’s
experience with and knowledge of kilims. Wendel has subsequently continued his exploration of this
“what the original complete piece likely looked like” question, and thinks he found the answer “in a
camel’s mouth,” or more accurately on the back of the camel in the image below.

What Wendel saw in this photo doesn’t jump at you, but it’s there. This is a camel loaded for
migration. Among the items tied onto its back is an Anatolian chuval.

The chuval is highlighted in color in the above version of this photo. It would be easy to miss it as a
candidate for the format from which Wendel’s kilim fragment may have come, because the most
visible part of it, in this photo, is brocaded with a design that features diamonds rather than stripes.
But notice that there is a striped part of this bag, and that is what drew Wendel’s eye and tripped his
memory.
“I remembered,” he said, “a similar sack in the Josephine Powell collection shown at the ICOC XI in
Istanbul about a year ago.”

There are two brocaded panels on the front of this sort of Anatolian chuval, but the balance of such
chuvals is composed of two striped sections that move around the back and are sewn together there.
Wendel: “So the sack would have looked like this when it came off the loom.”

“And like this, folded in half.”

“The brocading might have been cut off and used for other purposes, leaving use with this…”

“…which is quite a bit darker in palette than my fragment, but the scale and the number of stripes are
quite similar…”

“…Perhaps most telling, the width of the Powell chuval is almost exactly the same as that of my
fragment, 137 centimeters.”

|———————-137 CM ———————–|
For me (this is John Howe speaking now), this is a pretty telling demonstration of the probable source
of Wendel’s nice kilim fragment. It seems very likely to have been one of two back portions of an
Anatolian chuval.
Dan Walker now began to treat his pieces and Harold’s.

He started with the colorful Anatolian kilim fragment below.

Dan presented this piece oriented as it would be if it were hanging in an Anatolian dwelling. Many
kilim books present their material rotated 90 degrees from this position.
Here is an image of this same piece in that orientation.

Walker said that the field design of this piece is sometimes described as a “double-niche medallion.” It
is a fragment of one half of a kilim that would have been composed of two pieces sewn together on
the sides opposite the border.

Dan mentioned that a device in the field design in this kilim is one implicated in the “goddess of
Anatolia” interpretation and controversy. The device below is one version of what is sometimes said to
be such a “goddess” image.

He called attention to the striping in these devices.
A great deal of Islamic art is geometric rather than representational, but Walker said that one of the
other devices in this kilim is of an animal form. The detail below contains three such animals.

The top one is green, the middle one, red, and the bottom one is purple. They have seeming heads on
both ends, reversed with horns or ears and an eye. Walker said he is confident that these are animal
forms.

A kilim in Petsopoulos’ big book has similarities with Walker’s piece. It is his Plate 135, and is
presented in his Konya section. No date is given, but he calls it “one of the most beautiful kilims.” The
palette features a positive use of blue on a white ground, although the palette of the piece below is
wider and brighter. The designs on this kilim are more dense and complex than are those on Walker’s
example.

Here the ramshorns are less massive, but striping is more extensive. The side border is almost
incidental and can almost be read as an instance of negative imagery. The animal forms include
featuring on their bodies (skeletal?).

Walker suggested that his Anatolian kilim fragment was likely woven earlier than the second example
above because its design is more spacious.

Walker had a second, more austere, Anatolian kilim fragment. The one below.

What we can see are a narrow color palette and some delicate drawing.
He made comparisons with a kilim from the Vaklifar Museum collection. Walker explained that
“Vakliflar” means “religious endowments” and that the kilims in this collection are identified by the
mosque to which they were donated.

The piece above, Walker described as a more complete instance of a kilim with a field design similar to
his red-blue example. Both of these first two pieces look quite old, in part, because of their simple,
spacious designs.
A second Vakliflar example of this general type is the one below.

This kilim appears as Plate 16 in the Balpinar-Kirsch volume on Vakliflar kilims. The caption says that
“This kilim is typical of tribal group segments from the region of Eskisehir, Afyon and Kutahya.”
Here is a closer look at a detail of this piece.

The age assigned to this densely patterned kilim is not clear to me. The record indicates that it
“Collected in Sivrihisar (Eskisehir) from the Ulu Mosque (13th century).” I think the 13th century
reference is to the age of the mosque.
I am not sure that Walker gave estimated ages for these three pieces. For me, both Walker’s piece
and the smaller ivory ground Vakliflar kilim seem earlier than this third example.

I was curious about Walker’s use of “classical” in his program title. To some, the “classical period” of
the oriental carpet might begin in the 15th century, peak in the 16th century and 17th centuries, and
decline during the 18th century. He said that he had tried to limit himself to pieces estimated to be
pre-1800 but that this next fragment likely spilled over that time line and he decided to make an
exception in this case because it was such a tantalizing bit of a much larger pattern. It is the pile piece
below.

Walker described this piece as Caucasian. He said the weave is very fine and the wool of a high quality
and that it is, possibly, Shirvan.
He suggested that the field design in this fragment has on it part of a couple of “Lesghi stars.”
Peter Stone has done a study of various tribal devices and includes the Lesghi star as one of the
Caucasian designs he treats. We should note at the outset that the Lesghi star device was used widely
by weavers in many parts of the Caucasus.
Here is an image of a comparable section of a Lesghi star design from Peter Stone’s study of rug
designs.

Seem similar? Notice that the “hooked diamond” filler device that occurs a couple of times in the
Walker fragment is also present in this detail of the Stone image.
Now, here is the complete version of this Stone design.

Stone’s images are all computer-generated. The one above is based on a rug attributed to Daghestan.
And here is an image of a real Caucasian rug with a Lesghi star field design. This rug is in The Textile
Museum collection and was included in a recent TM exhibition on Mr. Myers’ collecting tendencies.

Its significance is that it is a very early purchase (1905) by Myers and demonstrates that Myers
started collecting much like many of us, with fairly ordinary Caucasian material that would likely not
have attracted his attention later in his collecting career.
By the way, Walker says the weave of his fragment is fine. Stone examined a lot of Caucasians and
noted that Kuba rugs are among the finest, averaging 110 kpsi. Walker’s fragment could well be
Shirvan, but if it has depressed warps, it might also be Kuba. (In his recent catalog for the 75th
anniversary of the NYC Hajji Baba Society, Jon Thompson indicates that there is no reliable way to
distinguish Shirvan pile rugs from those attributed to Kuba.)
Walker next moved to Persia with the fragment below.

The design has red flowers on a blue ground with a medallion, striped on its edge, in the upper right
hand corner.
Walker said that most see this fragment as having been woven in NW Iran or by Kurds. It has a cotton
foundation and the wool pile is of very good quality. He made analogies with a rug from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

The design of the Met rug features rows of cypress and blossoming trees growing out of stylized pools
of water. The devices are staggered row to row so as to form a kind of vague lattice. Here is a closer
detail of this design.

Although Walker’s fragment here may not have been stepped like the Met rug, it seems possible
that it may have been part of such a design. And, although the distances seem different, the
“medallion” in the upper right corner of the fragment might well be one of the pool representations in
a row above. This image is from Arthur Pope’s “Survey of Persian Art.”
Walker indicated that this fragment was published in F. R. Martin’s famous book on oriental rugs and
may well have been owned by Martin himself, since the image lacks a credit line. In this context, he
noted that Chapter 8 of Martin’s book was reproduced with black and white versions of its images in
Oriental Rug Review, Volume 5, No. 12, March, 1986, pp. 11/547-17/553. Some other designs similar
to this fragment are treated in Chapter 8.
The next set of fragments is attributable to Kerman. Walker said that there is a group of rugs often
described as having been made using the so-called “vase technique,” a name meant to describe a
particular weave structure but taken from the appearance of vases in some, but not all, of the carpets
in this class.

Here are the three Kerman fragments Walker showed that were made with this “vase technique.”

“Vase technique” Kerman fragment 1

“Vase technique” Kerman Fragment 2

“Vase technique” Kerman fragment 3
The expression “vase technique” refers to a distinctive structure used to make these Kerman rugs.
There are three wefts between each two rows of knots. Two of these wefts (numbers 1 and 3), usually
wool, are inserted, taut, straight through separate sheds. The middle weft is silk and is inserted in
“wound” fashion. The drawing below of this “vase technique” structure is taken from an essay by Jon
Thompson in “The Persian Carpet,” an auction catalogue published by Lefevre & Partners, London,
1977, p. 71.

Walker said that this structure is faulty because, when the pile gets very worn, the wound silk wefts
tend to break from exposure to foot traffic.
Here is a detail of a damaged part of one of the “Vase technique” Kerman fragments above. The
places where the white cotton warps are visible are among those where the silk wefts are damaged or
broken. One can also see the wool wefts where warps are broken.

Someone from the audience asked why the Kerman weavers would choose a faulty structure. I don’t
think Walker answered directly, but one could conjecture that it may have had to do with the desire to
have a “compact” weave. Given the mostly heavy cotton warps in these rugs, fine silk, which is
known to have great tensile strength, may have been considered ideal for pulling this pile structure
together compactly. These Kerman weavers may not have considered that silk does not have great
tolerance for abrasion and that it might break with wear. In a subsequent conversation, Walker, gave
another plausible reason for this latter possibility. He said that he thinks that most weavers, including
those who wove the “vase technique” rugs, weave with rather short-term use objectives and don’t
really consider what might happen to a given structure over longer spans of time. In this particular
case, the structural weakness is not apparent, and in fact does not occur, until the pile has worn down
almost completely.
There is one additional structural feature to notice about some of these “vase technique” Kerman rugs.
A few carpets preserved only in the form of fragments have pile on the back as well as the front.
Here, below is one of the “vase technique” fragments that has its shaggy back being turned so you
can see it.

And here are two straight-on shots of the fuzzy backs on two of these fragments.

Walker said that he was not entirely sure of the purpose of this extra pile, but the conventional
explanations are for extra thickness or warmth, or to prevent slippage.
Walker noted that “vase technique” rugs were the focus of May Beattie’s book “The Carpets of Central
Persia.” By concentrating on the distinctive “vase technique” structure, Beattie was able to
demonstrate that a variety of pieces, previously thought to be members of quite different groups
(primarily on the basis of design), might defensibly be grouped together. Beattie’s analysis and
findings are one of the early impressive applications of structural differences to rug scholarship.
The fragment below is Plate 10 in Beattie’s book.

This piece is part of The Textile Museum collection. Beattie divides the various designs used in “vase
technique” carpets into eight groups. The piece above is placed in her “three plane large leaf lattice”
design group. Based on its similar pattern and scale and also on the orange wool shag present on the
back, Walker speculates that his three fragments come from the same carpet as the large TM
fragment or perhaps from a similar carpet. Wendel Swan pointed out, from the audience, that there is
a second Kerman fragment with a shaggy back in the TM collection.
Walker moved next to five smaller fragments of his which he thinks may be attributed to 17th century
Kashan. They are quite scrappy in appearance but in fact have a lot to tell us.

Here is the long fragment from this set.

The other four fragments, all from the left border of the rug (going by pile direction) are presented in
the following two images. There are two fragments in each of them, joined along the center line. Note
that one fragment in the first pair shows the lower left corner of the border.

These pieces are very finely woven and are entirely of silk.
Walker said that they are instances of fragments that tell us a great deal about the complete rugs
from which they came. Although the four smaller fragments are from the border, the larger fifth piece
shows enough of the field design to permit us to reconstruct the entire pattern. We can even
speculate the likely size of the original piece from the scale of the pattern elements and the border.
Walker said that these fragments are close to the 16th century silk rugs generally attributed to Kashan
in terms of materials, weave, and palette, but they bear a pattern that is not seen until the middle of
the 17th century. The best example of this pattern is a silk rug of another type – the famous Polonaise
class – that belongs to Rosenborg Palace in Copenhagen. The Coronation Carpet, as it is known, was
brought to Europe in 1664 by the Dutch East India Company. Here is a large detail of that rug.

The image below is of an even smaller detail of the field of immediately preceding piece.

The field pattern here consists of a rather tight cluster of scrolling vines , blossoms, leaves, and
cloudbands forming a pattern unit that is repeated many times. This is the same convention followed
in Walker’s Kashan field fragment.
No other 17th century Kashan rugs are known. Moreover, he said that there is jufti knotting in his
fragments. Since this is not a characteristic of 16th century Kashan rugs, it indicates to him that the
quality of Kashan production was deteriorating somewhat by this time.

Next Walker moved to two old fragments that belong to Harold Keshishian. They are part of a Persian
group sometimes described as having “vinescroll and palmette” patterns, usually on a red ground with
dark blue or green borders. This group has had many names over the years – Shah ‘Abbas, Isfahan,
Herat, and, more recently, Indo-Persian – and this suggests the uncertainty that has long surrounded
the origin of these carpets.

Both May Beattie and Charles Grant Ellis believed, based mainly on issues of color, that certain
examples of this type were woven in India. Although there are indeed North Indian carpets based on
this pattern, they can be distinguished by structure and color usage from the Persian rugs.
Most scholars today believe that the vinescroll and palmette type is Persian in origin and dates from
the 17th century.
Here are four images of the larger of Harold’s vinescroll and palmette fragments. It gives a good
sense of what the border and field looked like, and the scale of the pattern elements suggests that this
was once a fairly large carpet.

Detail of field below(left). Detail of border below(right).

Harold’s second vinescroll and palmette fragment shows only a portion of the field pattern.

Some of the reds in other of these large scale fragments would tempt one to suspect a lac dye, and
the one above seems particularly tempting. The presence of seeming lac reds might seem to make an
Indian attribution more likely, but Walker said that lac was both available and used in Persian as well
as Indian rugs and so the presence of it does not by itself permit this distinction.
Walker pointed out that vinescroll and palmette carpets were commercial products made in very large
quantities. Well over two hundred examples survive today in collections in America, Europe, the
Middle East, India, and Japan. They are represented in many Dutch paintings, particularly during the
periods 1620 to 1630 and 1660 to 1680, when their popularity must have peaked.
He then showed two examples of complete vinescroll and palmette carpets in order to place Harold’s
fragments in context.

The rug shown above is a well-preserved smaller example that belongs to the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts.
Some examples of the type are extremely large, like the one that follows from the Jaipur collection.

The above carpet measures almost 32 feet long and is one of a pair. Several other examples are even
bigger.
The next piece belongs to Walker and is a fragment of an Indian rug.

It has pashmina pile on a silk foundation. Walker said that it is early 18th century and was
likely woven in northern India. It has about 500 knots per square inch. This is pretty fine but doesn’t
begin to approach a few 17th century pashmina rugs whose knot count is 2,000 or even 2,500 per
square inch.
Several other small fragments the same size and shape as Walker’s survive, in the Hermitage, the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and two in private collections. Only one larger fragment of this rug is
known, and a large detail of it is shown here.

.
The large fragment measures 9′ 7″ by 8′ 2″ and lacks most of its borders. It belongs to the Cleveland
Museum of Art.
The Cleveland fragment and the smaller pieces that once adjoined it have a pattern that is called
“millefleur,” after the many small blossoms that are arranged in clusters. A famous millefleur rug that
survives in complete form is the 17th century example below, that features a niche in its field. It
belongs to the Museum of Applied Arts in Vienna and is illustrated as Figure 128 in Walker’s “Flowers
Underfoot” catalog, 1997, page 131.

The image below is a detail of a part of the field of the overall image above.

Next Walker turned to the Indian fragment of Harold’s that Harold held up Just before the beginning of
the program.

Although it is a very small bit, it is nonetheless recognizable as from an Indian flower and lattice rug
of the 17th century. These were made in different quality levels, from the commercial grade
represented by Harold’s little piece, to the luxury grade seen in a couple of pashmina examples. The
image below is of a closer detail of Harold’s piece.

Harold brought in a second little Indian fragment that he acquired together with the first, but Walker
could not be sure whether it came from the same rug or not.

A closer look at part of it.

Walker, then showed an example of a complete flower and lattice rug, not of the pashima quality, but
of a commercial grade close to that of Harold’s piece. It is also very close in design to the rug Harold’s
fragment was part of.

th

Carpet (detail), India, Mughal Period, 17 century; Wool pile on cotton warp, silk and cotton weft; The
Textile Museum 1994.12.1; Gift of James D. Burns

Walker’s program came to an end, he answered questions and folks flocked to the front of the
room to get closer looks at these classical fragments.

My thanks to Dan Walker for allowing me to share this interesting RTAM program with you. Dan has
also, generously, “looked over my shoulder,” editorially, to make sure things are right.
Regards,
R. John Howe 8
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Jeff Krauss and John Howe on Blue in Rugs and Other Textiles, Part 1, the Lecture
Posted in Uncategorized on July 1, 2008 by rjohn
On May 31, 2008 Jeff Krauss and John Howe gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program at
The Textile Museum here in Washington, DC.

Their program was one of those complementing the exhibition Blue that was up at the TM at the
moment. Its title was “Have You Got the Blues? Blue Dyes in Textiles.” They especially accentuated
dyeing with indigo.
Linda Powell, The Textile Museum’s Curator of Education, did the introductions, saying, that Jeff is a
physicist, who consults internationally and is interested in Japanese textiles and resist dyeing. He
collects Japanese textiles and recently donated most of his collection.

John is a retired instructional designer whose collecting is more eclectic, but includes lots of Anatolian
and Turkmen material. (As the masthead on this blog indicates John is the owner and producer of it.)
They began with a PowerPoint-assisted lecture. The section below provides a virtual version of that
lecture.
The title of the presentation “Have You Got the Blues? Blue in Dyes and Textiles with a Focus on
Indigo” was on the screen, with the image below, as folks came into the Myers Room.

John began by saying that he and Jeff would first deliver a “tag team” lecture, then show some pieces
selected to show how blue is used in rugs and other textiles, and last would look at the pieces that
members of the audience had brought in.

He said that there were several parts to the lecture.
He would begin by talking about some “assorted introductory aspects of blue” and then about
“symbolism attributed to blue.”
Then, he said, Jeff would talk about how blue is put into fabrics. Jeff would talk first about “indigo
chemstry,” then would provide an “indigo chronology,” and last would treat “dyeing with indigo.”
John said that the concluding part of the lecture would show a number of examples of “How Blue is
Used in Textiles.”
John moved to treat “Assorted Introductory Aspects of Blue.”

John:
One might be tempted to think of color as primarily a matter of certain wavelengths of visible light,
but Harald Bohmer writes that color has:
‘physical, chemical, biological, physiological, psychological, genetic and aesthetic aspects’
So we are forewarned that an investigation of the color blue may not be straightforward. And because
color is an instance of perception, it is necessarily to a degree individual and personal.”

There is no ‘true blue.’
There are some indications that blue may have been one of the later human color experiences.
For example, there is an interesting pattern in the seeming emergence of the use of color words,
among English-speaking children, at least.

Children who are two years old usually have 500 words, but only seldom do these include any color
words.
Children of five can usually name correctly red, yellow, green and blue.
This has changed over time, perhaps because of colorful toys. In 1908, this ability was only achieved
by eight-year olds. And it may still be changing. A neighbor with a two-year old reports that he can
accurately name not only red, yellow, green and blue, but also pink and purple.
So a socialization effect may be continuing.
There are similar patterns bearing on blue in what might be called ‘linguistic archeology’ or ‘linguistic
anthropology.’
The Pomo Indians in California, have, excepting for black and white, only one color word: red.
The Ibido in Nigeria have only two color words: red and yellow.
The ancient Greeks had no word for blue.
There is no word for blue in classical Hebrew.

The presence and absence of particular color words in particular languages has been looked at
systematically. Two researchers, Berlin and Kay, have found that:
All languages have words for black and white.
If a language has three color words, red will always be one of them.
If a language has four color words, either green or yellow will be one of them, but not both.
Only when a language has five color words, does it have words for both green and yellow.
And only when a language has six color words, does blue appear.
In addition, near the equator, languages of many cultures do not differentiate between blue and
green.
This is the end of my “Assorted Introductory Aspects of Blue.”
Now, let’s move to “Symbolic Uses of Blue.”
The image below is of a painting by the German artist, Franz Marc. Marc seems to have claimed that
his color use here is not symbolic, that horses really are blue.

That may seem doubtful to many of us.
It is probably tempting to attribute symbolic meanings to blue because important parts of our world
do LOOK blue.
The sky often looks blue.

That is recognized in expressions like “sky blue.” But sometimes we go further and say such things as
“my blue heaven.” So, blue is sometimes used to symbolize, the sky, the universe, even heaven.
And to retreat a little, seen from space, our planet is sometimes described as a “blue marble.” The
sea, often nearly any body of water, can look blue.

So blues in textiles are often said to refer to water, be that a small stream or pond, or even the ocean
itself.
But sometimes the symbolic meanings assigned to blue can be more attentuated. Here we need to be
cautious because the symbolic meanings vary by culture and geography.
For example:

Cherokee (on left)

Navajo (Apache) (on right)

Among the Cherokee Indians “blue” signified “north.”
But for some Navajos it referred to ‘south.”
Still, the various symbolic meanings assigned to blue can be interesting.
In western cultures, at least, blue is sometimes used to signify purity or innocence.

Jesus and the Virgin Mary are often given blue robes in paintings.
Blue as a sign of a certain level of social status is more tenuous. Blue WAS used by Egyptian rulers as
one symbol of their royalty, and this Bokharan emir, in a well-known photo you may have seen
before, clearly felt that blue projected, satisfactorily, his princely status.

Blue is often visible in ethnic dress. Here are some 19th century European examples in color
illustrations.
First, below is a Norwegian Lapp, a German, a Hungarian bride, and Italian couple (the man is a
shepherd), and a Russian peasant.

Blue has frequently been a color worn by various working class people. Here is another vertical array
of examples.
First, below is a Dutchman (“enough blue to make a Dutchman’s trousers” is an old European
expression), an indigo worker in Southwest China(Notice that this all of this worker’s clothing is dyed
with indigo and that the cap, jacket and pants are from polished indigo), a merchant in an bazaar in
Afghanistan, and old man in a boat-yard in Morocco, and a painting, by Rivera, of auto workers in a
known Ford plant.

Blue is often selected for uniforms of various sorts.

“Navy blue” is a reference to one such use.
But many police, firefighters, and a variety of officials are often dressed in blue, perhaps projecting
their “official” status and their “authority.” Here, below, is a vertical array of uniform usages of blue.
First is a drawing of an English “bobby.” A photo and drawing of German police, on the left a domestic
policeman, and then, to the right, a 19th century colonial navy officer,

The police below are Canadian.

This is how Northwest Mounted Police dress when they’re not in red coats and on horseback.
(There are some indications that police dressed in blue project a more calming presence when they do
such punishing tasks as writing traffic citations or, even, making physical arrests.)
Our last uniforms example is the one below. These are Russian Kremlin guards.

Blue is thought by some to project self-cultivation and intelligence, so it may not be surprising that
blue is often selected for school uniforms and for academic robes.

Here is a vertical array of such uses. The British students who dressed like the figure below were
called “blue-coat boys.”

Some other uniformed English schoolboys. The image below is from Eton. The cap looks similar. And
here is a schoolgirl in Turkey in 2007.

One sees both girls and boys everywhere in Turkey in uniforms of this blue.
Last, here is an academic event at which the recent French president, Mitterrand, is being presented
an honorary degree.

For a long time the “blue serge” suit was seen to project a respectable business man. A blue business
suit was taken to signal importance, stability and a calm, confident, competence.
IBM was thought to require its male employees to wear blue suits. Although they deny that this was
ever an official company policy, their own archives show that this is what a typical, male, IBM
employee wore in 1982.

Although blue remains popular for business dress, the original “blue serge” suit is now seen to be
stodgy and old-fashioned.
The notion that blue is a masculine color and that pink is for girls, seems to have quite recent roots. In
Christian tradition, the color-sex reference seems reversed, with red shades reserved for men (for
example, the costumes of Roman Catholic cardinals), and blue shades most frequently associated with
women (as in the painting of the Virgin Mary we saw earlier).

And here is the cover of a 1928 fashion magazine on which

the boy is dressed in red and the girl is in blue.
The reversal seems to have come sometime after World War I when lots of blue military uniforms
were adopted. It was solidified in the 1940s when marketing slogans encouraged women to emphasize
their femininity by “thinking pink.”

The usage “blue ribbon” suggests that blue is asssociated by some with high quality.

The source of this expression is debated.
Those looking for an exalted origin sometimes suggest that the British “Order of the Garter” is
implicated.

Others think our more humble county fair usages are sufficient.

Dark indigo blue clothing is sometimes used to symbolize, and to effect, extreme female modesty, as
in the masked Arabian lady in the image below, and two of the three Afghan women in this public
dress image.

On the other hand, the Japanese fashion designer, Junya Watanabe, who works a lot with indigo
blues, has full-faced draping in his 2008 collection, without any concern, I think, for modesty.

Blue is also used in the Middle East to signal male pride.
The smiling gentleman from Yemen, below, wears a shiny indigo turban projecting a male vanity of
appearance.

The more sober man below is one of the proud, nomadic “blue men” of the Sahara, so-called because
their blue clothing rubbed off on their skin.

In many cultures, dark blue and other dark shades are used to express sorrow and mourning. Black is
more frequent in most western societies as is the case in the 1913 photo below of a family in
mourning clothes.

Blue is said to be symbolic of death in Central Asia and Iran (although a knowledgeable Persian friend
recently cast doubt on the latter).
There does seem to be some blue dress in the image below of a Kurdish funeral (oddly, of a
Zoroastrian religious sect, reputed never to wear blue).

But the Shah’s widow, perhaps projecting her westernization, (or the truth of my Persian friend’s
indication) wears black at her husband’s funeral in 1980.

We might smile, occasionally, at some of the symbolism assigned to blue in other societies. For
example, the partly blue devices meant to distract the “evil eye”

that are ubiquitous, in a variety of forms, in Turkey.
But our own society still treats as noteworthy the symbolism that color can invoke.
It may be largely fortuitous, but Pantone, a major figure in the commercial color business, has
declared a shade of blue to be its “color of the year” for 2008.

It has also suggested some of the symbolic meanings it feels this shade of blue projects. They include:
“…dependable, soul-searching, emotionally anchoring, meditative and suggestive of a touch of magic.”
These are not far from many of the symbolic meanings assigned to blue in other cultures.
That is the end of our treatment of blue symbolism.

Now Jeff is going to talk about indigo and some of the other dyes that produce blue.

Jeff began with “Indigo Chemistry.”
Indigo has a close relative called Indirubin, which is known as the “red Indigo.” It is actually a red
dye. Natural Indigo dye contains various proportions of Indirubin, which is an isomer of Indigo. That
means it contains the same numbers of each atom, but they are arranged differently, as the diagram
below shows. Synthetic Indigo may also contain some Indirubin. Indirubin was recently identified as
an active ingredient in a traditional Chinese medicine that is effective against chronic myelocytic
leukemia.
Here are images of the chemical structure of Indigo and Indirubin. In these diagrams, the hexagons
are called “benzene rings” and if you were a chemist you would know that they have a carbon atom
and a hydrogen atom at each corner.

Indigo:C16 H10 N2 O2

Indirubin C16 H10 N2 O2

It has been discovered that the chemical structure of “Tyrian purple” or “Royal” or “Imperial” purple, a
dye that comes from snails, also has a chemical structure very close to that of Indigo and Indirubin.
Jeff provided an image of that structure as well.

Dibromoindigo
He also provided some addition models of the structures of Indigo and Dibromoindigo that mark with
color the location in the structure of the various element components. In these diagrams, the carbons
and hydrogens are shown explicitly.

In the Dibromoindigo, two white (hydrogen) atoms, that occur at the edges in Indigo, are replaced by
two red (bromine) ones. But excepting for that, the chemical structures of Indigo and Dibromoindigo
are identical.
Jeff next listed some Indigo sources.
First and foremost is Indigofera tinctoria (true indigo; India and China). It is in the pea family . It
contains indican which is converted through a process of enzymatic hydolysis (fermenting) and
oxidation to indigotin
Here, below, are several pictures of indigo tinctoria plants.

Picture 1 of Indigofera tinctoria

Picture 2 of Indigofera tinctoria

Picture 3 of Indigofera tinctoria

Picture 4 of Indigofera tinctoria

Indigofera Tinctorian does not thrive in more temporate climates and the traditional source in indigo in
Europe before Asian indigo was known and available was woad. Instatis tinctoria (woad; Europe) is in
the cabbage family. Woad contains Isatan B which is converted through fermenting and oxidation to
indigotin.
Here are some images of woad plants:
Pictures 1 and 2 of Instatis tinctoria (woad)

Picture 3 of Instatis Tinctoria

Since the traditional primary European source of indigo was from woad, when the eastern variety of
indigo first became available, comparison of indigo from woad plants versus that from the eastern
indigo plant was inevitable. Jeff spoke to that distinction and set of questions next.
Indigo vs Woad
Traditionally, Indigo (Indigofera tinctoria) has a thrty-fold higher pigment precursor content than does
woad. Thus, Indigo is a superior source of indigotin. However, some claim that the difference may be
due to inefficient processing of woad. Scientists only recently learned that to most efficiently extract
the dyestuff, woad leaves must be steeped for just ten minutes at 80 degrees C and the liquid must
cool down rapidly.
But Rowland Ricketts, an American who apprenticed himself for several years in northern Japan to
learn traditional Japanese modes of indigo growing, processing and dyeing in a temporate climate,
reports that the northern Japanese indigo processes he learned are identical to those used for
processing woad. So there seems some debate about whether the noted difference is because of
different processing.
There are a surprising variety of plants from which indigo can be obtained and Jeff listed a few more
of them. They include:

o

Polygonum tinctoria (dyer’s knotweed; Japan) in the buckwheat family

o

Baptisia tinctoria (East Indies)

o

Baptisia australis (blue wild indigo; North America)

o

Indigofera anil (South and Central America)

o

Lonchocarpus cyanescens (West Africa)

Here is an image of Polygonum Tinctoria

This variety of sources is a reason why Indigofera tinctoria is not necessarily the source of indigo in
many parts of the world.
There are also animal sources of indigo. The famous purples produced in the Mediterranean are from a
variety of shellfish. The image below is of Mollusk Murex trunchulus or Murex brandaris.

This creature produces the dibromoindigo that Jeff treated in his discussion of chemical structure
above.
In at least one species of shellfish, the dye varies with sex, the male producing primarily indigotin and
the female producing dibromoindigo.
An additional curious fact about dibromoindigo is that it changes to indigo in sunlight.
Indigo has an extensive chronology and Jeff provided some of it.

2500 BC: Date of the earliest woad-dyed linen garment from the Old Kingdom (Egypt), found during
excavations at Thebes.
1,000-600 BC: Phoenicians from Tyre and Sidon (Lebanon) use purple dye derived from a gland of the
mollusk Murex trunchulus.
5th Century BC: Date of grave containing woad-dyed textiles in Luxembourg
3-4th Century BC: Date of Pazyryk indigo-dyed pile rug
44-45 AD: Roman legions reputedly encountered blue-dyed Celts (dyed with woad) in the British Isles
(some aspects of this report are questioned)

100-1500: Woad produced in Europe; Indigo imported from India by caravan
1498: Discovery of the sea route to India around the Cape of Good Hope—increased importing of
indigo into Europe
1595-1597: First expedition of Dutch East India Company in India and China
1590s: French, British and German laws enacted forbidding use of indigo in order to protect woad
growers.
17th Century: European trade with India and China increases; ban on indigo imports lifted
1742: First indigo crop in South Carolina
1775: 1.1 million pounds of indigo exported from South Carolina to Europe
1780s: Because of wars, Europe turns to India for indigo
1780: Eli Whitney invents the cotton gin

1800: Commercial indigo production in U.S. replaced by cotton, tobacco, rice and corn
1834: First isolation of synthetic dye-stuff from coal tar
1856: William Perkin produces alizarin, the dye substance in madder
1880 Indigo first artificially synthesized by the German chemist Adolf von Baeyer
1895-96: India exports 18,700 tons of indigo
1897: BASF begins commercial production of synthetic indigo; within two decades synthetic indigo
dominates the world market
1900: German chemist Paul Friedlander discovers that Tyrian purple is chemically identical to indigo
except that it has two atoms of bromine where indigo has hydrogen
1913-1914: India indigo exports drop to 1,000 tons
Jeff’s third section treated “Dyeing with Indigo.”
He began with indigo processing. Here are the basic steps:
1. Plants are collected during the flowering season.
2. The plants are immersed in water in soaking vats to ferment.

3. Fermentation lasts 12 to 15 hours

4. The liquid in the vats becomes a yellowish-green color (indican is transformed into indoxyl).
5. The liquid is stirred briskly for about 3 hours to increase oxygen contact.

6. The liquid turns deep blue (indoxyl is oxidized into indigotin).
7. The insoluable indigo falls to the botton of the soaking vat.
8. Thick indigo sediment is strained, pressed, cut into blocks and dried.

To summarize: During the processing steps listed above, indigo leaves are fermented in order to
convert indican naturally present in the plant to the blue dye indigotin (indigo-blue).
Jeff now moved to “Dyeing with Indigo”:

Indigo is a solid or powder, insoluble in water.
Indigo does not react with, and will not bind chemically to, fabric fibers (no mordants are used when
dyeing with indigo).
Indigo dye (indigotin, also called “indigo-blue”) reacts with reducing agents such as sodium
hydrosulfite (sodium dithionite), sulfurous acid, hydrogen sulfide or urine, in an alkaline solution.
Water soluble yellow-colored leuco-indigo, also called “indigo-white” is produced.
Fibers (or woven cloth) are dyed with indigo by immersing them in this yellowish solution and then
taking them out.
But, you may be wondering, “how and why does the fabric turn blue?”

What happens when you take fabric out of an indigo dye pot is visually dramatic.

Jeff gave the sequence:
1. The indigo dye vat works to keep the dye in solution.
2. The fiber or fabric is dipped.
3. Dye penetrates and adheres to the fabric fibers.
4. When the fiber/fabric is removed from the vat it comes in contact with the air. The oxygen in the air
“oxidizes” the indigo-white turning it into indigo blue.
5. The color of the fiber/fabric can be seen to change from yellow to blue.
6. Insoluble indigo molecules are trapped inside the fibers of the fabric.
Here is a microscopic illustration of this penetration and trapping process, from an old book.

Jeff contrasted indigo dyeing with mordant dyeing using a step-by-step, dyeing cotton with madder,
example.
1. Alizarin, the chemical dye in madder, is a mordant dye.
2. A mordant dye requires that the fibers of the fabric to be dyed be treated with a metal salt solution
(such as an aluminum, chromium or copper salt) before the dye can bind to the fabric.
3. Metal ions bond to the hydroxyl groups on the cotton (cellulose)
4. When alizarin is added, it binds to the metal. This binding is the dyeing of the cotton fabric.
Jeff then summarized the differences he sees between “indigo vat dye” and “mordant dyes”.
I have been listening to Jeff’s careful examination of the more scientific aspects of coloring textiles
blue. Two things seem to me to distinguish what happens in indigo dyeing from what happens in
mordant dyeing.

Indigo is NOT a mordant dye
Mordant dye molecules are chemically bound to fabric molecules
Indigo dye molecules are mechanically bound (physically trapped) on and within fabric fibers
As Jeff clearly says, with indigo dyeing, the bonding is mechanical (a kind of “stickiness”), not
chemical. And (this is me thinking now) perhaps because there is no chemical reaction, the
penetration in indigo dyeing is often not as extensive as it is in mordant dyeing.
Rowland Ricketts, the indigo dyer mentioned above, said that one test of the limited extensiveness of
penetration in indigo dyeing is to dye a white fabric in indigo, then cut it and examine the edge. He
said that there will almost always be a core of white visible showing the extent to which the indigo dye
penetrated the fabric. He said this would not be the case for the same fabric dyed in a mordant dye
like madder. With mordant dyeing no core of white would show.
This difference is likely why the literature on indigo often describes indigo as “laying on the surface” of
a fabric dyed with it. Not quite accurate, as Jeff has shown, but because indigo’s adherence is
mechanical, its penetration seems often not to be complete.
Fading of an indigo-dyed fabric is the result of the small indigo molecules dropping out of the cellulose
or protein bundles of the fabric. So while indigo-dyed fabric is water-fast, it is not rub fast.
Here at the end of his sections, Jeff treated two specialized points.
First, he said, there is one more indigo dye that should be mentioned. It is Indigo Sulphonic Acid, but
also called “Saxon Blue” and “Indigo Carmine.” Some rug folks say “sulphonic blue.”
This is a dye that Bohmer calls the “first half-synthetic dyestuff.” It was synthesized in 1740 from
indigo and concentrated sulfuric acid.
It is water soluble, but not fast (it runs or fades).
It was widely used in Persian and Turkish carpets from about 1850 to about 1910 and is for that
reason sometimes seen as an approximate age marker.
The strong acid in it can damage fibers.
Jeff provided an image of its chemical structure, which is similar to indigo and indirubin.

Jeff ended with some comments on “Printing/Painting Textiles with Indigo.”
Indigo, as we have seen, oxidizes quickly when exposed to air, so unlike water soluble mordant dyes,
it can’t be used in a printing or silk screening process.
But there is (or was) a dye called “pencil blue” that was made by heating finely ground indigo with
orpiment and potash
“Orpiment” is arsenic sulfide As2S3 (which is highly toxic).
But with this concoction, oxidation is slowed.
“Pencil blue” can be painted into small areas of textiles.
It was used during the 18th century.
Jeff didn’t include them but there are also some rather unsavory aspects of natural dyeing with most
indigo and woad.
First, the harvesting and processing was heavily dependent on cheap labor and so nearly or actual
slave labor was often a part of this industry.
Second, one of the frequent ways to produce the alkaline solutions needed for fermenting was to
resort to the uses of human and animal urine and feces. (The urine of young males after alcohol
drinking was reputed to be especially effective.)
Third, much traditional indigo and woad processing created unpleasant smells. Queen Elizabeth I is
said to have decreed that no woad plant could be located within five miles of any of her residences.
An odd fact associated with this last one one is that apparently not all processing and dyeing with
indigo and woad entails such smells, or else those working with indigo and woad get used to them.
Neither Jenny Balfour-Paul or Rowland Ricketts felt that the indigo they work with smells unpleasantly
and the German manufacturer of synthetic indigo had to put some of the smell of the natural
processing back into their product to get some dyers to use it. The dyers had become used to it and
“missed” the traditional odors.

John came back, in the final part of their lecture, to provide some examples of ” Some Uses of Blue in
Rugs and Other Textiles.”

He said that the Blue exhibition, currently gracing the downstairs galleries, presents 30 carefully
selected and display examples.
“But we are not constrained in some of the ways that museum curators are, and have collected our
own array of such use.”
John’s first two examples were displayed in the three images below.

Textiles 1 and 2
These mummies, found in remote western China, have clothing that includes blue. The small swaddled
figure is the mummy of a baby with a blue/green cap/hat and a partly blue plied tying cord. There is
also blue in the adult’s leg wrappings. These mummies date from about 1,000 BC. Elizabeth Barber
says that testing for the dye sources has, so far, not been permitted.
Textile 3 was a border detail from the Pazaryk pile rug, dated as early as 500 BC.

Textile 3
The Pazaryk rug has a predominant red ground, but there is use of what is known to be indigo-dyed
blue in it borders. (Jenny Balfour-Paul, author of the book “Indigo,” and one of the speakers in the
Blue lecture series, joked that this may be the oldest pair of indigo-dyed trousers known.)
And the potentially even more visually impressive Pazaryk felts, show definite use of blue.

Textile 4
Textile 4 is a felt horse cover in which blue is used positively in the animal figure designs.
I am going to refer frequently in my descriptions of these pieces to “positive” and “negative” uses of
blue. A “positive” use of blue is one where blue is used to color particular design elements, in this
case, the animal figure. A “negative” use of blue is one where blue is used in a background mode and
where other colors do the figuring.
The ground color of the detail below, from a pre-Columbian burial blanket, looks a little brownish, but
is actually “night-blue” cotton.

Textile 5
The use of blue as a background field color is a clear “negative” use.
This Paracus piece is estimated to have been woven 200 BC to 200 AD. It is embroidered in alpaca
wool. The designs are “puma-demons,” and include the positive use of a turquoise blue and one other.
Rowland Ricketts, one of the artists who contributed to the Blue exhibition, and who dyes with indigo,
said in his lecture here that brownish tendencies can result from insufficient washing after dyeing.
About 40% of natural indigo, at point of dyeing, is composed of other impurities. These impurities can
be washed out, but need to be. Color, Ricketts said, “blooms” with repeated washings. So this
brownish cast may be the result of inadquate washing.
Textile 6, below, is a spectacular Huari tunic from Peru.

Textile 6
The piece is part of The Textile Museum collection and was featured recently on the TM web site as a
“Textile of the Month.”
Here is most of the TM’s detailed description of it there:
“This tunic is made of 120 separate small pieces of cloth. The pieces were probably woven in strips
over a set of scaffold yarns. Each strip was tie-dyed in one of six color combinations and two patterns:
either three rows of small circles or two of larger circles. The scaffold yarns were then removed to
separate the individual pieces of cloth, which were reorganized and reassembled into a tunic by
sewing the pieces back together again.” The result is the pattern-breaking design that you see. “Such
pattern-breaking is a hallmark of Huari textile design.” Roman textiles are rare and most of those
surviving are from Eygpt.

Textile 7 - Textile 7, above, is a late 3rd century, wool, tapestry, cushion cover, probably from
Alexandria. It was actually offered for sale in Hali in 1988.
Textile 8, below, is another detail of a pre-Columbian textile with highly stylized figures of gods done
partly in blue. Textile 8 - It is estimated to have been woven 500-700 AD.

Textile 9, below, is a detail of a dramatic border of a 13th century Anatolian rug.

Textile 9
This is a graphically powerful use of two shades of blue.
Textile 10 is another spectacular pre-Columbian piece.

Textile 10
This is a 13-15th century Chimu feathered mantle from southern Peru, and another that is part of The
Textile Museum’s collection. The feathers, are, of course, not dyed, but are the natural colors of those
of the birds from which they were taken. The feathers are attached to a cotton ground. Blue is used
positively, in the bird figures, and for two stripes.

Textile 11, below, is a piece of Spanish, Islamic silk, possibly 14th-15th centuries.

Textile 11 - Two shades of blue are used positively as the predominant figuring colors.
Textile 12 is a 16th-17th century Chinese K’ossu tapestry.

Textile 12
“K’ossu” (also sometimes “kesi” or “cut silk”) is a very old and traditional Chinese species of silk, slit
tapestry. Designs are made with weft threads. Different colored wefts are independent of one another.
Ends of wefts at color changes are sewn into the fabric and the designs are the same on both sides.

In this piece, blue is used at the top in a background mode to create a “sky.” But there is positive use
of two shades of blue in lower parts of the design.
Textile 12 is a particularly sumptious piece, since some of the areas in it are of silk wrapped with gold.
The piece below is a 16th century Anatolian rug with a plain, bright blue field.

Textile 13 - Blue was also used in its mostly missing borders.
Textile 14 is a 16th century Ottaman silk robe

Textile 14, with blue used positively in a graphically strong lattice design.

Textile 15 is a 16th century woven linen towel from Italy.

Textile 15 - Notice that there is positive use of blue in the lower section, but negative use of blue in
the ones above.
Textile 16, is a 17th century Spanish carpet.

Textile 16
Blue is used negatively in the field but positively in the borders. If you look closely you may see
“house” designs in the central rectangular medallion of Textile 16.

Textile 17 in an unusually colored, 17th century “garden” carpet from Kerman.

Textile 17
Blue is used positively and negatively throughout. Narrow vertical and horizontal cross-panels may
suggest water.
The next textile is an 18th century, linen, resist-dyed print from France.

Textile 18 - Blue is used entirely as a negative color.

Textile 19 is an 18th century Sarkhoy kilim.

Textile 19 - Two shades of blue are used, both as ground colors.
Textile 20 is an 18th century, flatwoven, cushion cover from southern Sweden featuring strong
graphics of a larger scale than is usual.

Textile 20 - Two blues are used, effectively, especially, for punctuating purposes.

Next we encounter an elegant, 19th century Balouch main carpet.

Textile 21 - At least two shades of blue are used negatively and positively.
Textile 22 below is a 19th century, cotton dhurrie from India.

Textile 22 - At least two blues are used positively and negatively. The field has a “Noah’s ark” design.
The next textile is unusual. It is a 19th century Japanese “Kyogan” robe with a pictorial design and
two shades of blue used negatively.

Textile 22
Kyogan is a comic variety of Japanese theater. Better known forms of Japanese theater are No and
Kabuki.
Textile 23 is an Ottoman embroidered “prayer cloth,” with blue used positively in crisp design devices.

Textile 23 - Here is a closer look at this embroidery.

Next, is a detail of a colorful 19th century Shirvan saf.

Textile 24 - Again, a little closer look.

If the darkest color here is a blue, then, three blue shades are used, both positively and negatively,
and with good graphic effect.
Textile 25 is an early 19th century Thracian kilim.

Textile 25 - The wide, dark blue ground borders nearly overwhelm the small field area. Despite this
two blues are at work in the latter, coloring small design devices.

Textile 26 is a 19th century Uzbek suzani.

Textile 26
Note: I have, since publication, received a message from Mr. Christian Erber, in
Germany, saying: “Textile 26 is not a 19th century Uzbek embroidery. It’s real Ottoman, maybe from
the 17th, at most from the 18th century.” My thanks to Mr. Erber for this further indication.
Blue is used positively to color prominent design elements.
Textile 27 is a detail of a 20th century, Javanese, cotton batik.

Textile 27 - At least two, but perhaps three blues are used to give this design presence and depth.

Textile 28 is another item of cotton batik from Java.

Textile 28 - This lovely piece displays a delicate elephant design in which two blues are used
positively.
The next piece has a little more punch.

Textile 29 - This is an ikat poncho from southern Chile. Blue is used both for ground and for strong
graphic elements.

Textile 30 is an item that is in the current TM Blue exhibtion.

Textile 30
It is thought to be the oldest pair of Levis known. 1890. Nobody predicted that “blue jeans,” and their
offspring in a variety of colors, would be adopted worldwide or by the numbers of folks who wear
them. It is said that their popularity “saved” the synthetic indigo industry.
There is something further to notice about this particular pair of Levis. During the 1950s, men’s
slacks, for awhile, sported decorative “belts in the back.” I thought, then, that this was a design
innovation of that time, but here it is on the oldest pair of Levis known.

Textile 31 was a striking Palestian dress.

Textile 31
This dress is silk embroidery on resist-dyed linen with applique. It was made in 1920 and is attributed
to Yatta, Palestine. There is an embroidered Palestinian dress in the Blue exhibition.

Textile 32 is an attractive Anatolian felt made in the Konya area in the workshop of Mehmet Girgic in
1998.

Textile 32 - I am not sure how Mr. Girgic would describe his use of blue in this graphically impactful
design, but it seems to me to invite a negative reading. The lighter blue might be seen to be in a
plane above that of the darker shade.
Mr. Girgic spoke to the local rug club here in the DC area (the IHBS) recently.
(You can see him and more of his felts on the IHBS web
site: http://www.ihbs.org/events/04202008/04202008.htm )

Textile 33 - The next piece, Textile 33, was an “attus”-type, Ainu robe from northern Japan.
Both “Ainu’ and “attus” are likely terms that need explaining.
The “Ainu” are an indigenous people of Japan, who live today in the northernmost island of Hokkaido.
Ainu culture is different from Japanese culture, and the traditional clothing is different as well.
The “attus” is a coat of this style. Attus that were worn for everyday wear did not have much
decoration, but those made for ceremonial wear were decorated on the back and around the sleeves.
The basic fabric is made of woven bast fibers (from a Japanese elm tree). The decorations are
applique pieces embroidered in navy and black. The design on this robe is intended to ward off evil
spirits.

Textile 34 is a contemporary decorative pile rug woven with handspun wools that have been dyed with
natural dyes.

Textile 34
The design is a traditional one, in which two blues are employed. Notice how the effective use of the
light blue in both the field and the minor borders brings light and life to this piece.
Textile 35 is another piece similar to one in the Blue exhibtion.

Textile 35 - I could not resist sharing it with you here because of its dramatic presentation. Here is a
closer look at about half of it. This is a resist-dyed and embroidered child’s skirt from the Miao group
in southwest China. It was collected in 1995.

The next to the last piece presented in our lecture was Textile 36 below.

Textile 36 - This is a cotton robe from Liberia, composed of woven blocks of blue and white with some
red decoration.

The final textile image in our lecture was a rare Japanese futon cover from the Edo period. The Edo
period began with the start of the 17th century and continued just past the middle of the 18th.

Textile 37
Such futon covers were patched over and over. Today, there is a small but dedicated group of
collectors who seek out these rare, old pieces, regardless of cost, and others who treat them as
modern abstract art.
This is the end of our lecture.
Now let’s look at some examples of the use of blue “in the fabric.”
For that you need to go on to Part 2. 9
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This is Part 2 of our virtual treatment of a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning on “Blue” given by
Jeff Krauss and John Howe on May 31, 2008.
Part 1, replicates the longish initial lecture part of this program and is treated in a separate post here
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2008/07/01/jeff-krauss-and-john-howe-on-blue-in-rugs-and-othertextiles-part-1-the-lecture/
We have separated them because of the large number of images both entail.
Part 2 was devoted to selected “in the fabric, in the room,” examples of the use of blue.
The screen was taken down and the first level of textiles on the front-of-the-room board appeared.

John began with a selection of pile and flatwoven pieces.

The first piece was a complete, flatwoven Turkmen tentband, an end of which was draped over the
board.

Textile A
Although the dominant color of this piece is red, in fact, it has a good range of color with a white, a
brown, a yellow, a green and two blues.

Textile A1
The lighter blue seems clearly to be read positively, but how the darker blue in the body of the band is
intended is ambiguous. Probably positive as well, but it could be read negatively.
This band is quite fine and its design is unusual in my experiece. Most would, I think, call it Yomut, but
Pinner and Eiland have cautioned that we may not yet know enough about Turkmen flatweaves to
make confident attributions. It appears never to have been used.
Textile B is a fragment of Central Asian ikat.

Textile B
This fragment seems likely to be from a very delicate garment of some sort. The fabric is so thin that
the colors and designs “wash out” when mounted on black. So the red mounting is a necessity.
Both the vertical striped area and that with diagonal striping are of ikat. The vertical area seems to
have two close blues and the diagonal striped edge has a blue-gray. Most Central Asian ikats have red
wefts. This fragment is unusual because it has blue wefting. Jim Blackmon notes that blue weft marks
a distinctive group of Central Asian ikats and may be an indicator of age. Elena Tsareva, with it in her
hands, said that this is the oldest piece of Central Asian ikat she has seen.
Textile C was the contemporary Anatolian yastik below.

Textile C
This yastik is included because all of the colors in it are natural and are said to be from woad. Here is
a close look at them.

Jeff’s researches seem to indicate that, although woad is a clear source of indigo, it can also contain
components that can be used with mordants to produce quite a range of other colors. This piece
exhibits, in addition to a bright blue, a strong yellow, a brighter red, a rust red, a dark green, a brown,
white, and a purple.
This yastik came from a Michael Bischof project. It was woven by Susan Yalcin about seven years ago
in the Karaman area near Konya. Ms. Yalcin is, I believe, from a nearby Yomut Turkmen village whose
ancestors came from Khorasan 200-300 years ago. We also know the name of the dyer.
The field design in this piece is a frequent one but without, I think, noticeable pedigree. The wool used
in this piece is of exceptional quality and the saturation of its colors is outstanding.
I had asked Wendel Swan and Bob Emry to assist in this RTAM program and to bring and speak to
some pieces with interesting uses of blue. Wendel spoke now to those he had brought.

He began with Textile D below.

Textile D

A closer look at a vertical strip of the left side.

Textile D is one side panel of a Shahsavan bedding bag from the Moghan-Savalan area of northwest
Azarbayjan. At least four, but perhaps five, uses of blue are employed skillfully in the impactful
graphics of this piece.
The designs and palette on this panel are nearly identical to those on a complete bedding bag
published by John Wertime as Plate 69 in his book on “Sumak Bags.”
Wendel moved next to a small Shahsavan chanteh, or single bag woven in slit tapestry with a sumak
border. The ground of this single bag is blue, a relatively rare feature.

Textile E - And here is a closer look at part of it.
Wendel called particular attention to the way that a shade of blue, slightly different from that
employed as ground, has been used in some areas for outlining.
Not many collectors pay much attention to “city” rugs nowadays, but Wendel is one who thinks that
there is sometimes worthy material in this arena. He next moved to a city rug that he thinks has
merit.

Here is a full image of Textile F, which is a Jozan. Although sometimes called “Jozan Saruks” in the
West, the Persians refer to them as “Jozan Malayer” because they come from a village between Arak
and Malayer and are symmetrically knotted (like a Malayer) but have fully depressed warps.

Textile F
It would be difficult, even if one is not especially attracted to “city rugs,” not to acknowledge that this
is a beautifully composed, colored, and executed rug (noted resolved corner turns).
Here is a closer look at detail that permits you to better assess the use of blue in this mat.

You can see the myriad ways (e.g., just starting with different ground shades in field and borders) in
which various blues are skillfully used in this piece.
And to digress, a bit, Wendel’s attribution of “Jozan” is interesting in, and of, itself. As indicated
above, “Jozan” is often taken to be a reference to a species of Saruk. Willborg included Jozan as a
Hamadan type (with bows to two-wefts and deeply depressed alternate warps, that seem more like
Saruk usages). Edwards and others refer to the production of the town of Jozan.
Nevertheless, the use of blue in this piece is varied and sophisticated. We go on.
Wendel had also brought a piece with blue that he thought few could identify. Here is it:

Textile G
What is it? Where was it woven? How old is it?
Good questions. This is not a textile that even active collectors would encounter every day. It is a
flatwoven cushion cover from southern Sweden.
Textiles of this sort are most usually done in a variety of “interlocking” or “dovetailed” tapestry. If
they are, they are called “rollakan,” an instance, like the term “kilim,” in which a structure name has
become the most used name for the general type. But such flatweaves are also sometimes made
using “slit” tapestry. If so, the Swedes call such a piece “flamskvav.” This piece is rollakan.
Most such Swedish flatweaves have rectilinear designs, but surprisingly curvilear examples also occur.
Although Swedish pieces using these techniques are still being made, antique rollakans and
flamskvavs are fairly rare and can bring high prices at auction. I think most who follow these Swedish
textiles would estimate Wendel’s piece as first quarter of the 19th century, as does Wendel. A
remarkable number of these pieces are estimated to the 18th century.
Wendel’s small piece is particularly well-composed and its blue is glad to play its part in what seems to
me to be a very successful graphic coloring based on a quite restricted palette.
I had also asked Bob Emry to bring some pieces with interesting uses of blue and he had brought two.
He talked about them next.

He said that he had brought two Baluch (or Timori) pieces because “…Baluch rugs are often considered
the “other red rugs”–the poor cousins to Turkmen. But it is clear that Baluch–Timuri especially–knew
how to use blue effectively.”
Bob’s first piece was a small rug with a striking “mina khani” design.

Textile H
Bob said that this “small rug…has several shades of blue along with a very good red, and enough
white to make it interesting.” Here are two closer details of it.

Bob’s second piece was a khorjin type bag.

Textile I
Baluch-Timuri pile weavings can be notoriously difficult to photograph and Bob has supplied the
images used here so that you have a chance to see their qualities.
Here are two more closer details.

Bob said that this “…(half khorjin) has at least two shades of blue, plus dark blue-green, and an
aubergine hexagonal lattice– all so dark and so subtly different, that it is difficult to see the design
without good light. Which leads me to suppose that the weaver must have worked in good light–
probably bright sunlight.”
It would be difficult to call the next rug, one I admit to having pursued all the way to The Netherlands
via the internet, a serious rug (among other things its warps seem to be neither of cotton or wool, a
potentially alarming indicator of its possible youth). But it is a fun rug, with a nice graphic use of blue.

Textile J
This pictorial pile rug is Persian and is attributed to Firdowz in Khurasan. Tanavoi devoted a book to
such rugs and includes several similar examples. They are nearly always white ground with this same
spacious border. There are lots of Baluch and Arabs in Firdowz who weave, but Tanavoli says that
these pictorial pieces are likely woven by other Persian weavers there.
Now the fun part. This rug is what Pat Weiler, a collector in Seattle, has called a “soap opera” rug. It
portrays one instance in the lives of two star-crossed lovers, Khushraw and Shirin, from Persian folk
literature. The horse is hers. If you get the girl, you get the horse. There are numerous episodes and
all the characters in such rugs are identifiable. If you ask a Persian about these stories, he/she will tell
you one and it will be different from the last one you have heard.

I do not like most pictorial rugs, but find these blocky figures appealing, and had a geographically
misplaced hope that they might come down from some ancient Luri sculptures. It turns out that they
are based on Russian icons and I know of two “Mary and Jesus” rugs with these same type figures.
The next piece was an Antolian grain bag that I bought in Bergama last year.

Textile K - The front of this complete bag has alternating bands of plain weave and more complex
designs in brocade. Carrying straps are sewn firmly on the side. And the back is almost entirely of
stripes of plain weave with only small triangular devices done in brocade. The use of blue in the
brocaded cross-panels on the front is amibiguous.

It takes a little looking to decide that, nearly all, if not all, of the uses of blue in the brocade sections
is negative. These Anatolian grain bags can be beautiful and are still reasonably priced, and undercollected.
The last of the piece I brought was a lovely old, Chinese rug that I do not own.

Textile L - This rug shows how effectively the Chinese could use blue in their pile rugs (although
Wendel suggested that this one may have originally had some red as well).
Here are two closer details.

(The “gray” area to the right of the medallion is the shadow of my hand, not something on the rug.)
For me the use of blue, white and tan in this piece exudes a peaceful calm.
The owner of this piece indicates that it has handspun cotton wefts, an indicator that would place it
before 1850. The owner believes that it may be 18th century.
Now Jeff began to treat the African and Japanese pieces.

Textile M
He started with the modeling of four Japanese garments, one of which he is wearing in the photo
above. The other three, Textiles N, O, and P Were worn (left to right) by Linda Powell, John and
Marissa Huttinger (a TM volunteer who helped us, ably, in this session) in the photo below.

Textiles N, O and P

Textile M, the coat Jeff wears above is dark and needs close-up details to permit you to see its subtle
designs.
Here closer look from the side.

A closer look from the back.
This is a patchwork Japanese jacket, made up of a number of different patterns of kasuri (ikat), a
resist dyeing technique that involves resisting and dyeing the threads before the fabric is woven. The
patchwork is perfectly left-right symmetric, so clearly someone put a lot of effort into making this
from remnants that had seen others uses before they became part of the jacket. Cotton.

Textile M3
Linda is wearing an unusual piece: a cotton yukata robe resist dyed with indigo using a shibori
technique, but mostly white.

Textile N
A closer look at a detail of Textile N. This design is achieved by pleating the cloth and wrapping it
tightly around a core of heavy rope, and then wrapping twine around to secure the cloth, and then
dyeing it. Most of the cloth is not exposed to the dye because of the way it is pleated and wrapped.

John is wearing a kind of fisherman’s coat.

Textile O
The back of this coat. This is resist dyed using a technique called tsutsugaki, which involves a paste
made from rice that is squeezed out of a pastry bag. The craftsman lays down the paste on the areas
to be resisted, and then the fabric is dipped into the indigo. After the indigo dyeing is done, the paste
is removed and then other dye colors are applied. Cotton.

Marissa Huttinger, a TM voluteer who was very helpful, wears another cotton yukata robe.

Textile P
The back of Textile P. This is another shibori resist dyeing technique. In this case, the craftsman
makes a running stitch through the fabric along the swirling lines, and then the thread is pulled tight,
creating tiny pleats along the stitch. A closer detail of this back.

Now Jeff moved to the pieces on the board.
Textile Q, below, was a Japanese indigo square cotton furoshiki (wrapping cloth) so dark that it looked
almost black. It was resist dyed using the same paste resist technique as the fisherman’s jacket.

Textile Q
Jeff asked Ann Marie Moeller, an expert on Japanese symbolism who was in the audience to explain
the symbolism in Textile Q. The symbols include the cloak of invisibility, a bottomless treasure bag
and magic jewels.

The next piece on the board was Textile R below. This is another cotton furoshiki, quite old, whose
design is achieved by a stitching technique called sashiko.

Textile R
The next two textiles had bright blues and more impactful designs.
The first was Textile S below with small irregular blue forms in an overall pattern. This is another type
of shibori resist dyeing, achieved by looping a thread around small bunched up areas of the cotton
fabric.

Textile S
It was followed by Textile T that features explosive-seeming designs. It’s another example of shibori,
in this case made by folding the cloth and then clamping it between boards. This textile is actually a
cotton baby diaper, and this was a common dyeing technique for baby diapers.

Textile T
Textile U, below, is darker again but with a design that includes clear fish devices. This was made
using a stencil and “painting” a rice paste through the stencil. The white areas are where the paste
resisted the indigo dye. Cotton.

Textile U
The following cotton Textile V, below, was also dark but with a readable design that included a version
of the cloak of invisibility, one of the symbolic devices Ann Marie Moeller had explained earlier. The
dyeing technique here is kasuri (ikat), whereby the threads are resist dyed before the fabric is woven.

Textile V
Textile W, below was a long dark cotton strip with another kasuri-dyed design.

Textile W - Jeff folded it back perhaps to show that the design is the same on both sides
The designs in Textile W are subtle enough and complex enough to deserve a closer look at a detail. A
crane is clearly visible.

Jeff continued with the next layer on the board now of African pieces.
The first African piece, Textile X was the very colorful one below.

Textile X - A closer look at a detail of this piece. This is a traditional kente cloth from the Ashanti tribe
of Ghana, although it has more blue than most kente cloth. Woven in long narrow strips, then sewn
together. Possibly silk, but more likely rayon.

The second African textile, below was lighter but still very colorful. This is cotton, from the Ewe tribe
of Ghana. Also woven in long strips.

Textile Y - A closer look at some of these small panels.
Textile Z moved back to predominantly blue shades.

Textile Z - A close-up of a small detail lets you see how these squares are composed internally. The
design is made up mostly of floating wefts. This is probably from the Ewe tribe.

Textile AA, below, was another of predominant blues. A closer detail. The dyeing technique is warp
ikat. Cotton, woven in long narrow strips. A closer detail. The dyeing technique is warp ikat. Cotton,
woven in long narrow strips.

Textile BB featured circular designs.

Textile BB - Another closer detail. The dyeing technique is basically the same as Japanese shibori,
using thread wrapped around the fabric.
The last textile we had brought was from Tunisia.

Textile CC - This piece is a headcover of shawl.
Linda Powell, the TM Education Curator, spoke up from the audience to say that there is a similar
piece in the TM collection and that they were often given as dowry pieces and dyed after the owner
was married.

In subsequent conversation Linda added that the TM description of its Tunisian shawl indicates in part
that:
These shawls/headcovers are woven by Berber women in Tunisia. When the shawl comes off the loom
it has a design of white on white. Unmarried women wore these undyed shawls.

On the occasion of marriage the undyed shawl is dyed either red or dark blue (the shawl in the TM
collection is dyed red).
The TM notes on this piece also indicate that “deep red shawls with prominent decoration are thought
to be appropriate for the festive occasion of a wedding and may allude to a wish for a long and fertile
life.” The TM shawl is estimated to be mid 20th century.
The owner notes, on this piece, say, additionally, that it is from the Matmata region in Tunisia and was
woven by a Berber weaver, but could have been woven in a number of locations in that region (they
cite Toujaine as one possible candidate). Because Matmata is the largest town in the area, it is used
as a catch-all designation when a more specific provenance is not available.
They indicate that these pieces are woven in wool and cotton. They have plain colored grounds and
narrow borders, the latter decorated with fine geometric designs that seem to be brocade.

The TM notes and the literature say that such “head shawls” are woven “in a combination of white
wool, black-tinted wool and cotton, working from the back of the textile.
The designs are given names by the weavers, but often the same design is given different names in
different villages. The meanings the design names convey are not reliably known, but they “suggest
physical comfort, protection and security.” These same designs are found in Tunisian pottery and
tattoos.
It seems agreed in the literature that such shawls are often dowry pieces and are initially undyed and
so mostly white. After a time (the accounts seem to vary as to when and for what reasons) the shawl
is dyed, sometimes with indigo. [The seeming most frequent account indicates that traditionally white
is for unmarried girls (as Linda and the TM notes suggested), red is for young married women and
blue or black is for older women.]

Because the white, black-tinted wool and cotton take indigo dye differentially (this is especially the
case for areas done in cotton) the patterns are readily visible only after dyeing. These shawls are
excellent examples of this differential dyeing effect.
Our session on Blue came to an end, we took questions, looked at some pieces using blue that had
been brought in, and adjourned. As usual, the looking was now supplemented with touching and the
conversation multiplied.

Thanks to Carly Ofsthun, the TM’s Education Coordinator, for her assistance as we prepared, and
whose idea this RTAM may have been. To Marissa Huttinger, for her assistance in helping put up,
model and move the textiles during the session. Also to Jeff’s wife, Fern and to my wife, Jo Ann for the
useful photos they took from the audience.
Jeff Krauss and I hope you’ve enjoyed our virtual RTAM session on Blue.
Regards,
R. John Howe 10
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Mary Jo Otsea on Collectable Rugs and Textiles, Part 1
Posted in Uncategorized on September 24, 2008 by rjohn
On September 13, 2008, Mary Jo Otsea, gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program at The
Textile Museum here in Washington, D.C. on the subject COLLECTABLE RUGS AND TEXTILES.

Dan Walker, The TM Director introduced Mary Jo, saying that she was a person with an assured
knowledge of rugs and textiles and had been in the business longer than one might expect. He said
that she is currently a Sothebys Senior Vice President and the Worldwide Director of Carpets.

Mary Jo approached her subject descriptively rather than perscriptively. She defined a “collectable”
piece as one “suitable for a collection” but gave no advice about rugs and textiles that might in her
opinion be “collectable” or not. Instead, she talked about the aspects of rugs and textiles, that, in her
experience conducting auctions, seemed to affect collector decisions.
She said that many collectors tended to focus on particular types and that she would organize her
presentation in that way. She provided a series of projected examples.
She referred first to the two specialized format Moghul rugs that appeared on her title slide.

Mary Jo said that these two pieces were 17th century and were likely made for use with a fountain or
a dais.

Here is a closer look at the one on the left above.

Her second piece was the embroidery below.

She said this Ottoman piece is also 17th century and silk on a linen ground.

Next, she treated a variety of Central Asian pieces. Mary Jo said that sometimes rugs and textiles are
converted to be part of an item of furnishing and that the screen below is an example.

The panels of this screen were made by cutting up and inserting an antique Uzbek suzani. Mary Jo
said that this piece came to Sotheby’s for sale like this and its owner had also bought it already
assembled. She estimated that this suzani was embroidered in the 1850s.
The next piece was also a suzani, this time with an “iris” design.

Mary Jo described this as a “dowry” piece.

Next, was a Turkmen cherpi, silk embroidery on a yellow silk ground.

Mary Jo reminded us that the cherpi is worn over the head and is not a coat, as the false sleeves that
hang down the back, with a connecting panel, suggest. The design on this one was unusual in that it
was less heavily embroidered than some.
The Turkmen piece below was a pile door surround, called a “kapunuk.” This kapunuk was woven by a
Tekke woman.

The piece below is also Turkmen; this time woven by the Yomut. The latticed “field” design is
unusual.

Mary Jo explained that this was a tent pole cover, called an “okbosh.” Many Turkmen were nomads
and lived in trellis tents that were taken down for travel and then put up in new locations. The tent
poles were usually divided into two bundles and were decorated on their ends with these bags that
were pulled over them. So the sides of this piece would have been joined to form a tube and the four
ends taken in to form a pointed end.
Next were two sumptuous pile trappings. These are both by the Salor, revered among Turkmen
weavers.

These images do not do these pieces justice. Among other things they, are quite wide.; noticably
wider, for comparison, than a Turkman chuval. Both of these pieces are sizable enough to command
notice when placed on the sides of a wedding camel for decoration. Both were heavily decorated with
silk in areas that appear dark grey in these images. The silk has corroded and is largely lost. As a
result there is a kind of beveled character to the surface. The lower trapping is larger, the
measurements are 4’3″ x 1’9″ and 7’4″ x 2’6,” respectively.

The next rug Mary Jo presented is a very rare one from the Hecksher collection.

Speculation about this piece has tended to think of it as, perhaps, a very unusual, 18th century Yomut
group weaving. It has a lot of palmette devices that resemble some Persian usages. In Hali 156
there is an article considering whether this piece and a small group of similar ones, should, perhaps be
seen as Khorasan weavings rather than as definitely Turkmen. Mary Jo said that this rug currently
resides in the DeYoung Museum in San Francisco.
We now came to a series of rugs that Mary Jo presented two and three on a single slide. To give you
images that are large enough to appreciate, I’m presenting them to you in vertical sequence.

The next two pieces were Baluch pile weavings.

This piece, although worn, has an interesting boteh-filled field, woven on natural camel hair.
The bag face below has considerable purple, unusual for the Baluch. Collectors often look for, notice
and value the unusual, in this case the wide use of purple.

Mary Jo now moved to several Shahsavan pieces. These pieces are woven in soumak.
The first two were khorjin (saddle bag) faces.

The next two Shahsavan pieces are complete khorjins.

The second complete Shahsavan khorjin is of a particular design highly-prized by collectors. They are
popularly called “beetle” bags.

The khorjin set above was sold twice by Sotheby’s, both times for substantial amounts. I overhead a
conversation at ICOC X in which some German collectors suggested to a U.S. collector who owns what
is often seen as a best-of-type Shahsavan “beetle bag” that they would be willing to pay him a price
for it approximating that of a BMW. He still owns it.
The next two pieces were embroideries from the “Transcaucasus,” an area that includes the Caucasus
and some areas of far northwest Persia, including those where many of the Shahavan lived and
migrated.
Mary Jo pointed out that both of these embroideries are different from those we have treated above,
like the suzani and the Turkmen cherpi, in that they cover the entire area of their ground cloth with
embroidery stitches.

The first of these pieces is the one below:

Mary Jo described this piece as probably Azerbaijan and called attention to it’s “country” rendition of
urban Persian designs.
A second embroidery was more properly Caucasian.

This is a “Kaitag” embroidery, a type of embroidery first high-lighted seriously, and rather recently, by
the British scholar Robert Chenciner. One of the things that makes Kaitag embroideries valuable is
that there is a rather small universe of them and its size is known, approximately. Kaitag pieces are
highly prized by a group of collectors who pursue them and pay high prices for them.
Mary Jo’s next two pieces were an Azerbajain embroidery and a fragment of what has been
traditionally called a “Caucasian dragon carpet.” The latter piece is in pile. These two pieces were
shown together because of the similarity of their designs.
Here, below, is the Azerbajaini embroidery.

And here, below, is the “Caucasian dragon carpet” fragment.

Compare especially the “armature” devices that occur in both of these pieces. The quotation
marks around “Caucasian” indicate that there is controversy about whether the “dragon” carpets
(some have no “dragons”) were, in fact, woven in the Caucasus.
The next two pieces were Caucasian “shield”-design rugs. These rugs are also old with an estmated
age of 17th-18th century.

The “shield” devices in their fields are also described as “open-top palmettes.”

I am repeating here, immediately below, for ease of comparison, the Hechsher “Turkmen” rug which
has similar open-top palmette devices in its field.

These palmettes in both the “Turkmen” rug and the two Caucasian “shield” carpets are seen to be
based on earlier Persian models.
Next Mary Jo presented two Caucasian rugs, below, both with a “prayer” format.

These two rugs are very different. The one on the left, very refined; the one on the left a “country
cousin.” Here are closer looks one by one.

This rug is a very unusual Caucasian. It has silk warps and wool pile. The drawing is very detailed
and precise. It is nearly at the level of a “court” piece.
The rug below has a wool structure and pile. The main border is very unusual and the drawing is
spacious (something often seen as characteristic of older Caucasian pieces), but it is a “village” piece.

Two more Caucasian rugs followed, mid-19th century. The first, a recognizable type, what is called a
Sewan Kazak.

Mary Jo said that it came to auction in this poor condition, but that its sought-after type, its
interesting asymmetry, strong graphics and evident good colors might make it attractive to collectors
not insistent on good condition.
The piece below is a very different and unusual Kazak.

Its center of interest is its beautiful, abrashed blue field, bounded by three graphically dramatic border
systems. This kind of plain field is often seen on Talish rugs, but is surprising, and might attract
collector interest, on a Kazak.

The next two pieces, also Caucasians with niche-designs, were from the eastern Caucasus. Here they
are side by side.

Again, we have a contrast. The rug on the left is the obvious sophisticate; the one on the right
relies rather heavily on its rural charm. Here they are, slightly larger, in sequence.
The rug below was from the Blau Collection. It is fine wool on silk.

Its fineness, colors, precise, controlled drawing and provenance would likely work to make it attractive
to collectors.
The rug below is much coarser.

Its graphics are less subtle and so have more punch despite its overall mild, even faded-seeming
colors. It has a yellow-ground, something that attracts many collectors. It is possible that its
positive features might carry its interest to some past the possibility that it may have some dyes that
are synthetic.

The next two pieces were also eastern Caucasian rugs.
The first of these was a piece that is placed in the Seichur subgroup of rugs from Kuba.

The distinctive white-ground border here is seen as a Seichur indicator. The carnation blossom field
design is not rare but might be seen by some collectors as more unusual than the “cross” designs
seen on some Seichurs.

The other eastern Caucasian piece in this pair has a “Karagashli” design.

The two oblique, red-ground devices in the field are characteristic. So is a blue ground, although
this shade is a bit different. A good range of vivid colors, the crisp drawing, and spaciousness of the
design, would draw some collectors.

Mary Jo now moved to another major category: Anatolian rugs.
She began with the fragment below and told a story about it.

She said that when when this fragment came in, she was excited about having it and highlighted it in
a Sothebys publication that goes out world-wide in the firm. Some folks in Germany wrote
immediately asking why she was highlighting an old rag like this. She said she was able to explain
that this fragment is from one of the rarest Anatolian rugs with a “phoenix and dragon” design and
that it was estimated to have been woven in the 14th century. Ironically, she said, it sold for a high
price to a customer in Germany.
There are collectors who are very interested in fragments for a variety of reasons.
Next were two more Anatolian rugs of notable age. These were both “Lotto” rugs, so-called because
rugs with varieties of this design were frequent in paintings by an artist of this name.

The first of these two rugs is estimated to have been woven in the 16th century.

The second Lotto rug, the one below, is estimated to have been woven in the late 17th century. The
wide border and asymmetric design are characteristics of later “Lotto” rugs.

Lotto rugs are famously attractive to collectors.
The next piece was a “saf,” a format with two horizontal rows of multiple niches placed one above the
other.

This saf is 17th century, woven in Oushak and is 10 feet by 13 feet in size. Mary Jo saw its likely
sources as “architectural.”
A second saf was the one below.

This very colorful piece deaccessioned by the Philadelphia Museum. It was woven in two pieces, but I
think Mary Jo indicated that the dealer who purchased it has separated it into three pieces and sold
them.

Next were a couple of very similar Anatolian rugs with “prayer” designs both attributed to Konya.

Notice the “coupled columns” in the lower part of the fields of both of these rugs. This feature gives
this design its name.
Here is the second.

These rugs are among those described as “Turkish village rugs.” That is a group of rugs avidly
pursued by collectors. Christopher Alexander built a marvelous collection of them and wrote a (very
difficult to read) book about them. Turkish village rugs were also featured importantly in the German
industrialist Kircheim’s “Woven Stars” collection.
The last two Anatolian pieces that Mary Jo treated were two Melas examples.
First, there was the complex rectilinear design below. Mary Jo’s second Melas example was rare.

She said that this is the only example of a white ground Melas niche-design known. It is clear that
this is a rug that would attract a lot of collector attention.
Persian rugs and textiles were the next major category. Mary Jo began with two different Afshars.

The first of these had a darker general palette enlivened by a white ground.

This is a relatively sober rug with interesting field devices and a nice subtle complexity in its dark main
border.
The second Afshar, while younger than the first, was in excellent condition with good colors and an
interesting boteh design.

This is a piece also had an effective striped border, and interesting finishes on both ends.
The next piece was attributed to the Qashqa’i in southwest Persia.

This rug has good range of color, controlled drawing of a narrow striped field and a white-ground
border that collectors might like. The narrow stripes of the field are made even more interesting by
the addition of internal instrumentation.
The next rug was a quite different type: a gabbeh. A “gabbeh” is a format done traditionally with
bright colors, simple designs, long pile and multiple rows of weft between rows of knots.

This one has a somewhat wider range of color and a plethora of simple repeated design devices that
collectors could well value.
The next two pieces were both attributed to the Qashqa’i. The first is

This piece has an unusual asymmetric field design.
A second Qashqa’i rug has a more formal niche design.

This is a “millefleurs” design and is one prized by many collectors.
The next piece was a very unusual Khamseh bag.

One might be tempted to see this as a sampler if it weren’t for the bottom finish that seems very like
the top edge of a khorjin (saddle bag).

The piece below is Persian Kurdish.

A cargo bag is not a frequent Kurdish format, and one with good colors, a well-drawn mina khani
design, and four borders, would likely attract collector attention.
Jaf Kurd bags with diamond designs like the one below, are pretty frequently encountered.

Mary Jo said that what might attract collectors to this one is its very large size.

The next piece was a large Qashqa’i horsecover.

Mary Jo said that horsecovers are of interest to collectors because they were woven for special
occasions, often had not much use, and, as is the case with this one, are, as a result, in very good
condition. Jim Burns, once gave an ACOR presentation on horse and saddle covers, saying that a
collector who focused on this format is assured of having high quality pieces because the weavers
lavished them with their best materials and attention.
The next Persian pieces were the two Bakshaish rugs below.

Bakshaish rugs are often placed in the “decorative” rather than the “collectable” category, but these
village renditions might attract collectors. She said that both of these pieces had a camel hair ground.
The next piece was a fine Bijar with a prayer design.

This is piece is full of wonderfully complex designs, including lots of inscriptions. Done on a silk
foundation, it came from the Blau collection. Its provenance and the fact that it is based on Safavid
designs, would attract a definite kind of collector.
The piece below is a Bakhtiari rug.

It, too, is inscribed along its top edge.

The next rug is a pictorial silk Kashan.

The sacrifice of Isaac is depicted in its center panel and there are cartouches everywhere, with Hebrew
inscriptions. This is a rug that will draw the interest of particular collectors.
The piece below is a 20th century Anatolian rug.

Despite its youth, it can, predictably, command real collector interest because it is a known, highquality type: a “Kumkapi,” woven superfine in silk.

The next Persian piece was the very urban Ishfahan piece below, woven in the 17th century.

Some collectors might be attracted, not only to its sophisticated design and wide color palette, but
also to the fact that it was once owned by J. P. Morgan.
The next rug Mary Jo treated is, perhaps, currently, one of the most famous rugs in the world.

Despite its rather subued appearance in this image, this rug’s current place in the world is
defined primarily by the fact that it was bought out of the Doris Duke estate for the current record
price at auction of $4.5 million dollars. Among its features that resulted in that price are the facts that
it is an all silk “Polonaise,” estimated to have been woven in the late 16th century.

Mary Jo described next rug as also one that is “hot and expensive.”

This glorious rug is a Moghul from the Blau Collection. Collectors with money, please.
The rug below is also an extrordinary one.

This is a Safavid rug that one needs to look at closely in order to appreciate.

Mary Jo provided two detail images of it to help us do that. Here, below, are details.

Clearly another rug to command a collector with resources.
The next rug Mary Jo presented was also at this level.

This is a huge Safavid carpet, 20 feet long. Mary Jo said that it is 17th century and in great
condition. Again she provided closer details.

Here is a corner.

And here is an even closer look at a small area of the field.

Moving to some older Persian fragments, Mary Jo showed the one below, from the border of a large
carpet.

Not all collectors like fragments, but a lot of them could be persuaded to find room for this piece from
a medallion carpet woven in Tabriz in the 16th century.

Following are two Mughal pashmina pieces; the first a mihrab panel woven in the Kashmir shawl
technique of twill tapestry weave and the second a yellow ground knotted pile prayer rug. Both
feature the ‘millefleurs’ design and were probably woven in Northern India in the 18th century.

The image below is a fragment of a Moghul silk velvet. Wonderfully clear drawing of botanical forms.

The next piece was an embroidery from Goa.

This piece is described as “silk and metal.”
Mary Jo now moved further east. The next two pieces are attributed to east Turkestan.

This is a silk rug with a striking blue field.

The next piece was an interesting seat mat. Elaborate and careful drawing and an effective use of
color might stir collector interest.

The next pieces were two very similar Khotan and Yarkand rugs.

Mary Jo said that there is lots of restoration in the first of these two pieces (you can feel it better than
see it) but that collectors like the dramatic trefoil borders that both of these pieces have.
Mary Jo’s two penultimate pieces in her lecture/slide show were a Ninghsia and Kansu, Chinese
carpets.

She said that the designs in these two pieces reflect those in other areas of Chinese art.
It was likely fitting that the last rug that Mary Jo presented used to reside here in the DC area. It
was, for a long time, what you encountered when you came into Wendel Swan’s house.

Wendel had long-described it as likely 18th century, but when he sent it to Sotheby’s to auction, the
experts opined that it was in fact, “Ming,” and so 17th century. Mary Jo commented on its noticably
large knots, despite which the Chinese weavers achieved remarkably curvilinearity.
Anyway, the piece sold for a very high price and all parties were gratified.
This was the end of Mary Jo’s projected lecture, but she had brought a few pieces “in the fabric” and
moved to consider them next.

The first piece on the board was an embroidered suzani. Here is an unobstructed look at it.

Here is a closer corner. And a closer detail of the field.

This suzani is a 19th century piece with a “trellis” design based on a Moghul model.
Mary Jo had brought a Qashqa’i horsecover, similar to the one included in her slide
presentation. First, an overall shot of this piece.

The image below is a closer corner.

This is a special occasion piece from the late 19th century with little evident wear. The materials,
colors and drawing are all mobilized to make the horse that wore it look its best. I think Mary Jo said
that the line of pink tufts are silk provided to show opulence.
Here is one closer look to let you see the detailed drawing and color use in the decorated area of this
piece.

The third piece that Mary Jo had brought was the Ottoman turban wrapping below.

Here is are two closer details of this 17th century village piece.

There are visible stains but the age of this piece, its good colors and the graceful drawing and dense
embroidery will attract some collectors.
Mary Jo’s next brought piece was an Anatolian Lotto rug with wide, colorful, cartouche borders.

Here is a closer look at the borders at one corner. And a close-up of the field.

Lotto rugs are popular and this 17th century example in good condition would/will draw a
crowd. Charlie Ellis once proposed some categories in which he suggested Lotto rugs could be usefully
grouped. The collectors bidding on this rug would likely be able to place it in Charlie’s typology.
Mary Jo’s fifth brought rug was a western Anatolian piece with a niche design.

Below is a something closer to an “all-edges” image of it.

This rug is attributed to Bergama and is estimated to have been woven in the 1800s.

Here is a closer corner. It has a wider palette than the overall images initially suggest.

And his is a large detail of the field.

Mary Jo’s sixth rug was this yellow-ground piece that was also included in her projected presentation.

It is attributed to Genje and estimated to have been woven in the 1880s. It was upon seeing it “in the
wool” that a member of the audience wondered whether it might not have a synthetic dye. Mary Jo
acknowledged that possibility.
Here is a closer corner. And here is the latticed field with a separate niche device at the top.

There is a good purple visible in this field. Both yellow grounds and purple can lure collectors.
The last of the pieces that Mary Jo had brought herself was the colorful Caucasian rug below.

She said that this piece was attributed to Shirvan and is estimated to have been woven during the late
1890s. It is dated (twice) but the dates, both the same, are in the 1200s of the Islamic calendar
and have been discounted as far too early for accuracy.

This rug is in great condition although there is restoration in its ends. Here is a closer corner.

Notice that the classic Shirvan indicators of brown and white warps and white cotton selveges are not
met by this piece (although the warp color may be the result of the restoration). Jon Thompson said
in his catalog for the exhibition that was part of the 75th anniversary celebration of the New York Hajji
Baba Society, that there is no reliable structural distinction between Shirvan and Kuba rugs.
This was the end of Mary Jo’s part of this rug morning program. Members of the audience had
brought pieces in and we moved now to examine them. I have placed that part of this session in a
Part 2 that you can reach by clicking the link below.
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2008/09/24/mary-jo-otsea-on-collectable-rugs-and-textiles-part-2/
Regards,
R. John Howe 11
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Mary Jo Otsea on Collectable Rugs and Textiles,
Part 2
Posted in Unategorized on September 24, 2008 by rjohn

This is the second part of a virtual presentation of a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program
that Mary Jo Otsea of Sothebys gave at The Textile Museum here in Washington, D.C. on September
13, 2008
If you have not read the first part of this program it would be advisable to do so before going on with
this second part. Here is the link to it:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2008/09/24/mary-jo-otsea-on-collectable-rugs-and-textiles-part1/
A number of those in the audience had brought pieces into this session and Mary Jo moved next to an
examination of them.

The mode followed was that a given piece would be put up on the front board and then its owner
would be asked to comment on it.
I will retrieve what I can from my notes and my memory and, occasionally, supplement that from
other sources.
Coincidentally, the first pieces put up in this half of the program were mine. I said from the audience
that I had not been able to predict whether Mary Jo would take a descriptive or a prescriptive
approach to the subject of “collectability,” and that I had selected the pieces I had brought to
potentially “push” two specific boundaries of collection that can be controversial: fragmented pieces
and those with at least some synthetic dyes.
I complained that Mary Jo had spoiled my fun by politely taking a descriptive approach, within which
she had already demonstrated that collectors will sometimes be attracted to very fragmented pieces,
and that at least one rug she had brought might have some synthetic dyes, but also had other virtues
that might, on balance, still attract collectors to it.
My first piece was an example, both of a fragment, and of a textile that had at one point been
converted for a furnishing use as a seat cover.

The piece above is a fragment from a Tekke chuval, cut at one point to permit its placement on an
upholstered chair as a seat cover. The “notches” at the corners were made to accommodate the
chair’s legs.

Here is a closer look at a detail of it.

This fragment is finely woven, very well drawn, and has two reds and two blues. I would confidently
estimate its age as third quarter 19th century and it may be older than that. When I encountered it, it
had already been removed from its seatcover function. I merely put a back on it to stabilize it. It lays
on my night table and I see and touch it daily.
The second piece I brought is potentially more controversial. Here is what it looks like when you first
encounter it.

It is a complete Tekke torba-type bag. Some closer looks.

There are signs as one looks of suspicious colors. I invited Mary Jo to look at the inside of this
complete bag. Here are some images of its interior turned inside out.

The colors inside this piece are very different from those on its outside. Instead of a general coppery
orange (could it have been chemically washed? maybe, but why are the insides so different?) the
inside dominating colors are a bright orange and a wine-red. We might suspect the red to be from
cochineal if it were not so different on the inside than it is on the outside. Anyway, this piece was
woven with some dyes that are almost certainly synthetic.

Now let me list the virtues of this piece. It is very finely woven. The high technical quality of the
knotting drew Elena Tzareva’s attention once when she had it in her hands. The drawing of this piece
is all of precise, traditional, Tekke devices and the composition of the design is, for me, of a high
quality. Last, the octagon gul is unusual.
I think that most serious Turkmen collectors would say that this piece is not “collectable,” and I have
trouble defending it at bottom myself. But then I remember how arbitrary, even irrational some of
our collecting standards can be. Sometimes we cut ourselves off needlessly from pieces that have real
merits because of their condition or the possibility that they contain synthetic dyes.
A very experienced, famous, show dog judge once said “It is understandable to like a dog in spite of
its faults. It is only if we like a dog because of its faults that re-education is indicated.”
I think this insight applies to our decisions about what rugs we consider “collectable.” My own view is
that it is permissible to collect a rug in spite of its faults as long as we don’t begin to admire it because
of them.
Having said that, I have still to confess, embarrassingly, that this Tekke torba is one of the first three
pieces I bought after I decided to begin to collect seriously, and that the initial thing that attracted me
to it then was its nice coppery color.
My apologies for “going on” a bit about these two rather humble pieces.
The next piece was a Tibetan saddle rug.

Tibetan saddle rugs are found in three basis shapes, this “notched,” rectangular one, a “kidney”shape, which is reputed to be that of the oldest saddle rugs, and a “butterfly” shape, borrowed by the
Tibetans from the saddle rugs of some Indian colonial cavalry units.
This “notched,” rectangular design and the “kidney”-shaped designs are the shapes encountered more
often. This rug was intended to go under the saddle (most Tibetan saddles are wooden). There would
have been an additional piece in this Tibetan saddle rug set: a separate rectangular piece with a
matching design that would have been placed on top of the saddle.
Kuloy provides a layout showing how Tibetan saddle rugs of the shape of our “brought in”
example were woven on the loom.

Notice that the part of the saddle rug that goes under the saddle is woven in two pieces, with the
warps on what might be seen as the horizontal and with the pile (of both parts) pointing to one side of
the piece. The additional rectangular rug is woven on the same set of warps, but with an orientation
that is more usual.
Since the “under the saddle” part of such a rug set is made in two pieces, these need to be joined. In
shorter ones that is done by adding a middle section in heavy cotton batting or felt. Such a
middle piece is needed in “shorter” saddle rugs to let them hang sufficiently far down the sides from
under the saddle. But some saddle rugs of this format are made longer and do not require such a
center section. Here is an example from Kuloy’s book.

First is the “under the saddle” rug.

And, below is the matching rug that would be placed on top of the saddle.

Kuloy calls saddle rugs that do not require an additional middle insert the “aristocrats” of this type and
it may be that this “brought in” piece is one of these. Tibetan saddle rug collectors would measure
and know.
Synthetic dyes were adopted early by Tibetan weavers and so Tibetan pieces often have them. I do
not see any obviously, suspicious colors in this rug, if the red is natural.
Someone in the audience asked about the two holes in this saddle rug.

I think the question was what the holes were for, and if they were to hold the rug onto the horse
under the saddle, why are there only two?
I don’t think we resolved it in the room, but Kuloy shows a number of similar Tibetan saddle
rugs. Some show no holes like this at all, some show four holes, but the most frequent usage is, in
fact, two holes (look again at our Kuloy example above in this respect). So a two-hole usage is a
traditional feature.
The next brought in piece was the long textile below.

As you can see, it is a continuous piece with a wide simple-striped center and two end panels with
very different intense designs.
Let me turn a complete end-to-end image 45 degree so that you can see the designs a little more
closely.

Some thought it looked like a Shahsavan piece, but others were less sure of that. Some thought it
might be a kind of eating cloth, perhaps missing some borders. Others thought it might be a bag of
some sort, perhaps a type of grain bag. It’s layout indicates that it was not a “cargo” bag, the sort of
“mafrash” made by the Shahsavan and some Caucasian weavers. My notes do not say what it’s
owner said.

Perhaps the most specific indication from the audience was by Wendel Swan. He has repeated his
comments here in an email to me.
Wendel:
“Although this was said to be Shahsavan, the use of the weft wrapping technique called “chii” (seen as
the white in the decorated bands), the colors and the presence of a small brocaded diamond all point
to rather definitive attribution to the Kurds of the Caucasus. That was my comment at the session
and remains my belief.
“At the session, I said also that it was not a mafrash and I speculated to you that it might be a bag
which would have been folded in half. The Caucasus does produce some rather deep single bags. A
piece that is quite similar in size color and concept, having decorated ends and only stripes in the
middle, can be found in Wright and Wertime’s Caucasian Carpets and Covers as plate 114. They call
that piece an Azeri chuval. It might also be Kurdish, but it seems to lack any chii wrapping, so the
Kurdish attribution would be less certain.
Here is the similar seeming piece from the Wright-Wertime volume that Wendel references.
The image is too large to get into a single scan. Here are two so you see that the two ends are the
same. Below is the first half and end.

And here, below is a very similar other half and end.

I also looked through a few more Caucasian books a bit. In Robert Nooter’s “Flatwoven Rugs and
Textiles from the Caucasus” there are two more possible comparators. Here is the first of these. It is
Nooter’s Plate 206.

Nooter describe this as a “runner or long bag,” from the “Sham Saddin” area in northwest
Karabagh. This area has been Armenian but is close to another that was Kurdish in the 19th century.
Nooter’s Plate 207 is very similar.

This piece is about a foot shorter than Plate 206 and is described as a long bag from the Borchaliu
region which is near but north of Sham Saddin. The people in Borchaliu are predominantly a
distinctive variety of Azeri, but some Amenians lived in the region during the 19th century.
The next piece was the rug below.

This was described in the room as a “commercial” Hamadan rug, perhaps a Lillihan. It was estimated
to have been woven in the 1920s.
Hamadans are are usually seen by collectors as “decorative” rugs, rather than of the sort to be
collected, but the fact that both Willborg and Runge have published books on Hamadans that they
believe are worthy of attention, shows how hard this line is to draw.
The next piece was the textile below.

This piece is heavily embroidered in silk.

The owner said that it had been purchased in the 1960s. There was speculation about the format.

Some felt that the “lappet-like” panels suggested that it might be a door decoration.

And some said it looked like Kutch embroidery from Gudjurat. It is true that Kutch embroidery
commands some collector attention. Marla Mallett shows at least two items of it as I write. First,
there is this shawl border.

And there is this child’s hat.

There is heavy silk embroidery and that are mirror decorations. I will leave to you whether there are
further similarities.
In the room, at the TM, there was also a very similar Indian square hanging.

There was also a Central Asian embroidery.

Very dense embroidery covering most of the surface, unlike that on Central Asian suzanis. I do not
think a more specific attribution was made in the room.

The next brought in piece was more familar.

The piece above is a large Yomut engsi. Here are two closer looks.

The image above is of the center of the “hatchli” design of the field of this piece.
There image below is a detail of an interesting cross panel above the elem of this piece.

I mentioned that this handsome piece is quite large. I once collected data on over 600 published
engsis and found that size variations are greatest among those attributed to the Ersari and and the
Yomut groups.
The next piece was a source of unexpected controversy.

Now for Turkmen collectors this is a familiar format and design. Such pieces seem always to be wellcomposed and drawn and the designs both, in the field and, in this, the most usual border used, have
visible graphic punch.

In the room it was described as an “Ersari” piece with “ikat-derived” guls . During the session’s
introductions Dan Walker had recognized the presence of Hans Konig, the rug expert and writer.
Mr. Konig, first, politely reminded us that recent research has moved us away from the term “Ersari”
in the direction a “Middle Amu Dyra” usage. The reason, he said was there were a great many
different tribes living in the areas from which the rugs that have traditionally been called “Ersari”
have come, and it has become increasingly clear that a single tribal designation for the rugs woven
there cannot be supported. And there has been some beginning success in determining what groups
wove particular rugs in the M.A.D. area.
But Mr. Konig then made a further point that was more surprising. He said that he had questions
about the claim that the “guls” in such torbas as this one were in fact “ikat-derived.”

He did not say more, but it was a tantalizing thought. His suspicion sent me directly, when I got
home, to the catalog for the Goldman exhibition of Central Asian ikats. I did remember

wondering, when I first walked through that exhibition, when I was going to encounter ikats that
contained a semblance of something like this gul. It didn’t happen quickly.
But in the paperback version of the Goldman exhibition catalog there are at least two pieces that seem
to me to contain designs that are defensibly quite similar.
Here is the first one:

And here is the second:

Now similarity is mere taxonomy and does not demonstrate design source or development. So, I’m
very curious to hear more about Mr. Konig’s suspicions.
The next piece was a fragment that we were careful now to describe as Middle Amu Dyra.

Here is a closer look at its left side.

This torba-shaped and sized piece had a chaotic field of different seeming designs that drew
comments that perhaps it was a sampler.
It has clear borders at its sides. A careful look at the two vertical details below shows that traces
of top and bottom guard borders are also visible in both of them.

This indicates that this piece is, in fact, a torba-format bag face.

But what of the seeming chaos of the field design? Well, I have a reasonable, English-language,
Central Asian library and looked around it a bit. In particular I looked at Thatcher, Jourdan and
Loges. It turns out that the devices in this bag are all part of the Central Asian design vocabulary that
has until recently described as “Beshiri,” with the addition of one non-Turkmen device.
Let me deal with the latter device first. It is the jagged device on the left side of this fragmentary
torba. Here is the image of the left side again.

There are “Beshiri” devices that seem similar. Here, below is, Loges’ Plate 101.

This side treatment is similar but not satisfyingly so. The internal instrumentation, in particular, is
different. But there is another possible source that seems more credible. I own a Central Asian, nonTurkmen bag, perhaps Uzbek, perhaps something else, with a device in it that is quite similar. Here is
that bag, oriented as it would be in use.

Now let’s turn this bag 45 degrees to see this design in the position in which it occurs on our chaotic
M.A.D. fragment.

In this orientation this device seems to me very similar to that on the left side of our chaotic M.A.D.
torba fragment, again repeated below for convenient comparison.

The white-ground zagged area is there and so are the “bar-bell” devices.
All the other devices in this brought in bag are in the traditional “Beshir” design vocabulary. Here are
some examples. First, a black & white image that is Thatcher’s Plate 43.

These devices are said to have been adopted from non-Turkmen sources: the Persian “herati,” design
in particular. I say that here because this image may be the one that makes that possibility most
most examinable. But here are some additional pieces with similar devices.
The image below is Jourdan’s Plate 282.

Next is Loges’ Plate 103.

The designs in both of the immediately preceding pieces have the devices used in our chaotic
fragment but don’t exhibit its chaos.

The piece below is closest to the chaos of our fragment.

The beginning lack of regularity in the piece above hints a little at the possibility of the sort of chaos
in this fragmented torba.
The next piece brought in was this Caucasian rug..

There was a suggestion in the room that this piece was south, perhaps Zakatala. Someone else
indicated that at least some Zakatala rugs are reputed to have S-spun, Z-plied wool. I don’t think
that was checked for during the session for confirmation.

Here are two closer images.

Someone said that this piece was “looser than a Moghan.” This rug looked younger.
The next piece was also Caucasian.

This is a striking piece with its large-scale border contrasting with the relatively tiny intrumentation of
its field. The owner said it was a Sechour-Kuba piece.
Here is a closer corner.

Below is a long section of this spacious, colorful border with its abrashed green-green-blue ground.

The scale of the border makes the field seem plainish but looked at more closely it has its own dense
instrumentation.

This is a rug with really interesting and contrasting features.
Yet another Caucasian followed.

This is a “double-niche” design. The owner attributed it to Kuba-Dagestan.

The relatively large-scale main border was originally brown and white with occasional small bright red
devices. The brown has largely disappeared due to corrosion and the white now exerts a subtle, but
marked relief effect against the visible structural threads.

Here is a detail of the field showing both niches. The slight asymmetry of the drawing of the two
niches adds interest.
Below is a closer image of the upper niche and the latticed field. The color choice for the lattice
devices brings life to the palette of this rug. This effect is even better seen in the previous image that
shows both niches.

The last piece of the day was this 20th century Turkmen flatwoven piece below.

These are called “palas.” They are tightly woven and sturdy, although this one is not as hard or as
fine as the older ones often are.
A closer look at the weave of this one.

Despite the fact that such pieces are still being made, Pinner and Eiland point out in their Weidersperg
catalog that we still don’t know enough about antique Turkmen palas to distinguish (for example)
those made by the Tekkes from those made by Yomut weavers.
Mary Jo asked for questions, dealt with them, and adjourned the session.
Here are some images of the pleasant aftermath.

I thank Mary Jo for permitting me to share a virtual version of her “rug morning” with you. I also
thank her for looking at my work and saving me from the worst errors. Ultimately, though, the
reporting here must be mine, mistakes and all. Thanks, too, to Bill Storz who generously took an
excellent set of notes for me.
I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of this recent TM Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning.
Regards,
R. John Howe 12
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Wertime and Swan on Long-pile Rugs
Posted in Swan, Wendel on October 14, 2008 by rjohn

On October 4, 2008, John Wertime and Wendel Swan gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program here at The Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. on “Long-pile rugs.”

This program was explicitly based on Wertime’s important “Back to Basics” article in Hali’s issue 100.

Wertime took the lead saying that the earliest rug-like objects were likely animal skins. And it was
with a couple varieties of such pieces that he began.
He said that whole animals skins were useful but that with the emergence of the needle and thread,
humans could make animal skin/fur objects of specific sizes and shapes. The first piece he referenced
was such a pieced animal pelt “rug” made by sewing strips of differently colored but undyed pieces
together to make a “blanket” of a given shape and size and with a concentric square design. The
image below is from his Hali, 100 article.

When humans discovered dyes, such animal pelt strips were “dip-dyed” in particular colors. “Dipdyeing,” Wertime said, is accomplished by immersing an entire piece of animal pelt into a dye
pot. Again, he referenced such a piece from his Hali, 100 article.

Wertime next rehearsed the early history of emergence of textiles and weaving. He said that plant
fibers were used first. Flax is often cited, but other plants are likely early sources as well in particular
parts of the world. The earliest, domesticated sheep, he reminded us, had short, colored coats. More
like those of deer. Such fibers were too short to spin and colored wool does not, when dyed, produce
the attractive shades that are possible if one dyes white wool. So the use of dyed wool in woven
textiles likely “came into its own” only after longer-haired, white sheep had been developed.
The early techniques used to produce wool textiles included weft twining, tapestry and various kinds of
wrapping, for example, sumak. These techniques result in textiles that are flat-woven. Wertime
suggested that the earliest “pile” rugs were likely a variation on tapestry. Such pieces he said were
made with a structural set of wefts interlacing the warps but an additional set of weft was
also inserted, perhaps in their own sheds. This latter weft was then “pulled up” with a hook to form a
“faux” pile (“faux” because there are no knots as there are in actual pile rugs).
One of the points that Wertime made in his “Back to Basics” article is that some ancient techniques
can persist long after others have been developed. Old methods do not always die out. This method
of creating “faux” pile pieces from flatwoven fabrics is one such. Likely the earliest form of creating
pile rugs that we know, it is still used today in such areas as Siirt in eastern Anatolia.
Wertime and Swan had three of these Siirt “faux pile” pieces in the room. The first used horizontal
stripes of different lengths to create a diamond form in negative space.

A second piece had a design of rich colored stripes.

Wertime said that such Siirt pieces always have only undyed wools of different colors. The wool is
from a kind of mohair goat.

He added that these Siirt pieces seem also always to have cotton warps.

A third Siirt rug had a niche design, again defined negatively.

This piece has a second level of design in the gray area under its niche. The fibers in this area have
been pulled deliberately in particular directions. This “colic” effect works to create a series of subtle
diamond devices.

Despite the fact that you can encounter such Siirt pieces in flea markets, folks like Wertime and Swan,
who are very interested in the earliest weavings, do not write them off since, although frequently very
recent, they exhibit perhaps the oldest “pile” structure we know.
Wertime and Swan now moved to a second way in which a kind of longish pile can be fashioned in a
woven rug. Again there is a basic structure of warps and interlacing wefts, but in addition, there is a
second set of wefts in separate sheds, that are pulled up at regular intervals to form
loops. Sometimes the loops are formed over horizontal rods. Such loops can be either left in their
loop form or cut so that their ends are like those of knotted pile rugs. The knots in Tibetan pile rugs
are often tied over a rod and then cut before the rod is with drawn. Here is a drawing of such a
Tibetan loop usage with the rod in place.

Wertime referred to two distinctive loop pile rugs. The first is one in which the loops are firmly
anchored in a plain-woven structure. He had two rugs of this type in the room.
The first was the piece below.

Wertime said the loops were anchored by interlacing them with the warps.

Here is a second rug with extra weft loops on a plain-weave ground.

Wertime said that this piece was dip-dyed after weaving and he is confident that its rich golden color
is from natural sources. The detail of this piece below lets you see something of its back and provides
a closer look at its loops.

Some asked from the audience whether the Tibetan loop usage had traveled west or the Anatolian one
to the east. Wertime said that while both designs and structural usages surely moved geographically
we cannot usually distinguish situations in which this occurred from those in which similar structures
arose independently in different geographic locations.

A third rug with looped pile is the one below. It is of a second type of looped structure.

This rug begins to look more like tribal pieces that are more familiar, but it has a very distinctive
structure. It has a looped pile, but different from that of the golden Kurdish rug above. In the
golden rug the loops are anchored in the structure. The loops in this colorful piece are not anchored
and can slip. That is, you can pull on one end or loop and the entire row of loops will come out. This
is why this structure is called “slip-loop pile.” In Hali 100, Wertime reports that the attribution of this
piece is not certain. Perhaps Afghanistan.
At some point in time Wertime said pile knotting emerged from the flatwoven tradition. While it is not
entirely clear how this occurred Wertime said that there are some indications that allow a plausible
argument. First, he noted that the pile knots in the oldest pile rugs we have are always
symmetric. Here is a drawing of a symmetric knot.

Wertime thinks that the symmetric knot is an adaptation of some species of wrapping. Here is a
drawing of two short sections of sumak wrapping in which the weft is first taken over two warps and
then brought back under one warp before moving forward again.

In the variety of sumak in which we are interested there would be two rows of structural wefts
between the two rows of wrappings in the image above, but that is not our concern here. Here we
want to focus on the character of the wrapping as it goes around any two sets of warps. Below is a
detail showing the wrapping on just two warps and below I have repeated the drawing of a symmetric
knot for ease of comparison.

You can see in the sumak detail that one has only to move the left-hand loop so that its end comes
(as the right end does) in front of the wrapping “collar” to convert this section of sumak wrapping into
a symmetric pile knot.
Weavers using sumak knew that one could create designs by varying the length of a given horizontal
line of such wrapping. Some weaver may have decided that she wanted to have a VERY short section
of a given color, created a section of sumak that was only two warps wide and then decided that this
unit would be more stable if she brought the left hand end in front of the wrapping collar as described
above.
In this short step she had made two major advances in weaving. First, she had created the equivalent
of the symmetric pile knot. And she had made more explicit something that was present, but not
accentuated in the sumak structure, the very great potential of digital design.
Now this is all conjecture, but it is plausible conjecture. One can see how it could happen, as well as
the likelihood that it would…repeatedly. Anyway, that is one view of how pile knots emerged and why
the early version seems always to be symmetric.
From this point forward, Wertime said, all the pieces shown have symmetric pile knots.

The next piece was the green piece below.

This piece, Wertime said has single rows of long-pile knots separated by multiple rows of weft. Such
narrow pieces were often sewn together to make larger formats. The narrowness likely signals a
nomad source since narrower looms are easier to move from place to place. Wertime added that this
piece is one of those woven first and then dip-dyed to produce this green.
The next piece had the same structure with lots of weft between rows of very long pile, but is wider, is
in one piece, and has large red cruciform device at its center.

It is very coarse with large knots, having only one knot per square inch. Its owner reported that
Harold Boehmer examined it recently and opined that its red is natural. This piece is attributed to
Karapinar, just east of Konya area where strong natural yellows are also not infrequent.
The next two pieces were sleeping rugs from Eastern Anatolia. Such rugs are long enough that one
can sit down on the lower part of one half and draw the other half up and over to cover yourself while
sleeping. Here is the first one. Again, rows of knotted pile separated by a number of rows of
weft. There is brocade at the sides and also on a central cross panel.

The second of these two sleeping rugs is the one below.

This time the brocade is at the side but is also used more frequently to decorate flatwoven areas
between rows of knots.

If you look at the preceding overall image of this rug above you will be able to see traces of this more
general use of brocade decoration.
Wertime now moved to long-pile rugs from Central Asia.

The first of these was done in long, narrow strips and then sewn together. Wertime said that this is
another rug the strips of which were dip-dyed after weaving.

A second Central Asian piece was the one below. This piece was also woven in strips but with a more
complex design. Here is a closer corner of this piece.

Below is a detail of its back after it had been taken down from the front board.

These long rugs are woven with symmetric knots tied on alternate raised warps. One result of this is
that the designs done in pile on the front are almost or entirely obscured on the back.

Wertime said that he describes the weave of these Central Asian rugs as “warp-dominant.” That is,
the warp is what you mostly see on their backs.
Another of these Central Asian pieces is the one Wertime is standing in front of above. Here is an
unobstructed view of it. Here is a closer detail of the piece belwo(right).

Because they are woven by tying knots on alternate raised warps (that is, there is always an “untied”
warp running behind each knot but not part of it) this pile structure is “offset knotted” by nature. This
may be why diagonals are sometimes stepped as in the design above. This stepping reduces the
steep angle of the offset knotting would otherwise produce. Wertime indicated that at least some of
these long sleeping type rugs are thought to have been produced by Central Asian Arabs.
Wertime turned to western Anatolian with his next example.

This rug is unusual, Wertime said, in that rows of long pile knots alternate with narrow strips of short
knotted pile. Here is a closer look at the pile-side of this piece(above).
The next rug was a contemporary Turkish “tulu.” The colors in the piece are from undyed brown and
white wool.

The next two pieces were attributed to Central Anatolia. First was this sizable rug.

Wertime described this piece as a yatak or sleeping rug. He said that they are sometimes mistaken
for Kurdish weavings, but are not. Here is a closer look.

Below is a second rug of similar design, but possibly a little small to be a yatak or sleeping rug. This
particular example was probably woven by nomads in the Konya area, but not Kurds in all likelihood,
according to Swan. Although these rugs have longer pile, they are not as heavily wefted as gabbehs
from Iran.

And here is a closer detail. The “tile” design in this piece is seen by some to be sourced in “cloud
collar” designs from east Asia. The wool in this rug is very soft.

The last two pieces were described as having longer pile than most rugs but not as long as that of the
sleeping rugs treated above. They were probably not intended as sleeping rugs, but regional
differences might indicate otherwise.
The first of these was the piece below from Zakatala in northern Azerbaijan.

This handsome rug is a type only identified: a “Zakatala” within relatively recent years. Their designs
often resemble those of rugs from the Konya area.
Here is a closer corner. This rug may have goat hair edging. And a closer detail of the field.

Most rugs have wool pile that is “Z-spun” and “S-plied.” Rugs with “S-spun” and “Z-plied” are rareish. Mamluk rugs, for example, are famous for having this latter structure. Some Zakatalas do, too,
including, Wendel pointed out, this example.

This is one instance in which a marked structural distinction can aid in making a firm attribution of a
Caucasian rug.
The last rug was the Kurdish piece below, woven in eastern Anatolia. This rug is said to have a
“baklava” design because of the similarity of its devices to that pastry.
Here is a closer corner.

And here is a closer detail of the field. The reds in this piece exhibit both cochineal and madder hues.

Wertime ended this session by returning to the issue 100 of Hali in which his “Back to Basics” article
appeared. He noted that in this same issue Murray Eiland, Jr. had written an article on Kerman rugs.

Kerman, Wertime reminded us is often seen to be at the acme of Persian weaving. Kerman wool, and
design and color usage are widely admired.

Here is a straight-on look at the piece on the right side in Eiland’s article page that Wertime has open
above.

And here is a closer detail.

It is hard, Wertime said, to think of the wonderfully sophisticated Kerman rug as related to the
relatively simple, even crude pieces we have examined in this “rug morning,” but that is the case.
The wonder of this great Kerman rug, and that of others like it, have their roots, precisely, in such
primitive pieces.
The session adjourned and folks came eagerly to the front to get their hands on these interesting
pieces.

My thanks to John and Wendel for permitting me to share this virtual version of their fine program
with you, and for their editing assistance. Thanks, too, to Amy Rispin, who took an excellent set of
notes for me.
I hope your enjoyed this virtual version of the Textile Museum Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program.
Regards,
R. John Howe 13
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Archive for October, 2008
An Interesting, Minimalist Piece
Posted in Uncategorized on October 14, 2008 by rjohn
I sometimes find “minimalist” pieces attractive. This might be seen as my reaction to the rug world
mantra of “color, color, color,” but I liked such things before I collected rugs. So I think my eye is
taken by some minimalist rugs and textiles because I find such pieces intrisically attractive. Mind you,
I have not given up color, but I can often find other qualities very appealing.
Here are few pieces I own of this type. The image below is of a Navajo blanket, probably about
1910. If you treat “post” attributions seriously, this piece seems most likely in the style of either
Crystal or Ganado, despite not exhibiting any red.

A restricted use of color is countered, interestingly, by not alternating the color of the devices every
other vertical row as might be expected.

The piece above is an African raffia tube skirt from the Ivory Coast. There is some color beyond the
black, grey, white palette of the Navajo piece, but what strikes you, facing this piece, is its dramatic
texturing.
The third piece is a macrame belt I made in the 1970s.

This belt is made of No. 10 white, cotton seine line and is done entirely in square knot and double half
hitch. Again, all texture.

The piece below is a child’s coir-fiber, rain cape knotted and worn by Miao minorities in southwest
China.

This piece is knotted symmetrically, but is, even more, a piece that projects texture.
Early this year, I encountered and bought another piece in the minimalist vein.

This piece is best described with a very old-fashioned word. It is, probably a “doily,” of some sort. A
“doily” is a small mat usually placed under a dish for protection of a table surface. Traditionally, they
were made of lace or even of paper. I’m 72, and they were still visible in homes as I was growing
up. Although the need to protect surfaces from dishes still exists, one does not hear the term “doily”
much anymore. The dealer from whom I bought this one thought that it had been made by an Amish
woman about 1920 in Lancaster County, in southeast Pennsylvania. It is more substantial than those
made of lace or paper.
The minimalist nature of this textile extends beyond its color and design to include its structure and
the way in which it was made. There is no weaving at all, but it has firmer knots than you can find on
any pile rug. A couple of closer images will let you see some of this.

Here is a look at a back corner.

Mostly tan, but also some red, fibers were laid out at right angles to form a grid. Then white cotton
cord was used to tie each juncture firmly. A firm knot, capable of being tied with a single end, is tied
at each point at which vertical fibers cross horizontal ones. The cotton tying cord then continues on to
the next juncture, where it is tied again, etc. This tying is done in concentric squares.
When all the junctures have been tied with the white cotton cord, the outside ends all around are
cut (it was not clear, at this point in my considerations, when this cutting occured) and become a
surrounding fringe.
Now the piece is turned over and “buttons” are rather crudely embroidered in brown wool to cover the
tied junctures on that side. Now we have a tan textile that has traces of red and also brown
“buttons” decorating its grid intersections. (The piece looks more red than tan in the image below
but, as I indicated early on, it in fact has a lot more tan cords than red.)

The last touch is that selected brown “buttons” are further embroidered in white to form an additional
dimension of design.
Here is how these two colors of buttons now look close up.

Despite the clear simplicity of the way in which this piece was made, it was not entirely clear how it
was done, nor did I know what such a structure is called.
At first, I could not find anyone who knew either of these latter things. Two dealers in antique U.S.
textiles in the Black Angus antique mall in Adamstown, PA said they had seen such pieces, but did not
know how the structure was described nor how they were actually made. An expert weaver I
consulted said the same thing. The 90-year old mother of the hostess of a bed and breakfast I stayed
at in July, said that she had seen such textiles and thought they were made on a wooden frame.
Recently, looking for something else in one of my macrame books, I found the answers. The book
with the answers is “Square Knotting or Macrame: Square Knot Handicraft Guide,” by Raoul Graumont
& Elmer Wenstrom, 1949. Their treatment is rooted in nautical knotting, but draws on that
universe for knots particularly suited to decorative purposes. The language used is full of nautical
knotting terminology.
The first thing that caught my attention were images of some wooden frames and of a completed mat
that seemed similar to mine.

The text says that to make such a piece one must build a frame precisely the interior size (that is,
fringe not included) of the piece desired. The openings in the woodern frame are of specified
size vertically and horizontally. Brads are driven in at these specified junctures across the top and
bottom edges and labeled 1 through 8. Similarly, brads are driven at the specified junctures down
both sides and are labeled 8 through 14.

Now the basic material of the piece is put on the frame making multiple passes around the brads in a
definite sequence. For example, a first pass goes from brad 1 at the top to brad 1 at the bottom, then
across to brad 7 and from brad 8 on the right side across to brad 14.
Once the material is on the brads and supported by them and the frame, one takes a tying cord and
begins to tie knots at all of the intersections. The knot tied is a “clove hitch,” a knot very well-suited
to tying a sequence of intersecting materials together firmly with a continuing single cord. Here is an
image of a clove hitch tied on a horizontal rod.

This knot is tied starting from below the bar with a single strand and taking it around the front of the
bar going over its top and down behind its back. Now this working end is brought forward from the
back on the right side of the beginning section of the cord and then taken up, over, around and
behind the bar again, moving to the left. The working end is then brought forward from under the bar
and pushed up underneath the second wrapping on the front side and is tightened by pulling this
working end up. Once tightened a clove hitch is remarkably firm.
And below is a visible series of clove hitches tied in this actual textile.

Notice that the tying cords move parallel with one of the material sections being tied where one
material section crosses another, but that the white tying cord goes round them both tying them
together before it goes on. In the detail above, you can also see part of the concentric squares in
which the tying cords move. A separate cord is used for each of these concentric squares.
The directions say that the material sections that form the fringe are cut last, after everything else has
been done and the piece is ready to come off the frame and the brads.
The book says this textile is called a “cross clove hitched doily.” I no longer own it, but I like its
minimal character very much.

Graumont and Wenstrom also give directions for some other methods for making different mats and
rugs. Some are done on wire frames, others are based on expanded versions of a knot called the
Carrick Bend.

Here is one other especially nice looking rug for which this book provides instruction.

The finished character of the edges of this minimalist piece is especially nice.
This is the end of my little dissertation on minimalist pieces, triggered by my ownership of this little
clove-hitched doily.
Not always, but sometimes, for me, less is more.
Regards,
R. John Howe 14
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Archive for November, 2008
Bob Emry on Buying Textiles on Ebay and the Internet
More Generally
Posted in Uncategorized on November 21, 2008 by rjohn

On November 1, 2008, Bob Emry gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program here at The
Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. that dealt interestingly with buying rugs and textiles on the
internet.

The specific title of Bob’s RTAM program was “From Turkey to Turkestan Virtually: Rugs and Textiles
from the First Decade of eBay.” And while he and those in the audience included rugs bought on the
internet, but not on eBay, the rugs and textiles Bob presented himself had all been bought there.
Bob began with some cautionary comments about buying on the internet, and on internet auctions like
eBay in particular.

First, it is recommended that unless you have some real knowledge of and experience with them you
should not buy rugs and textiles on the internet at all. There are too many ways to end up with
something that will not satisfy you. Just for beginners there is no way to tell for sure that the actual
colors of a textile are those of a digital image (images vary from the actual, naturally, and some
sellers manipulate colors shamelessly). And you cannot handle a piece you are considering on the
internet at all.
I know one oriental rug dealer with 40 years of experience who will not buy on the internet because,
as he says, “We make so many mistakes when we have them in our hands, why would we give any of
that up?” And another frequent dealer on the internet will not finalize any sale or purchase until the
buyer has the piece in hand and is still satisfied with the deal.
So unless you feel sufficiently knowledgeable and experienced with regard to rugs and other textiles to
deal with the uncertainties of intenet auctions and purchases, it might be best to avoid them.
Bob mentioned that one real advantage to shopping on the internet, and eBay in particular, is that you
can sometimes find interesting rugs and textiles in places where you would never consider shopping
for them. To illustrate this Bob gave the seller’s location for each of the items he brought to show,
even though this last step of the provenance chain usually tells us nothing useful about the item itself.
Despite uncertainties noted above, quite a few people DO explore both eBay and the internet more
broadly, looking for textile opportunities and bargains. And some, sometimes, do well. Bob seems to
be one of these.
A first consideration when buying rugs and textiles, on eBay especially, is the size of the universe of
things being offered.
Bob said that when he first discovered eBay in the late 1990s and began to look at the listings of
oriental rugs, there might be a few hundred pieces for sale, a universe that one could afford to look
through.
But then, he said, within a year or two, many dealers posted huge numbers of rugs and there were,
for a time, literally thousands of rugs (at one point around 25,000), most of which were just in the
way of finding something of interest. During this period, one had to be clever with key word searches,
both to cut the universe down to something managable, and to surface particular types of interest.
More recently, Bob reported, eBay has divided its rug and textile auctions using some helpful
categories.

There is, for example, a “Pre-1900” category and as I write there are today 235 rugs on auction under
this label. This does not mean that all of the rugs so labeled were in fact woven before 1900 (even
being as honest as we could be, estimating age accurately is one of the things that we do least well),
but it does provide a managable universe to examine. The flip side of this is that there are
undoubtedly pre-1900 rugs, some of which might be desirable, that are listed in other age categories,
or that the seller did not put in any age category at all; many sellers simply don’t have enough
knowledge of rugs to be able to identify them to type or age, and consequently just list them in a
more general category.
One could also first search “Antiques” and then, under that result, “Rugs and carpets.” Again, as I
write, there are 511 on-going auctions that fit this description. This is also not an impossibly-sized
group to examine.
And one can attempt custom searches of various sorts. For example, words like “torba,” or “chuval”
or “yastik,” will yield pretty small groups, if these terms reflect your interest.
Various strategies of search can be designed and tested for results. Once, looking for folks who might
have antique Turkmen rugs that they didn’t know much about, I did a search on eBay for “Bokhara.” I
used all of the spellings I could think of.
Such a search COULD produce a large number of low quality rugs for inspection, but in the case of my
own search I found and bought at a bargain price, an unusual 19th century Yomut main carpet with a
white ground border and a well-articulated “tauk naska” gul.
But I took a huge chance in bidding on this rug. Neither the person who put it up on eBay or the
actual owners knew anything further about it and while the colors looked good on my screen, I
literally, threw $X,XXX out into cyberspace and then sweated blood hoping against hope that there
were no synthetic dyes in it. I lucked out, but it could have turned out very differently. It was, at
bottom, a foolish thing to do.
Sniping:
Perhaps most readers will be familiar with the internet auction practice of “sniping,” but I’ll
approximate Bob’s description of it. “Sniping” arose as the result of a particular dynamic of internet
auctions.
When a textile (or anything) is put up for auction on eBay, there will be an indication of whether there
is a “reserve price” (an unstated lowest price the seller will accept) and a date and precise time at
which the auction will end. Sometimes there will be a few low bids early in the auction period, but

then there may be days during which there are no bids. What is happening is that most interested
bidders are waiting to bid at the last moment to avoid driving the price up. This effort to bid at the
very last minute is “sniping.”
A great deal of sniping is done individually by bidders and some bidders are adept at putting in bids
successfully as late as one minute before auction end. But sniping is a task that software applications
can do better than human beings and so hundreds of “sniping” programs have been developed and
are on sale on the internet. A sniping program might claim to be able to make a bid for you in the last
5-10 seconds of an auction. So you sign up for a given sniping program and pay a fee for it to bid for
you at the very last seconds of an auction.
Here, FYI, are the results of a Google search I did as I write on “free sniping programs”
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=sniping+software+free&btnG=Search
Bob Emry said that he used some sniping programs, so I asked him whether he could recommend
some. He replied:
“…Regarding sniping programs, there must be hundreds available and I’ve had experience with only a
couple, so not much basis for recommending.
“However, it could be pointed out that, depending on your anticipated amount of eBay activity there
could be sniping programs that are more advantageous for you.
“For example, some charge a flat-rate per month–say $5.00/month. This is okay if you are buying
lots of stuff. But there are other sniping programs that charge a percentage–one I have used has a
fee of 1% of bid amount of each successful buy.
“So for purchases under $500 per month, the latter would be more economical, and over $500 per
month the former would be better.”
Bob also mentioned some other internet sources for rugs and textiles. He mentioned in particular
Rugrabbit.com, a site populated by many of the dealers that collectors patronize. Rugrabbit.com is
also a convenient, inexpensive place to sell a collectible rug or textile on the internet. Here is the link:
http://www.rugrabbit.com/
As I write there are over 7,000 pieces offered on Rugrabbit.com, but it is easier to examine offerings
of potential interest than this number would suggest.

Many dealers in collectible rugs and textiles also have web sites. One ready listing of such sites can
be found in the “Links” sector of Turkotek.com, the rug discussion board. Here is the link to this
sector:
http://www.turkotek.com/links/links.htm
You are now equipped with more internet rug and textile resources than you can likely use in a lifetime.
After these comments on buying rugs and textiles on eBay and other internet sources, Bob moved to
treat the pieces he had brought, about three for each year from 1998 through 2008.
As I mentioned, all of his pieces had been bought on eBay. He noted that since the eBay source is the
only organizing theme for his presentation, a more succinct title could have been just “potpourri,” and
he brought rugs, bags, bands, trappings, and even “second-hand clothing.”
Bob organized his pieces by year bought, beginning with those bought first, in 1998, and ending with
a piece that had come in the week of his presentation. He makes it his practice to print off the eBay
page on any piece on which he is the winning bidder, so he was able to say in each case both when he
had bought it and the geographic location of the seller.
Bob said that the complete khorjin set below is the first piece that he bought on eBay.

It is Luri from south Persia. Here is a closer look. And this is what its back looks like.

Bob estimates that this piece was woven late in the 19th century. It came to him from Ontario,
Canada.
The next piece was the Chinese rug below with a central dragon. Bob believe this is likely a section of
what was originally a much larger rug; the warps actually parallel the long dimension (horizontal as
shown here), and the long edges have no original selvages, presumably having been cut.

Bob described this rug as likely of the Ningsia variety and sees it as 19th century. He said that he
quite likes this dragon.

Some seeming corrosive dye usages (not cutting) have created interesting beveled effects.

This rug came from Lawrence, Kansas.
A second Chinese piece was the one below.

This is a type of wagireh or sampler, intended to provide potential customers for a given line of
Chinese rugs with “in the wool” examples of 50 available colors.

Bob estimated this piece to the 1920s. It came to him from Hadley, Massachusetts.
The fourth rug was the eastern Caucasus piece below.

The “Saint Andrew’s cross” field design and the Seichur-type border are characteristic.

19th century with a good range of color. It came to Bob from El Paso, Texas.
The next piece was a side panel of a small, flat-woven mafrash.

Bob described it as Kurdish. The weave is a brocade. The closer look below shows its superb colors
more accurately. The wool quality is also exceptional. Bob bought it from a dealer in The Netherlands.

The sixth piece was the Caucasian horse cover below.

Bob estimates that it came from the Karabagh area, and probably Azeri weaver.

Lots of color and fantastic animal designs. It came to Bob from Oregon.
Next was another complete khorjin set, this time from NW Persia or southeast Anatolia.

This piece is worth examining, but hard to photograph satisfactorily.
First, in a closer look at one pile face, notice the wonderful darker green ground of the main border.

But a really unusual and puzzling feature is the structure of the connecting bridge between its two
halves. It is woven using “weftless sumak.”

“Weftless sumak” is a structure composed entirely of warps and the wrapping wefts that provide the
colors and the designs. There are no structural wefts between rows of wrapping, as is the case with
most sumak. The puzzling part is that this weftless structure is not very strong and so is ill-suited to
perform the stressful functions assigned to a khorjin bridge.
There are some who feel that “weftless sumak” is a technique used only by Kurdish weavers, and if
so, its presence is diagnostic of such an attribution.
A further odd result of this lack of ground wefts is that this bridge lacks the “interlacing” seen by folks
like Marla Mallett to be an essential requirement before we can call a structure an instance of
weaving. So, technically, this bridge is not just structurally weak, but outside the category of “woven”
textiles.
This unusual piece came to Bob from a small town in western Idaho.
The eighth rug was Baluch or Timuri below. Bob estimated that is was woven in the Mashed area of
Northeast Iran.

It has a complex field with interesting white highlights. And it has a white-ground, graphically strong
main border, clearly borrowed from Turkmen usages. Bob called attention to the unusual blue
meander minor borders. This rug came from Portland, Oregon.

The next piece was a flatwoven salt bag. It is Kurdish and its face is done using an extra-weft float
technique. Its shape is a little unusual, since its neck is not much narrower than its body. Here,
also, is a look at the the dramatic zigzag design on its back. It came to Bob from Connecticut.

The next piece was a side panel from a Shahsavan cargo bag. It came to Bob from Chicago.

This piece is unusual and more desirable to some Shahsavan collectors because it has borders on all
sides of its field (many such panels have borders at the top and bottom only).
There is a great deal going on in this piece and the strong borders could be seen to diminish the effect
of its field. Here is a corner close-up of these rich, graphically powerful border systems.
And below is an isolated detail of one of the field devices to let you better appreciate the qualities
present in the field.

The next piece was a Turkmen chyrpy.

Most will know that the sleeves are false and that these silk embroidered garments were worn draped
from the head. Chyrpys are frequently lined with commercial Russian cottons. Below is a detail
of such a fabric used to line this one. This chyrpy was auctioned from Honululu.

The next item was the Caucasian salt bag below. Effective graphics. Bob described it as likely woven
by Azeris. It came to him from Belmont, Massachusetts.

Textile 13 was a child’s hat.

Bob suspects that some parts of the hat are older–the fine cross-stitch embroidery of the upper part,
above the row of red and green beads, for example–and that some of the ornaments might have been
added later. Look closely and you might see that the rows of silver-colored beads are really many key
chains, complete with the connecting clips that here link the sections together. To repeat, the material
that makes up the crown (omitting the top decorations) seems older. Bob said this hat was made in
east Afghanistan and came to him from Chatanooga, Tennessee.

A next piece was the Caucasian rug below.

Bob attributed this piece to the eastern Caucasus, and the color suggests Seichor area. He said that
this is one of very few pieces that he has had repaired–in this case one of the ends has been rewoven,
and some of the corroded black outlining replaced. It came to him from Boston.
The next piece was a Yomut asmalyk. This has the design that is most commonly seen in Yomut
Turkmen asmalyks, but this one has uncommonly good quality and condition.

A closer look at a detail of a lower corner of this piece. And a close detail of one field ornament.

Range of color is pretty good for a Turkmen piece. Numerous small elements, especially in the striped
lattice, have what Bob interprets as an insect dye, cochineal probably, and the pile wool used for these
small elements is 5-ply, rather than the 2-ply wool used for the remainder of the pile.
Bob said this piece came from Bakersfield, California.

Bob’s next piece was a rare-ish Turkmen format. Bob identifies this as a germech, probably Ersari.

The germech is a torba-shaped rug said to have been hung (perhaps on a rod) at the lower part of a
Turkmen tent door below the engsi. Folks entering the tent would have to step over it, but
presumably it would keep the “chickens” out. Writing in the early 70s, Azadi said that he knew of only
four pieces of this format at that time. He said that their field device(s) are all taken from engsi
elems.
Some have suggested that the presence of the distinctive “double-ramshorn” border found on most
engsis is also diagnostic of this format. This example appears to meet both of these criteria.
I wonder whether the person in Toledo, Ohio who sold this piece to Bob in an eBay auction knew
something of the rarity of the piece he had.
The next rug was the Balouch piece below. Here is a closer detail of a corner.

And here is a close detail of the field. It has dozens of small highlights in magenta silk. Here is an
even closer detail, to let you enjoy these silk highlights.

This colorful, graphic piece came to Bob from Dusseldorf, Germany.
The next piece was the pack band below. It is about 16 feet long and three inches wide. It is warpfaced, with the design in warp substitution. Near each end the warps are divided into two groups and
plaited into two bands, which come together again at the very end are formed into a dense ball.

Here is a closer detail of it.

This warp-faced band came from Iowa City, Iowa.

The piece below is a Southwest Persian bag.

This piece is attributed to the Luri. Here is a closer look at its strikingly different back.

Bob bought this piece from someone in Bristol, England.

The next piece was the Jaff Kurd bag below, with a darker color palette.

Here is a closer upper corner. This piece has a number on its back stenciled with white paint.

Such numbers are often found on pieces from The Netherlands, so it is not surprising, once we see
them, to find that that is where the person from whom Bob bought this piece was located.
These numbers were once the focus of a discussion on Turkotek.com. A Dutch dealer who was
interested began to investigate these numbers and the reason(s) why they were applied. He found
that it was a system used by an importer in The Netherlands during the 1930s and, Bob remembered
that the numbers found always seemed to be odd ones, and that made folks wonder why there were
not even numbers. Oddly, and rather ominously someone said to the Dutch dealer, who was asking
questions about these numbers, that he should stop doing so. I don’t think that got solved.

Bob next showed the Yomut torba below.

Bob said that, in his view, this piece was woven by a very skilled weaver; it is finely woven and very
regular, without a single knot out of place. Here are some closer details of it. First, a strip to show off
its borders.

And below is a close-up of one field device.

This nice piece came to Bob from Massachusetts.

The next piece was a fragment of a Uzbek suzani.

As you can see this fragment is composed of three small border fragments. Bob estimates it to have
been made before 1850. Below is a detail of one of its colorful embroideried flower forms.

This piece came to Bob from The Netherlands.
The next piece was the Uzbek band below.

Bob described this as a “decorative” band, contrasting it with those of more functional purposes. Here
is a closer detail.

This band came from Iowa City, Iowa.
The next piece was a narrow Tekke Turkmen rug that was shown in the TM’s Symposium show and
tell, and featured in my most recent post. Bob included it in his “rug morning” programbecause it was
bought on eBay.

In my treatment of this piece in the “Symposium show and tell” post, I said that I thought that I had
heard Jon Thompson suggest that it might have been a kind of engsi, a door rug that hung inside the
tent door. Acccording to Bob, who remembers more of the details of Thompson’s discussion,
Thompson said that, in his discussion of a piece with similar format in the Sotheby’s catalog for his
sale in 1993, he had mentioned that someone had suggested that these long narrow pieces were
suspended by the two ends, inside the tent door, to make a U-shaped shelf for a hat. But Thompson
continued that he does not regard this hypothesis as very likely, and thinks it more likely that these
were made to serve some kind of special ceremonial function.

Here is a closer look at some of the guls in its field that show the use of silk in their internal
instrumentation, something that would seem to suggest a special occasion piece.

This unusual rug came to Bob from Toledo, Oregon.
The next piece was another Jaff Kurd bag with a darker palette.

Here is a closer detail. Jaff Kurd bags can seem ubiquitous, but a visiting expert on Kurdish weaving
called this one a “world class” piece.

Next was the longish Kurdish rug below from NW Persia. Bob said that even though this rug is “cut”
and “pieced,” he was attracted to it because it appeared to have fantastic wool and superb colors,
including a wonderful purple.

Here is a closer look at one corner that shows its colors well.

A detail of its field shows the instrumentation of its red-ground medallion and some abstracted “shrub”
devices, as well as the line on which it was cut.

A closer border detail that, again, shows its colors better. This rug came to Bob from Salzberg,
Austria.

Next was another complete khorjin set. It is Timuri, and Bob see it as a close analogy to Plate 56 of
Baluchi Woven Treasures by Boucher.

Here is a closer look at one face and its closure system area.

The eBay seller from whom Bob acquired this piece was located in Germany.

The next piece was the Chinese seat back below.

This rug feels like an older piece. Bob described it as Ningsia and believes it was woven about 1800 or
even earlier.
It came to him from Richmond, Virginia.
The next piece was another unusual Turkmen format.

Pieces with this shape are called “salanchaks” (sometimes “salatchaks”) and are often said to be a
species of cradle (some have what seem like suspension cords). But this piece is considerably larger
than some other salanchaks and it has a niche design, permitting speculation that it could have a
prayer function. Some also see such pieces as possible saddle covers of the sort that go under the
saddle. And still others have suggested that such a rug might have served as a funeral rug, placed on
or under the corpse during the funeral observances, and then retained for other subsequent uses.

Back in the earliest days of Turkotek, Wendel Swan fashioned a salon on a striking
flatwoven salanchak he had encountered (I think) in Canada. The image of it and Wendel’s initial
salon essay have been lost in cyberspace, but if you are interested, some images of similar pieces,
parts of the interesting salon discussion, and Wendel’s end-of-salon summary, are available at the
following links:
http://turkotek.com/salon_00002/messages/74.html
http://turkotek.com/salon_00002/messages/86.html
http://turkotek.com/salon_00002/messages/87.html
http://turkotek.com/salon_00002/messages/89.html
Here are some closer looks at this Yomut piece. First, its lower left corner.

The designs clearly signal a Yomut attribution. Here is the upper left corner.

Notice that this piece is inscribed.

Bob noted that the first three characters of this inscription appear to be 122, which might suggest a
date, if the fourth character is also a number. Islamic years beginning with 122 would be between
1805 and 1814, almost certainly predating the rug, but possibly not too old to be the birthday of
someone the rug was made to commemorate, perhaps as a funeral rug. Bob said he has not been
able to determine what the rest of the inscription says. He noted that inscriptions in Turkmen rugs
are, as a rule, extremely rare; however, among salanchaks the incidence of inscriptions is actually
relatively high, which might support the idea that they were made as some kind of commemorative
pieces.
It came to him from Birmingham, Michigan.
We moved next to the Anatolian rug below.

Here are some closer details of this piece that combine a niche treatment with a central field
medallion. First, the medallion.

Then, the upper right corner with a glimpse of the niche and a better look at the border
systems. There are some areas of advanced wear, but where the pile is good the wool is very soft
and silky.

Bob believes this piece was woven in central Anatolia, but might come from farther west. It came
to him from Amsterdam.

The next piece was the Turkman chuval below.

This piece would likely be called “Middle Amu Dyra” by most now, but it has the “stacked” gul and
marks within the quarters of the major gul usages sometimes associated with Kizil Ayaks. The minor
gul is even more spacious than the major gul, and Bob said he had been unable to find another piece
with this particular minor gul.

It also features a liberal use of an unusual light green, a nice brighter blue and a clear yellow.

Notice also the unusual zigzag outer side borders. Here, below, are some additional details that show
the colors in this piece better.

The owner who sold this piece to Bob was located in Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Bob’s next piece was a Turkmen main carpet with “tauk naska” guls. He believes this piece to be a
19th century Kizil Ayak.

This rug has several unusual features. Notice that the main border on the left differs from that on the
right. Perhaps the most unusual feature of this piece is that in nearly all the “animal” figures, in the
quarters of its major guls, the two heads face in opposite directions.

The more usual drawing has them facing the same way, which is seen in just a few instances in this
rug, all of them in the lowest row of guls (first to be woven).

Bob said that he knows of only one or two other rugs in which the heads of the tauk naska devices
face in opposite directions.
This rug came to Bob from Honolulu.
This next piece was a complete flatwoven khorjin set.

Here is a closer detail of its designs and colors.

This colorful piece was attributed to the Shahsavan. It came to Bob from Germany.

Bob’s penultimate piece was the classic “Beshiri” prayer rug below.

Although the “Beshiri” designation has shifted nowadays, it is used here because it is the most familiar
one used to describe a piece of this type, until recently, in the literature. Such rugs seem likely urban
and may be better seen as among the sort that Jon Thompson described with the term “Bokhara” in
his 1980 “Turkmen” catalog.
Here is a closer look at the central, niched field of this piece. And here is a close look at its border
system.

This rug has some wear, but is still a very desirable instance of a classical type.
Bob said it came to him by indirection and chance from Carlsbad, California. It was up on eBay, and
he had bid, but the seller took it down before the end of the auction, something that usually signals
that the seller has made a favorable deal on the side.

Bob said he wrote the dealer, saying he was disappointed that the auction had been canceled, and
signaled his continuing interest in this piece. Months later, to Bob’s surprise, the seller contacted him
and offered it to him. Apparently, his “favorable deal” broke down in some way. Bob’s action here is
something to remember. You might still get a piece you seem to have missed, if you express specific
interest to the seller.
The last rug that Bob showed was the Yomut main carpet below.

Notice that green-blue ground kepse guls occur, moving in an upward diagonal left to right, in every
other row. The kepse guls in the alternate diagonal rows vary in ground color between a lighter blue
and a darker blue with white. In kepse gul carpets with this color arrangement, the guls with white
are most often arranged in a pattern that reads a 1-2-1-2… as one moves up or down the
rug. Carpets with this design all appear to be among the older group of Yomut kepse gul rugs. Bob

believes this rug is early 19th century, possibly even pre-1800.

In virtually all late 19th century

Yomut main carpets with kepse guls, the diagonal use of color varies regularly row by row, with each
diagonal row having guls only of one color.
Here are closer looks at this rug.

The “elem” designs at each end are different and Bob indicated that the one at the top of this rug,
shown in the upper corner image above, is more unusual in his experience.
The detail of the field below shows the articulation of the drawing of the kepse guls.

Bob said that this is his most recent eBay purchase and came to him the week of his presentation
from Wappingers Falls, New York..
Some in the audience had brought in pieces bought either on eBay or from some other internet
location. I do not have notes on them, but will indicate what I can recall.

The first piece was this Balouch rug with a niche design.

Although Craycraft suggests that the lack of white may indicate greater age, this seems a less than
old version of a “doktor-e-ghazi” design.
Here is a closer detail.

The niche shape follows the traditional “doktor-e-ghazi” usage.

The next piece was an initially vague-looking flatweave.

A closer look revealed considerable color and detailed drawing.

Next were two Anatolian yastiks, both bought on eBay. The owner said he bought the piece below
primarily because of its unusual purple ground. He believes that the orange that attracts the eye is
natural. His second eBay piece is one with which some of us are familiar.

This piece is very well composed, has good colors, and an interesting and brightening use of white
dots over much of its area.
This piece has been published, most recently by Ralph Kaffel, in an article on unusual Anatolian pieces
in Hali 157, indicating that it is possible to find and buy weavings on eBay and the internet that rug
scholars might find worthy of notice.
The owner of the piece below offered it as an example of how difficult it is to estimate colors
accurately from digital images on the internet.

This Shahsavan piece is very well drawn, has a nice, framing border all round and is extremely well
woven…a tough, tough fabric. But, its owner said, its colors in the wool are not nearly what he
thought they might be from what he saw on his monitor.

The next piece was the Anatolian niche design rug below.

Its owner has subsequently shared with me how the dealer from whom he bought it on eBay in 2000
described it before purchase.
“Here is a Konya prayer dating to the late 19th century, measuring 3’4″ X 4’9”. Konya is the ancient
Iconium, one of the great ancient cities of Asia Minor. The wool from the region is world renowned and
this weaving has the very best wool in it. The peoples of the Konya region were largely Turkoman
people 500 years ago and weaving has been carried on here for many centuries. The dyes in this
wonderful little prayer rug are eye popping. In fact the colors are so arrayed that they define depths of
varying intensity.
This is a flawless and important Anatolian prayer rug. The rug has visual depth by virtue of the power
of its’ color alone.
I mean to tell you the sky blue in the upper field you are seeing isn’t created with computer
processing, that is the real color!!! The black background of the border is a corrosive black and creates
an embossed effect for the wonderfully colored floral bouquets. In the center of a very few border
elements are little groups of 2 or 4 knots of synthetic orange, maybe 20 knots in all.
Weavings from the 1880’s often show this tentative use of the new synthetic dyes so I date this
weaving to circa 1885-1890. All the colors in this rug could be used as examples of the finest

vegetable dyes in the world. This rug well lit on a wall sizzles with color intensity like stained glass.
This is a major collector’s piece and could highlight almost anybody’s collection. The weave is very soft
and floppy at 60 KSI. In the end here one is considering a major artwork in this weaving and
something of enduring value.”
This description is provided to let you see how some dealers describe pieces they are offering. How
could we resist, right?
This same owner brought a second piece, also on eBay, from a different dealer. This piece is the
Uzbek, velvet ikat fragment below.

Again the owner has provided the dealer’s description of this piece as it was being auctioned:
“This listing is for an exceptional Antique UZBEK SILK VELVET IKAT POUCH from the 2nd half of the
19th century. A powerful and visually striking storage bag for the yurt probably used to secure
precious items for the owner. It is a patchwork composition of Baghmal (silk velvet ikat) pieces
including the inside of the bag. This piece is in pristine condition and has a lovely Russian trade cloth
backing framed by silk ikat strips. This is one of those rare textile artifacts that collectors covet and
hold in the highest esteem. It is simply a wonderful treat just to handle this extraordinary weaving.
Fresh to eBay viewers from the other side of the globe. Size: 14″x16″.”
These two quotes should give you a sense of how some dealers, offering textiles for sale on the
internet, describe them.

The next “brought in” piece was a complete flatwoven mafrash.

Strong graphics and good colors make this an attractive piece. Here is a closer detail.

It was seen as mostly likely woven in the Caucasus, but also possibly in NW Persia. The next piece
was the child’s dress below. And here is a closer detail of one vent.

The image above is of its back. Here, below, is one of the front.

I think its owner said that it came to him from Tiblisi, Georgia. It attracted the attention of some
experienced collectors in the room.
The next piece was a fragmented Turkmen chuval.

Its owner said that it was sold to him via the internet as a “late Saryk” piece. Thompson does talk
about later Saryks with a darker palette and asymmetric open right, rather than symmetric,
knotting. So that was a fair description of this piece at purchase (today it would more likely be seen
as Middle Amu Dyra).
Its major guls have the cruciform center of many Saryk pieces and the elem is interesting if not
necessarily diagnostic.

Its owner said that he had brought in this piece as an example of how different colors seen on one’s
monitor can be from what one encounters “in the wool.” (If you see signs of dog hair in this close-up,
it is because his wife’s champion collie sleeps on this chuval.)
This piece is MUCH darker in hand than even the unmanipulated digital images above suggest, but,
the owner said, what he was looking at on his screen at purchase was so different from what arrived,
that the piece was nearly unrecognizable. He subsequently discovered that the dealer from who he
bought it is famous for manipulating the colors of the digital images of the textiles he offers for sale.

The next piece was a Persian pictorial rug from Firdowz, in Khorasan.

It was bought via the internet, but not on eBay. Its owner said that he first saw it, with a number of
others, posted on “Rugfanatics,” a discussion board. A lady in The Netherlands put up a number of
rugs in her collection for comment.
The current owner said that while he doesn’t usually like pictorial rugs, he liked the “blocky” figures in
this one and wrote the lady on the side and ultimately bought it, despite a momentary
misunderstanding about whether the stated price was in US dollars or euros (this was when the U.S.
dollar/euro exchange rate was much closer).
Although it is clear that this rug has no great age (among other things its warps may be hemp), its
current owner said he fantisized, initially, that perhaps its blocky figures were based on some ancient
Luri sculptures. Unfortunately, Tanavoli indicates that these figures are more likely based on those in
Russian icons (although the episodes illustrated ARE from the Persian folk tales about the star-crossed
lovers, Khusraw and Shirin) and the owner of this piece now knows of two “Mary and Jesus” rugs with
these same type human figures.

This rug is an example of the rather convoluted way in which one can encounter and acquire a rug on
the internet.
The next rug was the large pile rug fragment below with a compartmented design.

The owner said that he bought it on the internet after a friend attracted his attention to it. It is
Turkmen, has an asymmetic open right knot and would likely be best called Middle Amu Dyra now. He
said that he knows of only three examples of this design and believes that that this piece could have
significant age (notice the narrow border, often seen to indicate an older Turkmen piece). One other
noticeble feature is that this piece has bright orange wefts.
The owner also reported that this piece has been professionally washed since he owned it and the
washer reported that some red dye and a yellow came out in that washing (the piece was
purchased mounted on its current tan backing, and there was some transfer of red to this backing as a
result of the washing). The owner still thinks that this is likely an older piece, but cannot explain the
seeming behavior of these dyes if all of them are natural.

The next piece was an Anatolian yastik that the owner reported attempting to buy on eBay.

But he said someone else won the eBay auction. As a result he had to pursue this piece by internet to
Germany and pay more for it, including the additional shipping.
It is an example that demonstrates that unsuccessful sniping can be expensive.
The next piece was very unusual.

The owner said that he had bought it by nearly sheer chance on eBay. It is a needlepoint-faced
leather belt, apparently made during one of the world wars for a soldier. The owner said that he had
previously encountered one other example of this type in an antique store in Medina, Ohio. Here,
below, is an image of this Medina example.

This second one has a British Union Jack flag design and a date, perhaps 1919 (suggesting something
of a WWI era). Notice the nice detail of the simple border.
The basic character of these two belts is identical. They both have brightly colored needlepoint fronts
and leather backs with a pocket.

Both have the same two-buckle system and the designs are often of flags, flag-like panels, shield
devices (as in this one), and initials. It may be that they are the product of a kind of kit sold during
the war(s).
One further interesting addition to this one is that a series of words are written on its leather back in
ink. There are at least 23 names inked onto the leather back of this belt in a little more than four
columns.

It turns out that these are all names of British military bases.
A very odd textile, likely not to everyone’s taste, but the owner is quite taken with it. He would own
both of them, but the asking price on the Medina piece was prohibitive.

The next rug was another brought in as a cautionary example.

This is a fragmented rug, likely of respectable age, but in very poor condition. The owner said that he
collects on a rather severe budget, and so will buy things that most others would pass by without a
second look.
This rug was bought from Germany on the internet, but not in an eBay auction.
The dealer had some interesting observations about it. He said that it was likely woven in the Middle
Amu Dyra area, but that he suspected that he could attribute it more accurately than that.
He said that the knots were very “thin” (he may have meant that the cords with which they were
made were of a small diameter, perhaps also pounded down tightly) and that as a result the tied knots
were noticably “short” on a vertical axis. He said that the Salors made “thin” knots of this sort, but
that this piece lacked any other Salor indicators. He said that the only other tribe that wove such
“thin” knots were the Arabatchis. Since, there were Arabatchis in parts of the M.A.D. he felt it most
likely that this piece was woven by Arabatchis from that area.
As you can see in the image above, this rug is in poor condition, but the selling dealer also said some
things that a discerning reader would have seen as signaling that there were further problems with

this piece. BUT he never actually mentioned “glue,” and it was only when the current owner of this
piece had it in hand that he saw that the additional problems included the fact that someone had used
glue on parts of the back to attach it firmly to a floor.
This feature presses this purchase firmly into the category of a “study piece (the owner may sometime
experiment with something called “Zip Strip,” a kind of paint remover used by some rug folks to
remove some types of glue from a rug surface). It also demonstrates, dramatically, the advantage of
reading carefully everything a dealer says about condition.
The last “brought in” piece was this flatwoven item.

Here is a closer detail.

The owner of this piece has, subsequently give me the description below:
“…I bought it on ebay in 1998. it came with an incredible note saying that is was owned by a curator
at Harvard’s Fogg Art Museum.
“Attribution: Probably Afshar weaving from N.W. Persia, South Caucasus, Karabagh, Transcaucasia.
Also, possibly a Shahsavan or Azeri weaving . This can be called a ‘verneh,’ but Tanavoli and the Vok
collection have one similar that they call a ‘masnad’ which is a type of verneh.

“Fantastic natural dyes of many colors on hand spun cotton. late 19th century…”
I want to thank Bob for permitting me to share a virtual version of his interesting “rug morning”
program with you. And to both Bob, and the owner of this last rug above, for their editorial
assistance. My thanks, too, to a nice lady who chanced to sit beside me, and who took a legible,
useful set of notes, but would not permit me to thank her here by name.
I hope you have enjoyed another virtual version of one of The Textile Museum’s very interesting
and informative RTAM programs.
Regards,
R. John Howe
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Archive for November, 2008
The Textile Museum’s Symposium Show and Tell
Posted in Uncategorized on November 6, 2008 by rjohn
On the weekend of October 17-19, 2008, The Textile Museum, here in Washington, D.C., held its fall
“symposium.” This year’s theme was “Cultural Threads: Exploring the Context of Oriental Rugs and
Textiles.”
The associated exhibition had generously been provided by the NYC Hajji Baba Society. The oldest rug
club in the U.S. permitted the exhibition, curated by Jon Thompson for their recent 75th anniversary
celebration, to travel to DC to be installed by a TM curatorial team headed by Sumru Krody, the TM’s
Associate Curator for Eastern Hemisphere Collections. This installation received lots of positive
comment, and it works well to place the exhibition pieces advantageously in a smaller space than it
had in NYC. You should see this exhibition, first hand, if you can, but there are a number of glimpses
of it available on the TM’s web site.
Here is the “front door” to that site: http://www.textilemuseum.org/
This link is to the description of the exhibition on this
site: http://www.textilemuseum.org/exhibitions/current/TimbuktutoTibet/exhibition_Timbuktu_to_tibe
t.htm
And this link is to some additional images of pieces in the exhibition provided in the “press
pack.”: http://www.textilemuseum.org/about/imagelistTimbuktu.htm
Many of you will know that Jon Thompson prepared the catalog for this exhibition.

In his introduction of Thompson during the Symposium program, Dan Walker, the TM Director, praised
Thompson’s provision of a doubly useful framework for what could otherwise be experienced simply as
a disparate group of attractive textiles. Walker said Thompson did this by emphasizing the cultural
settings in which the pieces in the exhibition were made. Walker said that this contextual framework
was not only useful to collectors and rug scholars, who often look at such material, to a degree, in a
kind of ethnographic vacuum, but was particularly welcome in that it made the exhibit more accessible
and interesting to the general public.
Fall Symposium weekends always end with a show and tell, held in a large tent behind the Museum
buildings proper. This year folks were asked to bring items that were congruent with the exhibition
themes, but not redundant with the pieces in it. This spec was wide enough to acommodate a
considerable variety of material.
Michael Seidman, who has ably facilitated this show and tell session for a number of years, did so
again.

Some years, the Symposium crowd thins as people rush to their return travel, but this year the tent
was full.

The “drill” is that Michael directs a team of helpers

who hold up most pieces and walk left to right across the front of the tent. The walking often needs to
be pretty fast if we are to finish by the scheduled time, so it is not always possible to get good photos
of all of the pieces.
In truth, the show and tell is full of somewhat boisterous comment and humor, and if you are deadly
serious about rugs and textiles, you likely need to look elsewhere ,and that includes the photos that I
have usually been able to manage. What you will see below are, amost exclusively, rather informal
images of only some of the pieces that were shown. But it is what I could do, and what I can share,
given the character of the occasion and the circumstances in which these images were taken.
Michael started with textiles.

Some smaller and/or fragile textiles had been pinned to a front board and we did those first.
The larger piece at the top of the board was the wonderful embroidered Caucasian fragment below.

This fragment, estimated to the 18th century, has been reassembled from smaller fragments and has
features seen in Caucasian “dragon” carpets.
Here are closer looks at the two right-side corners.

As you can see, spectacular colors.

Lower on the front board were two framed pastiches of Indian woven pieces.

Both of these framed pieces were presented with their directional center panels oriented 90 degrees
from what you are seeing here. I’ve turned them for your visual convenience.
Its owner described the small piece below as an Uzbek Koran cover.

This embroidered piece is very well composed and has excellent colors, including a vivid purple. It has
an ikat lining and some thought it might have been converted to a purse, since it seems too “thin” to
hold all of a Koran. It was estimated to have been woven before the 19th century.
The next piece was the very small one below.

It was necessarily photographed here through a plastic wrapping, so you are not seeing it at its best. I
don’t have measurements, but estimate that it was about 4 by 6 inches. One of the commenting
experts suggested that it could have been made to serve as a doll house rug. Its field design is
directional, exhibits a wide range of colors and the flower and animal forms of Persian “animal”
carpets. It is very, very well made and its owner believes it to be very old. I think the technique was
described as “counted stitch embroidery.”
The ikat fragment below is the seeming edge of a garment of some sort. It is very thin…so thin that if
placed on a black ground the design is “washed out.” It had to be mounted on red to reveal itself.

It was sold to its owner as Central Asian, the dealer saying that it came out of that area when he
purchased it. Harold Keshishian has asked whether it might not be Turkish, since he has a piece of
ikat with a similar stripe, but different palette, that was acquired by a missionary in Turkey. There
were some in the tent who thought this piece was Syrian and cited Kalter’s book on Syrian textiles.
The owner had been told that both the blue-red striped areas and the gold ground edging piece were
ikat.
Gail Martin, examining it, said that the gold ground area is not ikat, but rather some other woven
fabric. She noted that the piece has blue wefts (most Central Asian ikats have red wefts). The dealer
who sold this piece also cited these blue wefts as a distinctive group and perhaps an indicator of

greater age. Elena Tzareva, with this fragment in hand, said that it was the oldest item of ikat she had
seen.
The next piece had an odd shape. The owner reported that when he bought neither he nor the dealer
he bought it from knew what it was. It was seemingly part of something, but complete as it came off
the loom.

Wendel Swan reported that once a well-known dealer had come to the TM with a piece with a very
similar format and described it as a “unique” bag of some sort. Wendel had had some experience with
such pieces and saw that it was, in fact, one of the front chest tabs of a horse cover.
That’s what this piece is, too. Subsequent questions about it have centered on where it was most
likely woven.
Suggestions began with Heriz (because of the “S” border), but have proceeded to Kurdish and perhaps
Bijar, some pointing out that Heriz pieces seldom have either botehs or animals.

Regardless, it is a nice, tightly woven fragment for someone who cannot afford a complete horse cover
of this sort.
Another piece on the front board was the small bag with colorful animals below.

In his “Sumak” volume, John Wertime treats a very similar and complete small khorjin bag set.
Wertme attributes his example to the Shahsavan of the Moghan-Savalan region. He notes that its dark
brown ground is warp-faced.

The lack of bands between rows of animals gives this version a more spacious appearance.

The last piece on the front board was the one below.

This is part of an embroidered Turkman head dress for a camel or horse. It would have been held on
the head with an arrangement of straps. Despite the fact that it is only part of such a head dress, it
projects a holistic appearance.
We probably do not know enough about such textiles to make good tribal attributions, but one
experienced person has suggested that the use of green suggests Tekke or Ersari (the latter now M. A.
D.)
The next piece was long and delicate.

One of the expert commentators examined it and said that it was a machine-made furnishing fabric,
likely made in either the late 19th century or early in the 20th. Here is a closer look at a detail of it.

This fabric has a metallic gold ground.
The next piece was a cushion cover from southern Sweden.

Such pieces are termed “rolakans,” and are made with varieties of interlocking tapestry. They are
infrequent, but among those known are a surprising number estimated to the 18th century.

They can be rather strictly geometric, but some also have clear representing designs, as with the
reindeer and bird forms on this one. This piece is estimated to 1800.
The long textile below is Indonesian.

It was described as “Sumba;” it’s main borders are ikat.

Said to be typical of eastern Indonesia.

A seemingly similar piece may also have been from Indonesia.

It was described as “Bidang,” a woman’s skirt, and estimated to be 75 years old.
Since publication, an experienced person has written me to say that the piece below is Indonesian as
well.

It was hard to photograph because it is translucent against the bright sun at the back of the tent.
There are puppet figures in its designs. My notes contain the phrase “Teganan” cloth, but the spelling
is uncertain.
Note: Since the above paragraph has been published Patricia Jansma, a student of textiles in The
Netherlands has written me about it, saying: “The correct spelling of the Indonesian cloth is
‘Tenganan.’ It comes from the isle of Bali. It is a so-called ‘double-ikat’ (the yarns have been dyed
both length- and width-wise).” My thanks to Ms. Jansma for this further indication.

The next piece moved by fast and I have managed only to take one end of it.

It was attributed to Sumatra.
The next few pieces were from Africa. I will give my note indications but you need to be wary of
spelling and the like.
The first is this colorful cotton textile below.

My notes suggest “Keta cloth from the Ewe tribe.”

Similarly, my notes on the piece below say “Yoruba” and “Nigeria” in its description of this cloth.

A third African textile is described as an item of “mud cloth.” I think it was attributed to Mali. You are
seeing about two-thirds of it.

The African textile below was also described as a “mud cloth,” but one made by men. Its large, bold
design was said to signal something made for the tourist market.

The textile below is a split-ply camel girth from India.

Girths of this sort were used to hold saddles on riding camels. The structure is a kind of plait rather
than a weaving. It is done with a needle, but without a loom. The needle is thrust between plies
usually of light and dark colors so that the design that appears on one side is exactly like that on the
other excepting that its color usages are reversed.
Here is a closer look at this structure.

Despite the crude appearance of such girths and their structure, Peter Collingwood the late English
weaver, (he died early in October, 2008) once spent ten years writing a book on them and reported
that working with this split-ply structure requires more skill and sophistication than the appearance of
it would suggest. Collingwood said that a “one-position” error would undermine, not just the design of
a piece, but its very structure.

Someone had brought a short black velvet jacket that had heavy metallic embroidery. Here, below, is
its back.

The experts agreed that it was Anatolian.
The owner of the piece below introduced it by saying that she had bought it from an Uzbek student in
Moscow for $250.

The experts said that this was an item of new production from Tashkent. Here is a closer look at a
detail of this piece.

The experts also allowed as how $250 was a pretty good retail price for this piece.

Next were a series of Central Asian ikats. The first below had “peacock feather” and “plant” forms.

Some of these ikats were robes.

A second robe.

The next ikat piece was a panel.

One more ikat had a blue ground.

There was also a Central Asian robe embroidered in cross-stitch.

A close look at this cross-stitich embroidery.

We now moved to a series of “Kashmir-type” shawls. The first of these was long enough to be worn as
a sash.

This piece is very fine. Here is a closer look at one end of it.

The shawl below was described as of the “moon” variety.

One feature of this shawl, visible in the image above, is that its warps change colors periodically.
Below is a closer detail of its field.

The shawl below was also described as of the “moon” variety but is also a composite, made up of
pieces from different shawls. You can see the piecing clearly in the image below. But these are old
pieces, estimated to the 1820s.

Here is a closer detail of one area of field, border, corner piece. A still closer look at a detail of the
field design.

The shawl below was described as a “new embroidered copy” of a museum piece.

A closer look at part of one end. Just one of the botehs turned 90 degrees and closer still with edging
borders.

The last shawl was another of the “moon” variety.

It was estimated to have been woven in the 19th century. Here is a closer look at the field designs.

The next piece, shown a little out of sequence, was a very long Moroccan pile carpet.

Russell Pickering provided comment from the audience.

Russ said this rug was a “Rabat” type and likely woven about 1900.
Here is a closer look at a detail of the field and another of one corner.

Russell said that the designs in this rug show Anatolian influences.

The next rug WAS Anatolian, from the Mudjur area and had an exceptionally thick handle. The mihrab
is of a style commonly found on Ladik rugs.

The next piece was an Anatolian flatwoven cover.

It is woven in a “zili” technique, the distinctive “corduroy” appearance of which you can see in this
closer detail.

The next piece was an interesting Persian pictorial rug.

Pictorial rugs of this sort were treated by Parviz Tanavoli in his “Kings, Heroes and Lovers” volume.
The images in these pictorial rugs usually depict particular instances in Persian folk literature. Pat
Weiler in Seattle has called them “soap opera” rugs and they are often that. If you ask a Persian about
such a rug, he/she will often be able to tell you the “episode” being depicted and may be able to
identify many of the figures by name.
This rug has three horizontally arranged sets of figures. At the top are two horseman in battle. One is
in the act of killing the other by striking him on top of his head with a sword and is cutting him,
vertically, in half. The middle row features a seated figure apparently holding some flowers, a center
figure smoking a pipe and a right hand figure standing. The bottom row has a center figure seated and
two standing figures at the sides.
The owner thought it might be a “Hushang Shah” Hammadan, and the seated figures are
characteristic of that type. But some of us in the audience either own or were familiar with pictorial
pieces with similar blocky figures that Tanavoli attributes to weavers in the Firdowz area of Khurasan.
I have, subsequently, looked again at Tanavoli.

The owner may have a point since, in two of the panels the figure seated is on what could be a throne,
a central feature of the Hushang Shah series. Also, the figures in the Hushang Shah series seem all to
be male and that may be true for this piece as well. A little more tenuous seeming difference is that
the drawing of the faces of some of the figures has a distinctly “Chinese” appearance (the drawing in
the Firdowz pieces follows the usages on Russian icons).

An additional feature on side of the owner’s opinion is that the pictorial rugs from Firdowz, mostly,
have a distinctive white ground border different from that on this piece (the latter shown below).

(I looked quickly at the back of this piece but cannot recall now whether it was single-wefted,
something that would be more conclusive).

On the side of those of us who saw this piece as likely from Firdowz is that fact that none of the
“Hushang Shah” rugs that Tanavoli presents have a horse, and a horse figures importantly in the
Firdowz rugs that usually depict some episode in the romance of Khuraw and Shirin.
The next piece was a Shahsavan mafrash side panel. This panel’s design presents animal and plant
forms in a spacious and graphically attractive way. Here is a closer look at a detail of this piece.

The next piece was a large (5′ x 10′) Shahsavan pile rug with narrow-white color borders and outsized
“egg palmettes” in its field.

The owner believes this to be at least one of the oldest Shahsavan pile rugs known.
It colors and monumental drawing project great beauty and graphic punch. The skills the weaver(s) of
this piece employed extend to details in the small human figures, some of which are anatomically
correct.

The rug below is from Karabagh and features two foxes.

Here is a closer look at one of the foxes and its distinctive, colorful flower-form border.

The rug below is from the eastern Caucasus. It has a kufic main border and an unusual field.

Here is a closer corner.

The next rug was also from the eastern Caucausus, this time with a striped field.

Attributed to Shirvan. Despite their definite nomadic ways, Shahsavan bands are not frequent. But we
had one.

Here is a closer looker look at a detail of this piece. Colorful and spacious, with crisp drawing.

There were some South Persian pieces. First, this complete, flat-woven khorjin set.

This piece was attributed to the Kashguli, a designation associated with high quality Qashqa’i
weavings. Here is a closer look at part of it.

The next South Persian piece was also a khorjin set, this time in pile. Here is a closer look at most of
one face.

The subsequent piece was a border fragment of a large Kamseh rug. A rug of this size was clearly
made for a customer of means. Here is a closer look at part of it.

The next piece was a Khamseh khorjin set.

My photos do not do this piece justice. Here is a detail of the field of one face, that includes its colorful
bridge and intensely decorated closure system area.

The slit tapestry back of this khorjin set is also spectacularly colorful.
The next rug was a square-ish Kamseh.

The rug below was also Kamseh with a “pole” medallion.

A closer look at part of its field.

Another large Khamseh for which I have not managed to take an “all-edges” image.

A detail of the field of this piece and its corner.

The next South Persian piece was the pole design below, this time attributed to the Luri.

Another large south Persian rug followed, an Afshar.

The experts said that the borders on this piece appear only on relatively large Afshars and that it must
have been woven for an important person. Also, unlike many of the later Afshars, the handle of this
fine rug is very supple.
The next piece below was another Afshar with a classic “tulip” design. but of finer weave than one
normally encounters.

Here is a better image of this published rug than I could manage as it went by. This rug has long
been locally owned, but was once part of Ralph Yohe’s collection. It was published by Walker in his
“Oriental Rugs of the Hajji Babas” catalog in 1982 on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the NYC
Hajji club. Yohe, although, a mid-westerner, was associated with the NYC rug community, perhaps
even a Hajji member, and so the showing of this piece at an event related to this club’s celebration of
its 75th anniversary is particularly appropriate.

The last south Persian piece was the entertaining “cat” rug below.

Harold Keshishian pointed out from the audience that the cat has a “Kaiser Wilhelm” mustache,
something very fashionable, during the turn of the 20th century era, when this rug was woven. He
said the collar indicates that this cat was owned and the fact that its feet have been dipped in henna,
says that it was much loved.
The next four pieces were from Tibet. The first of these was the “tiger striped” mat below.

This piece is nicely composed with mild, but pleasant colors.

Here is the second Tibetan piece. This one is more colorful.

A third Tibetan mat had a “dragon” design.

The border on this piece seems to me to be drawn so as to suggest a “depth” perspective, as if one is
looking into a box. This possibility is violated by the drawing of the devices at the center of the top,
bottom and side borders.

The last Tibetan piece is a rare-ish format.

The owners of this piece have subsequently provided me with better images of it than I could manage
as it passed by.
Here is the front. And here is a view of the back.

The Tibetans wove a variety of, what is described in the literature as, animal “jewelry.” Sometimes
items seem to have had both functional and decorative purposes like those of their saddle rugs, but
some may also have had other functions, like warding off bad luck or evil influences.
This piece is larger than the pile pieces that were placed on the foreheads of Tibetan horses. It has a
different shape than do the “strap-like” horse “necklaces.” It may have been part of a larger
assemblage.

The owners of this piece, who spent some time in Tibet, believe that it is an item of “horse tack.”
I have looked through my Tibetan rug books and find only one piece that may be similar. The piece
below has a somewhat similar size and shape. It is Plate 57 on page 87 in Diana Myers’ “Temple,
Household, Horseback: Rugs of the Tibetan Plateau” volume.

Myers, seems not entirely certain of the function of her piece either. She says, “…This scalloped
accessory has been explained as an ornament for a crupper, the leather strap that loops around a
horse’s tail. A piece of woolen fabric sewn to the plain end suggests that it could also have been
secured behind the saddle…”
There is nothing sewn onto the end of the “show and tell” piece, but its owners agree that the Myers
example seems the closest they know to their own.
In any event, it is a very interesting textile.
We now moved to Central Asian pieces. The first of this is a familiar “trapping” published
momumentally in a two-page layout in the Thompson-Mackie catalog Turkmen for the TM’s 1980
exhibition.

There was some good-natured joshing as this piece was described as one that Jon Thompson had
included in his controversial “Imreli” attribution in that catalog, and Thompson got to say publicly
again that his intent was to fashion a “provocation.” (I think the “Dr. Cabistan” column in the nowdefunct ORR, with its letter from a puzzled Imreli collector and the good “doctor’s” response, is one of
the funniest things I have ever read about this controversy.)
Here is a closer look at a detail of this wonderful piece.

Someone from the audience (not Thompson) indicated that most experienced Turkmen analysts would
now place this piece in “eagle group III.”
A second Turkmen piece is the fragmented Yomut chuval below.

It has good color, spacious drawing, and an older feel about it.
The next piece, a Yomut main carpet, was also older and attracted Jon Thompson’s attention despite
its poor condition.

The larger, articulated kepche guls, indicate, Thompson said, an early date. Here is a closer look at a
detail of this piece.

The main border is a variety of what Thompson calls a “serrated gul” type, a usage that he says, in
the 1980 catalog, ended by about 1850.

The next piece also featured kepche guls. Thompson also saw this rug as older and commented on its
“boat” border.

The next piece was a classic Tekke six-gul torba.

The internal instrumentation of both the major and minor guls on such pieces have been analyzed
closely.

So, what do you think? Unusual or not?
The next Turkmen piece was a flatweave, a brocade.

Thompson said that the size suggested that it could have been a “wedding” rug.

The next Turkmen rug was a large fragment of a Tekke main carpet.

Thompson, again, cited the size of the ornaments and the four-star cartouche as indicators of age.
The next Turkman piece was an unusual format.

I thought I heard Thompson suggest that this piece, which is a little over two feet by four feet, might
have been a kind of engsi, or door rug. One that hung inside, rather than outside, the tent door. But I
have $6,000 worth of hearing aids, and still hear only at about 60% of normal. More, I can find
no one else who attended who heard Thompson say this, so my indication needs to be taken with
great caution.
I have turned this piece 90 degrees so that you can see its design devices more closely.

It has quite a bit of what seems likely to be cochineal-dyed silk.

The next Turkmen piece was a chuval fragment with a “mina khani” design.

This piece contains an opulent use of silk pile decoration.
This piece was followed by a similar complete chuval.

The saturation of the red ground in this piece is exceptional. Until recently, both of these pieces would
have be described as “Beshiri.” Nowadays, a “Middle Amu Dyra” designation has been seen as more
appropriate.
The last Turkman piece, and also the final one in this Symposium show and tell, was the Salor main
carpet below.

Again, Thompson commented admiringly on the character of the drawing and about the age of this
complete carpet. He called the ground color a “classic madder red.” He estimated it to either the early
19th century or late 18th century.
Dan Walker rose, saying that no matter how enjoyable a symposium and its show and tell, there is a
time when the “tent has to come down.”

People took a last “hands-on” look at the pieces shown, those who had brought things began to carry
them out, folks said “goodby,” adding “see you at ACOR in St. Louis,” and ran for their transportation.
My thanks to The Textile Museum, to those material owners who have permitted me to share their
pieces with you, and to Bonnie Ware, who, in response to my impromptu request, produced, in
circumstances in which it was very difficult to hear, an excellent set of notes on about 120
pieces. Thanks also to Richard Isaacson, Jeff Krauss and, especially, to Wendel Swan, for valuable
editorial assistance. Remaining errors are mine along.
I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of this Symposium show and tell program.
Regards,
R. John Howe 16
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